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ABSTRACT 

 

The central project of this dissertation concerns itself with the port city, a 

recurrent setting of the modernist novel.  It also seeks to investigate what lies behind the 

fact that the setting of the port city often coexists with the telling of stories about a 

malleable or exchangeable self or personal identity.  Beginning with an understanding of 

modernity as a destructive whirlwind, I proceed to trace the various literary modernists 

who have used the port city as a space that might let one gain some shelter—or even 

benefit—from that storm. 

 This dissertation begins with the Anglo-Saxon poem The Seafarer before moving 

through Ezra Pound’s translation of that poem and Herman Melville’s Moby-Dick.  It 

looks also at Joseph Conrad’s Lord Jim, James Joyce’s Ulysses, and Lawrence Durrell’s 

The Alexandria Quartet as key examples of the modernist port city novel.  These texts 

occupy a broad swath of chronology, and their settings cover a wide area of geography.  

When combined with the diverse national backgrounds of these authors, this range of 

time, place, and cultures intends to demonstrate both the pervasive nature of the crisis 

modernity provokes in our sense of identity and the persistent appeal of the port city as a 

space in which to grapple with this crisis.   
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INTRODUCTION 

 

þæt se mon ne wat  

þe him on foldan  fægrost limpeð,    

 hu ic earmcearig  iscealdne sæ 

winter wunade   wræccan lastum,  

winemægum bidroren,  

bihongen hrimgicelum; hægl scurum fleag. 

 

Sometime in the latter half of the 10
th

 century A.D. a scribe etches the work of a poet or 

poets unknown—The Seafarer—into vellum pages destined to be bound into a 

manuscript known later, much later, as the Exeter Book.  This grinding of iron-oxide into 

animal flesh records a seminal moment in what will become the English literary 

imagination.  Here, in its earliest days, this poetry calls attention (perhaps unavoidably) to 

the intimate relationship of soil and sea for those inhabiting an island; even as he blurred 

the boundary between nation and ocean, the poet of The Seafarer established another 

division that will long persist in English literature: the essential division between the man 

on land and the man at sea. 

 The lines above, translated in the Norton Anthology of Poetry, read “He knows 

not, / who lives most easily on land, how I, / have spent my winter on the ice-cold sea, / 

wretched and anxious, in the paths of exile, / lacking dear friends, hung round by icicles, / 

while hail flew past in showers” (8-9).  These bleak verses vividly depict the pre-OSHA 

working conditions at sea in the northern latitudes and speak to the fundamental ways in 

which this job alters the sailor’s relationship with his own community.  His experiences 

occur beyond the experiences of the land-dweller: the detail with which the seafarer 
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enumerates the challenges of his workplace suggests that his experiences lie beyond the 

imagination of the individuals safe in their homes.  The seafarer’s career, after all, sends 

him out on “paths of exile,” a kenning implicitly aligning his fate with those of criminals; 

both become individuals separated from society.  The separation from friends and family 

that constitutes the punishment handed out to criminals is, for the seafarer, an inescapable 

cost of doing business; though episodic, it results in a similar sense of total alienation.  

This gap of knowledge (and whether the gap is symptomatic, causal, or simply 

representative) marks a difference in the kind, in the very composition, of the men who 

occupy these roles. 

 And, indeed, the Seafarer records this difference in knowledge in his poem:  “He 

can little know / who, proud and flushed with wine, has spent his time/ with all the joys 

of life among the cities, / safe from such fearful venturing, how I / have often suffered 

weary on the seas” (9).  Yet even as the landlubber misjudges the suffering of the sailor, 

the Seafarer catalogues the contrasting attributes of their lives—the man in the city “has 

the joys of life,” the other only “fearful venturing,” one “spends his time” while the other 

“suffers,”  the former is “proud and flushed with wine” while the latter is. . . well. . .not.  

The parallel descriptions suggest that something intangibly but undeniably links these 

two ways of being, man-at-home vs. man-at-sea, in an oppositional, almost adversarial 

relationship.
1
  But the break in those parallel constructions signals that the poet’s goals 

                                                 
1
 Fredrick Holton notes the deep cultural roots of this division: “In classical and patristic writings there is a 

clear contrast between the daring, horrific, and vaguely supernatural nature of voyage on the sea and the 

easy life of city dwellers, who cannot possibly understand.  In other words, there is something of the heroic 

about anyone who is bold enough to travel on the sea at all, and this provides an a priori context for the 

voyages of men like Beowulf on the one hand and of people like Andreas, Elene, or the non-specific 

Christian penitent on the other. The merchant in Elfric's Colloquy speaks of the danger of traveling over the 
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reach beyond simple contradistinction.  The lack of a counterpart to the city-dweller’s 

pride and wine-fueled wantonness carries an approving judgment: for all the chaotic 

fluidity of its miseries and trials, the seafarer’s life is, fundamentally, solid.   

 Nine-hundred-some-odd years later, the poets of Modernism will return to seek 

solidarity with this moment, turning the special nature of the man-at sea into a bedrock 

upon which they might, as the poet said, shore the fragments of their ruins.   

●○● 

The work of this book concerns itself not with genealogy or codification, but with 

something much more akin to cartography.  The authors under consideration here—Ezra 

Pound, Herman Melville, Joseph Conrad, James Joyce, and Lawrence Durrell—share no 

obvious bloodline, nor do I mine one from their veins.  Nor indeed does this project set 

out to define, re-define, or remove definition from any certain sort of Modernism.  

(Though I compare my work to cartography, whatever borders that misbegotten term 

possesses will find themselves unaltered by whatever follows from my efforts here.)  

Indeed, this project, though all in English, implicitly resists borders whenever possible, 

whether national or chronological.  Scattered across more than 100 years, planted on 

three continents, swimming in four or five seas, its subjects born from and living through 

a half-dozen or more nationalities, this study cannot cleanly circumscribe the works or 

the authors I investigate.   

 All the same, my project is undeniably immersed in modernity.   It remains 

focused on the literature produced by authors awash in its problematics and possibilities, 

                                                                                                                                                 
sea, and by law the merchant who crossed the sea three times at his own expense was entitled to the status 

of gesiđ” (Holton 213-4). 
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and so it must operate within whatever boundaries that term can provide; the discussion 

focuses on the concerns of the cultural/historical era which we share with the authors 

named above, and more specifically, with modernity’s relationship to the concept of 

personal identity.  If I am tracing anything in this work, I am tracing something akin to 

currents—invisible, inferable only through the items they press against, but nevertheless 

knowable.  I am tracing a movement of ideas, of concepts, not by following these ideas  

per se, by tracking them from point to point to point to point, but by observing where 

individuals caught up in these ideas wash ashore, by finding where the beaches bear the 

detritus of the modern age.   

 In All That Is Solid Melts Into Air, Marshall Berman remarks “that modernists 

have always shown that modern identity is bound to be elusive,” hitting upon one of the 

very few touch points potentially shared by the vast (dis)array of  artists labeled 

modernist (334). Something as apparently self-evident as personal identity, of course, can 

only become elusive in an environment of pervasive uncertainty, an environment 

possessed of the sort of chaos and confusion in which the absolute uncertainty of one’s 

place in the world seeps deep enough into the mind to unsettle the unity of the self.  

Berman primarily engages modernism in these terms, defining “modernism as any 

attempt by modern men and women to become subjects as well as objects of 

modernization, to get a grip on the modern world and make themselves at home in it” (5).  

Berman argues that “We can get a feeling for the complexity and richness of nineteenth-

century modernism, and for the unities that infuse its diversity, if we listen briefly to two 

of its most distinctive voices:” Friedrich Nietzsche and Karl Marx (19). 
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 Dealing first with Marx, Berman quotes from a speech given in 1856, proclaiming 

that  “The so-called revolutions of 1848 were but poor incidents . . . small fractures and 

fissures in the dry crust of European society.  But they denounced the abyss.  Beneath the 

apparently solid surface, they betrayed oceans of liquid matter, needing only expansion to 

rend into fragments continents of hard rock” (19).  In this apocalyptic prose Berman finds 

not only an under-recognized modernism in Marx, but what he considers “probably the 

definitive vision of the modern environment:” Marx’s prediction of a “Constant 

revolutionizing of production, uninterrupted disturbance of all social relations, 

everlasting uncertainty and agitation, distinguish the bourgeois epoch from all earlier 

ones” (21).  The result of these churning forces provides a vision to Marx, which in turn 

provides a title for Berman: “All fixed, fast-frozen relations, with their train of ancient 

and venerable prejudices and opinions, are swept away, all new-formed ones become 

antiquated before they can ossify.  All that is solid melts into air, all that is holy is 

profaned, and men at last are forced to face . . . the real conditions of their lives and their 

relations with their fellow men” (21).  Berman uses these quotes both to give some 

definition to the modernity his book tackles and to establish Marx’s modernist credentials 

before a later, chapter-long revisitation of his work; I’d like to appropriate the results of 

the former purpose, and then, to further my own ends, take a slightly closer look at 

Marx’s prose. 

 Marx’s diction in these passages is a fluid diction, or rather a diction of fluids.  

The difference between land and air, between the solid and the ephemeral, clearly 

provides the controlling metaphor both for Marx’s argument and for Berman’s 
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appreciation of it, but behind this metaphor—or, rather, within it, between its terms—

flows the imagery of the sea.  The “oceans of liquid matter” in the first quote appear 

again and again in Marx’s prose, though not so explicitly, as the force capable of 

destroying not only “continents of hard rock,” but all that is solid, traditional, known.  In 

a later moment in the “Speech at the Anniversary of the People’s Paper,” not quoted in 

Berman’s text, Marx talks of the “antagonism between modern industry and science on 

the one hand, [and the] modern misery and dissolution on the other hand” that drives the 

historical moment of the speech (657).  Here again, through the fissure of the word 

“dissolution,” the listener may hear the sound of those liquid forces.  Reinforcing the 

power of that first, dramatic image of an eroding European society, when this moment 

links modern misery to dissolution Marx suggests the unpleasant fate of those who drop 

into that ocean of liquid matter, who fall victim to the chaotic, violent forces of change 

which define modernity, to those who experience, the Oxford English Dictionary tells us, 

“the reduction of a substance from the solid to the liquid form; liquefaction.”  In this 

word, too, then, we might divine the first whispers of that famous image from The 

Communist Manifesto.   

 Indeed, though all that is solid ultimately melts into air, first that which is “fast-

frozen” is “swept away.”  In other words, the uncertainties of the past, long since fixed 

into stability, are again rendered uncertain and lost, washed away by the flow of 

modernity, themselves caught up in the loosing of those vast oceans of liquid matter.  

Science tells us that  solids transitioning directly to a gas should sublimate, but Marx tells 

us that they melt into the air.  There is a wonderful poetry at work here, but to eye it with 
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a cold, technical gaze reminds us that by melting into air all that is solid becomes liquid 

and evaporates—that is, all that is solid and certain joins in with the chaotic, swirling 

forces of change before changing yet again and achieving the rarified condition of air.   

But, then again, air, as the scientists tell us, is a fluid.    

 

Speaking of modernity seems always to require speaking simultaneously of 

conflict and uncertainty (indeed, even especially, when struggle and suffering go 

explicitly unspoken).   The other of the two distinctive voices reproduced by Berman 

belongs to Friedrich Nietzsche, from whose Beyond Good and Evil Berman quotes the 

following passage: 

 At these turning points in history there shows itself, juxtaposed and often 

entangled with one another, a magnificent, manifold, jungle-like growing and 

striving, a sort of tropical tempo in rivalry of development, and an enormous 

destruction and self-destruction, thanks to egoisms violently opposed to one 

another, exploding, battling each other for sun and light, unable to find any 

limitation, any check, any considerateness within the morality at their disposal. . . 

.Nothing but new “wherefores,” no longer any communal formulas; a new 

allegiance of misunderstanding and mutual disrespect; decay, vice, and the most 

superior desires gruesomely bound up with one another, the genius of the race 

welling up over the cornucopias of good and ill; a fateful simultaneity of spring 

and autumn. . . Again there is danger, the mother of morality—great danger—but 

this time displaced onto the individual, onto the nearest and dearest, onto the 

street, onto one’s own child, one’s own heart, one’s own innermost secret recesses 

of wish and will. (qtd. in Berman 22) 

 

Apposite to this discussion as the image of the genius of the race welling up over the 

cornucopias of good and ill might be, I’ve singled it out for its relentless focus on 

juxtaposition, the violence of chaotic and endless change, and the dreadful impact of 

those forces not on the individual, but on the very composition of the individual.  This 

passage, dating from 1886, could still serve handily as a definition of what we mean 
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when we speak of the experience of the modern.  In 2001, Scott Eastham struck many of 

the same notes: 

Modernity is a catch-all phrase, of course, broadly implying a series of social, 

psychological, religious and technological changes that began about 600 years 

ago, after the Black Death and the pointless Hundred Years War decimated the 

population of Europe.  In these very general terms, modernity stands for 

quantitative scientific methods replacing the virtues of faith and the abuses of 

fideism, industrial production and commercial expansion supplanting hand labor 

and guild-regulated crafts, rationality and empirical evidence triumphing over 

traditional authority, individual rights and a sense of self instead of a monolithic 

and hierarchical society: in short, complexity replacing simplicity. (97-98) 

 

We should not credit chance with Eastham’s decision to begin his timeline with a plague 

and a seemingly endless war, for his list of replacements and triumphs all catalogue a 

series of changes containing within themselves profoundly traumatic, often fatal, 

reversals.
2
  These are, more specifically enumerated, the jungle-like strivings, the 

enormous destructions and self-destructions, the battles of ego, and above all the dangers 

alluded to in the passage provided by Nietzsche.  Eastham errs I think only in that his 

summary of modernity suggests that these are decided battles, that whatever dangers we 

face today result from these inversions rather than from an ongoing struggle of all the 

elements of human society still violently opposed.  Complexity has replaced simplicity, 

but it is a complexity of process, not of result.
3
  If any sort of cohesive whole can be 

made out of this now-universal complexity, it is, as Berman makes it out, “a paradoxical 

                                                 
2
As of 1982, Berman put modernity at only 500 years old, but agrees that it possesses the same general 

qualities Eastham outlines, concluding that of  those who have lived in this period, “most of these people 

have probably experienced modernity as a radical  threat to all their history and traditions” (16). 
3
 Do not read this as an assertion of a pre-lapsarian Arian past of bucolic simplicity in the vein of 

Foucault’s fantasy of an untrammeled medieval sexuality.  I doubt being human has ever really been a 

simple business, but we can agree there have been periods that put, if nothing else, somewhat fewer 

challenges in the individual’s way. 
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unity, a unity of disunity: it pours us all into a maelstrom of perpetual disintegration and 

renewal, of struggle and contradiction, of ambiguity and anguish” (15).  And, because a 

maelstrom is, of course, literally a whirlpool, the conception of modernity returns us as 

both moderns and as readers once again to the sea. 

 If we think of modernity as a sea and of ourselves as those most at risk of 

drowning in it, we must still work out a place for the group of artists under scrutiny here, 

the modernists, whose special designator suggests that they possess something more than 

the arbitrary birth date that makes a modern.  Because I wish to avoid another tedious—

and ultimately useless—rehashing of what “modernism” means when, how, to whom, 

and to what extent within the context of the academy, both inside literary studies and 

beyond,  I’ll simply defer to the reassuringly concrete pages of the OED, wherein one can 

find several instantly useful definitions of the term: 

 2. A supporter or follower of modern ways or methods; (spec. in the 18th cent.) a 

person averring the superiority of modern over ancient literature. 

3. Brit. Educ. A person who advocates the teaching of modern subjects, rather 

than the classical languages and literature (cf. MODERN a. 6). rare. 

4. An adherent or exponent of modernism in any of the arts; an artist, architect, 

writer, etc., whose work is characterized by modernism (see MODERNISM n. 4). 

5. Theol. Freq. in form Modernist. A person who inclines to, supports, or 

advocates modernism (see MODERNISM n. 3). 

6. Jazz. A person who plays or appreciates modern jazz
4
 

Appropriate to the dynamic nature of the era, the verbs within these definitions provide 

us with the most assistance:  modernists aver, advocate, they adhere and expound, they 

incline to, support, advocate some more, and they play and appreciate, too.  Modernists, 

                                                 
4
 The first definition is conspicuously absent, but only because it reads:  “ 1. = MODERN n. 1a. Obs”.  

That a simple equivalence to the modern is bracketed by markers of obsolescence is both amusing and 

instructive.   
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then, are volitional rather than vocational, and their relationship to the modern is one of 

choice rather than of chance.   

In keeping with the metaphor this introduction has been tracing and advancing, 

then, let us think of modernists as swimmers, or perhaps sailors. In any case, let us call 

them seafarers.   

 

Modernity, for all its love of novelty, certainly did not invent using the sea as a stand-in 

for a hard and dangerous life.  When Fredrick Holton writes that “The sea, however, is 

not just a metaphor for life but, more specifically, for postlapsarian life, the flux and 

bitterness of which it well reflects,” he writes not to adjust the imagery of Marx or to 

clarify the scholarship of Berman, but to expand understanding of The Seafarer by 

tracing even its metaphorical constructs back into classical and patriarchal writing (209).
5
  

(Perhaps by reaching so far back for these symbols the poet(s) of the seafarer ensured 

their resonance so far forward.)  Still, for reasons hopefully made clear above, the 

metaphor remained a potent one in the 19
th

 and 20
th

 centuries, possessing a particular 

appeal for Ezra Pound, whose work with the poem would send that resonance forward yet 

again.   

 As an object of scholarship, The Seafarer has traditionally presented its readers 

with numerous problems, both textual and interpretational.  Davenport, in his “The 

                                                 
5
 There are those, of course, who read The Seafarer as a completely literal lament, but laments only affect 

others if they have some reach beyond the specific complaints of the lamenter.  This is the difference 

between poetry and whining.   
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Modern Reader and the Old English Seafarer,” offers a brief allegory that should bring a 

reader up to speed on the poem’s critical tradition:   

Once there was an old, weather-beaten sailor, brooding as he gazed with 

dread and desire over the expanse of grey water.  Sometimes there were 

two sailors, old and young, teacher and learning in a Saxon Boyhood of 

Raleigh.  Through both scenes ran the anguished wanderlust of Sea Fever: 

“I must go down to the seas again, to the lonely sea and the sky.” Then 

there was a monk, overcoming his foreboding, before setting off in his 

cockleshell of self-sacrifice into the Lord’s heaving bosom.  Now there 

seems to be a bodiless voice, deploring, while accepting as necessary 

penance, the exile of this grim world and the symbolic voyage on the sea 

of life.  Alas the glory has departed.  In the process of change, briefly 

indicated by these mental pictures of The Seafarer, something has been 

lost.  Instead of the voice of a distant poet speaking directly across the 

centuries about passion and longing, speaking in an archaic but 

comprehensible language of universal subjects, modern readers are asked 

to tune in to the muffled tones of a tool of Rome, versifying the 

commonplaces of homily and using words with special meanings for 

ancient cleric and convert.  Is there any wonder that one should feel 

rebelliously that the poem used to seem better?  (227)   

 

Perhaps as a result of this turbulent history, Pound’s translation has itself caused no end 

of consternation among scholars concerned with the merits of his effort.  Michael 

Alexander thinks “there are circles in which Pound’s ‘translations’ have made him more 

unpopular than his ‘treasons’” (110), and the word “howlers” has been inextricably 

linked to what many scholars see as errors in his understandings of Old English 

vocabulary.  Still, each drop of ink committed to critique of the poem testifies also to its 

importance, and both Alexander and Hugh Kenner have invoked the adjective 

“miraculous” to describe it.   

 Much of the critical angst produced by Pound’s translation arises from technical 

concerns, from errors that presumably would have been obvious to even a novice.  His 

oft-cited (mis)rendering of “byrig” as “berries” rather than the correct “cities” remains a 
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suppurating wound, for example.
6
  Indeed, even Pound’s defenders often begin with 

reconsiderations of whether Pound’s text should even be thought of as a translation.  

Alexander feels that “it might be less misleading to call Pound’s poem an adaptation or 

imitation” (123), while Vilas Sarang suggests Pound’s “rendering of The Seafarer may be 

called a ‘transcreation’ (5).
7
 Michael Gooch apparently feels the issue has been decided 

so concretely that he confidently writes “Pound’s “translation” of the Anglo-Saxon 

Seafarer is thus only a translation in name” (178).
8
  Despite this surety, the exact nature 

of Pound’s efforts remains uncertain.   

 Alexander himself, after only three pages, slips from the quarantine of those 

individual quote marks around “translation” in his discussion of Pound’s work, writing 

that “the one thing [Pound] could profitably have told readers of his translations is that 

they were not intended to be literal, for that is what readers of translations expect: 

accuracy and the preservation of a consistent and conventional relation to the text” (113).  

And still, with regard to accuracy and a consistent and conventional relation to the text, 

Sarang notes that “what strikes one most is Pound’s extreme fidelity to the Anglo-Saxon 

                                                 
6
 Not that Pound himself ever seemed to worry about such questions.  He has “better reason” for studying 

medieval literature than “crotchety humour and a pedagogical pedanticism” (Patria Mia 564).  Sherry Chaplin, 

furthermore, suggests that “Other semantic wanderings should I think be viewed in this manner.  If the word 

is not seen as vital to the argument, Pound readily offers another, often remotely different, which will yet 

carry the mood and vision of the original and, importantly, sustain rhythm and the allusive image.  And 

this, perhaps, is accuracy after all” (44). 
7
 Alexander finds The Seafarer to have provoked some transcreation, as well, inasmuch as “This early 

effort gives vent to the wanderlust of the self-reliant voyager that eventually crystallized in the figure of 

Odysseus in the Cantos” (125). 
8
 Gooch goes on to explain that “The better description for what Pound has created is a “derivative,” which 

I use not in the adjectival, pejorative sense with which it is commonly associated, but rather as a term of 

classification, to denote that Pound’s poem is derived from the wholly literal transmission of that poem into 

modern English.  As such, the Old English poem and Pound’s derivative are best understood as separate, 

but closely related works, similar in sense to the way in which Grendel is related to Beowulf and Wide 

Sargasso Sea is related to Jane Eyre” (178). 
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text in some respects” (5), that “the most striking feature of Pound’s rendering is its 

absolute fidelity to original lineation.  Pound translates not merely line for line, but half-

line for half-line” (8).  Indeed, in the end, even Alexander concedes that “As a model of 

translation it needs to be handled with care, except by translators of comparable gifts.  

But as an adaptation and as a poetic performance it is a work of genius”  (126).  Because 

settling the finer points of translation theory would carry this discussion too far, it’s 

probably best to leave the final judgment on terminology to others.  I want to carry away 

one key thing: the level of care and attention paid by Pound to the original.  Whatever we 

call it, Pound’s process was one not just of translation, but of preservation.  In bringing 

the work out of the past and into modernity, Pound took pains to ensure that what he 

transplanted remained intact.  Despite finally settling on his (irritatingly conditional) 

answer to the question of how to handle what Pound does with The Seafarer, Alexander 

writes of Pound that “the nature of his interest in the poem is itself open to interpretation” 

(113).  It remains open, of course, because such a question can never be closed, and was 

perhaps unknowable even to Pound himself, but productive things can nevertheless be 

said as a result of continuing to attempt the answer. 

Pound’s various projects with regards to medieval literature were, according to 

him, undertaken in the interest of wanting “to find out what sort of things endure, and 

what sort of things are transient” (564).  Taken in the context of Kenneth Burke’s opinion 

that “critical and imaginative works are answers to questions posed by the situation in 

which they arose,” one begins to see both why Pound seeks to preserve and what he 

hopes to preserve it against (1).  John Corbett reminds us that, “Many of the issues that 
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arise from cross-cultural translation are also relevant to intra-cultural translation.  In 

particular, intra-cultural translation does not escape the charge that any translation is a 

form of cultural appropriation” (175).  It seems that Pound very much wants to 

appropriate something that The Seafarer has to offer—that hard, durable thing at the core 

of its art, the self-knowledge of its poetic voice.  His interest in the poem, at least in part, 

must have arisen from his interest in—or rather, his lived experience of—his time.  The 

translation of The Seafarer into “The Seafarer” is definitively, if nothing else, a response 

to modernity’s fractured, pervasive, uncertainty.  

Pound’s most dramatic editorial decision, for example, comes with his decision to 

translate only the first one-hundred lines of a one-hundred-twenty-five line poem, 

dismissing the tail-end of the poem as a later impure and clerkly tampering, thereby 

removing a significant fracture from the landscape of the work.
9
  Pound’s cuts unify the 

work to conform to what he considered the voice of a single speaker, the dauntless 

Seafarer himself, removing a good dose of complexity from a still-complex poem.  This 

drive towards purity—clarity—forms a significant portion of Pound’s strategy in 

approaching his translation, though it, too, has cost him some esteem with later critics.  

Michael Gooch, for example, has insisted that “The Seafarer is neither unified, coherent, 

nor organic.  The poem is instead inherently dialogic in nature, allowing for a variety of 

possible readings,” and so objected to Pound’s failing “to take advantage of the multiple 

                                                 
9
 Alexander reminds us that this decision probably had as much to do with Pound’s training as with his 

aesthetics: “Today scholars are aware of the interpenetration of heroic paganism and Christianity in Anglo-

Saxon poetry, and Pound’s editing looks mischievous; . . . he was in fact carrying to a logical conclusion 

the interest of much mainstream philology in seeking, by an analytic approach to the text, to eliminate 

monkish ‘improvement’ and isolate the original, primitive folk-essence.” (123).  That is, judge Pound first 

by the rules Pound played by. 
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voices and perspective The Seafarer contains, or to dramatize the conflicts therein” (179).  

Pound’s insistence on narrative unity, however, seems to be less a “failing” than a central 

translational concern.   

On the problems of modernity itself, Octavio Paz has eloquently written that it is 

“cut off from the past and continually hurtling forward at such a dizzy pace that it cannot 

take root, that it merely survives from one day to the next: it is unable to return to its 

beginnings and thus recover its powers of renewal”(qtd. in Berman 35).  The Seafarer 

rests at the root of English literature, and so the act of translating it into the language of 

the twentieth century might easily be seen as an attempt to grasp those roots, to transplant 

a cutting into a new garden.  Pound’s work, in this case, has more to do with recovery 

than with introduction; he sought not to use the shell of the Anglo-Saxon original to 

contain his own message, but to carry central elements of the past wholesale into his 

time.  Some of these elements deal with content, others with form, all with ameliorating 

the relationship between the self and the modern world. 

 

The Seafarer’s Seafarer, if nothing else, possesses a sense of self largely 

inaccessible to an individual shaped by the experiences of modernity.  Knowing himself 

and his business, he speaks with an authority untainted by confusion or doubt.  Indeed, 

the Seafarer’s certainty rings out from the very first line of the poem:  Mæg ic be me 

sylfum  soðgied wrecan—“I sing my own true story” (Norton 8).  Thinking even briefly 

on how debased and muddled modernity has rendered concepts like Truth and the Self 
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reveals the utterly alien nature of the Seafarer’s mental space—and here, in the opening 

moment, one can also grasp the immediate appeal of such a bold statement.   

Taken as a whole, the truth-song sung by the Seafarer might appear to fall 

somewhat short of its clarion opening—though not overwhelmed by what Nicolas Jacobs 

has characterized as an “overall lack of logical coherence,” the poem does display a 

“deliberately articulated conflict of emotion in the Seafarer’s attitude to his voyage” 

which renders it a sometimes opaque, even intimidating, work (110).  The poem 

famously begins with the bitter laments of a dangerous life at sea—the rime-encrusted 

body, the weary mind, the “paths of exile” far from “dear friends” and the “mirth of 

men”—which make concrete the steep fees paid to live a life at sea (Norton 9).  Just as 

suddenly, however, the poem moves into a second section, tacking unexpectedly into an 

accounting which just as vividly conveys what those fees purchase—seeing “the lands of 

strangers far away,” the ability of the sea to make more vibrant the details of the world, 

the secrets of experience opened to those who find their way “on to the whale’s roads 

irresistibly” (9).  His passion for these things almost exceeds his control, a longing made 

palpable in his admission that  

I  

have often suffered weary on the seas.  

Night shadows darkened, snow came from the north,  

frost bound the earth and hail fell on the ground,  

coldest of corns.  And yet the heart’s desires  

 incite me now that I myself should go  
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on towering seas, among the salt waves’ play;  

and constantly the heartfelt wishes urge  

the spirit to venture, that I should go forth. (9)   

The breadth of emotion on display here has thrown more than one critic off-

course, leading to readings that suggest multiple narrators, that attempt to read the second 

part as depressingly as the first, that suggest a poet or scribe stitched the work together 

from various poetic flotsam.   

The poem itself, of course, demands no such laborious methods.  That both 

extremes of emotion can inhabit the same soul without rending it in twain strikes me as 

almost stupidly obvious,
10

 but then again it seems entirely possible that a sense of 

fracture pervades modernity so completely that where even the possibility of a split is 

gently whispered we assume that line to have inevitably parted.  Despite modern 

prejudices, however, the speaker of the Anglo-Saxon poem remains whole.  His 

complaints about suffering at sea do not stand in for a renunciation, and neither do the 

listing of rewards make up a justification.  The Seafarer’s relationship to the sea lies 

somewhere beyond a rational accounting of positives and negatives, existing instead as a 

thing as fundamental to his selfhood as the keel to his ship. But he, of course, explains it 

best:  “even now my heart / journeys beyond its confines, and my thoughts / over the sea, 

                                                 
10

Sally Hoople appreciates the potential simplicity at work here:  “Anyone who has experienced long 

sailing trips, to a certain extent, can answer Shippey’s objection to this apparent contradiction.  A sense of 

ecstatic freedom blows in brisk breezes, pleasant days, and the immersion in the forces of nature; irritation 

also resides in recalcitrant sails and sheets in high winds, and moments of fear flow with heavy seas which 

threaten to engulf the boat, and with heavy fog which obscures one’s vision.  Such pleasures, as these, 

mixed as they may be, provide a sufficient explanation for voluntary exposure to weeks and months of 

bitterly cold weather and a loneliness like alienation” (49). 
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across the whale’s domain, / travel afar the regions of the earth, / and then come back to 

me with greed and longing” (9). Intellect and heart act in accord; no life other than the 

seafaring life seems possible for the eponymous Seafarer.   

The power of his commitment to this traveling life extends, in the end, beyond life 

itself.  Ultimately rejecting  “this dead transitory life on land,” the Seafarer rejects the 

works of earthly existence in favor of the more lasting rewards of heroic acts and faith in 

God (10).  The fragility of mortal life having made wealth and comfort both fleeting and 

worthless, the Seafarer chooses instead to “control himself / with strength of mind, and 

firmly hold to that, / true to his pledges, pure in all his ways” (10).  And indeed, the world 

within which he must pursue this work stands a ruined world, where “the great old days 

have gone,” where “there are not Caesars now or kings / or patrons such as once there 

used to be,” where “gone now / is all that host, the splendors have departed” and “weaker 

men live and occupy the world”  (10).  Where “Earthly nobility grows old, decays, / as 

now throughout the world does every man” (10).  Judging his peers as harshly as ever, 

these lines condemn humanity and its efforts in a language that ties the failures of men 

explicitly to the earth, to life lived on land.  The Seafarer’s life offshore separates him not 

just from the indulgent lives of the villagers indicted in his early lines, but from the 

general sin and failure of human society.  Though cut from Pound’s version, at the end of 

his truth-song, the Seafarer observes that “with moderation should each man behave / in 

all his dealings with both friend and foe,” before urging his audience to “think where we 

have our real home, / and then consider how we may come thither; / and let us labor, also, 

so that we / may pass into eternal blessedness, / where life belongs amid the love of God” 
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(11).  This heavenly home echoes those distant shores the Seafarer suggests as both 

motive and reward for the efforts of the sea voyage, suggesting that the difference 

between land dweller and seafarer may be even more profound, the pressure to live this 

difference out even more intense.
11

  This intensity, perhaps, leads to Jacobs’ declaration 

that “the point of view expressed in The Seafarer is an uncompromising, even a fanatical, 

one,” a declaration that leads our discussion back around to the question of Pound’s 

attraction to the poem (111).   

 

Pound was, of course, one of modernity’s primal fanatics.
12

  When Jacobs writes of “an 

unmitigated contempt for the complacent sensuality of those who do not share the 

speaker’s commitment” or “a resolute self-denial in the face of the charms of the natural 

world” a reader could be forgiven any brief confusion about whether the speaker in 

question is the Anglo-Saxon sailor or the man who blah blah blah.  But Pound, for all his 

fanaticism—and despite his development into an icon—doesn’t (because he can’t, no one 

can, anymore) possess the singular, natural identity that the subject of his translation 

does.  Like everyone else sharing his era, Pound’s sense of self remained permanently up 

                                                 
11

 It’s possible, of course, to push this reading farther, seeing the journey out to sea not simply as echo of 

religious teaching, but as enactment.  Hoople points to Alvin Lee’s discussion of  “the meaning of sea 

voyages in Old English poetry in terms of the spiritual renewal which Noah, Andrew, and Helena 

experience from their sea journeys.  He emphasizes “the importance. . . of the boat as a symbol of the way 

heroic man takes part in reenacting the divine acts of Creation and redemption” (46). 

 

12
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for grabs.  Even Hugh Kenner, his greatest iconographer, felt “All his early work asks, 

‘Who am I?’” (267).  Pound’s translation of The Seafarer marks an attempt to answer this 

terrible question, and not just for himself, but for his contemporaries.  

Lee Garver points out that when “discussing his reasons for translating ‘The 

Seafarer’ and other medieval poems, Pound claimed that such masterpieces, far from 

having lost their relevance, provided ‘the permanent basis of psychology and 

metaphysics’” (12).  Later, as Garver also points out, Pound would make his famous 

proclamation in The New Age about wanting “to find out what sort of things endure, and 

what sort of things are transient” (564).  This quote, so delightfully pithy, usually finds 

itself extracted and isolated from the much longer passage of its origin: “Sismondi,” 

Pound writes, “said that one studied the past so as to learn how to deal with the present, 

or something of that sort. I forget his exact phrasing” (564).
13

  It’s within this context that 

Pound explains,  

One wants to find out what sort of things endure, and what sort of things 

are transient; what sort of things recur, what propagandas profit a man or 

his race; to learn upon what arc the forces, constructive and dispersive, of 

social order, move; to learn what rules and axioms hold firm, and what 

sort fade, and what sort are durable but permutable, what sort hold in 

letter, and what sort by analogy only, what sort by close analogy, and what 

sort by rough parallel alone. (564) 

 

                                                 
13

 His exact phrasing:  “It would be a great error history has no true importance but as it contains a moral 

lesson It should be explored not for scenes of carnage but for instructions in the government of mankind 

The knowledge of times past is good only as it instructs us to avoid mistakes to imitate virtues to improve 

by experience but the pre eminent object of this study the science of governing men for their advantage of 

developing their individual faculties intellectual and moral for their greater happiness that political 

philosophy began in modern Europe only with the Italian republics of the middle ages and from them 

diffused itself over other nations” (23). 
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Critics remind us often of Pound’s search for the enduring, but more importantly for this 

essay, he searched for that which holds firm and that which is durable in the face of 

dispersive forces.  One hears an echo here of Marx’s liquid world, feels a similar 

understanding of the world as a place where one must place themselves wisely upon solid 

ground to avoid dispersal and fading, fading perhaps into the air itself.  Things that 

endure are sought not for their own sake, but for the benefit of the seeker and those who 

heed him.  It is a shoring up of wholeness against ruin. 

 Still, the work of translation remains a work of personality interacting with 

personality, often across great gulfs of space and time.  The objective search Pound 

describes is impossible, and as Corbett reminds us, “no matter how it is mitigated, 

translation represents a potentially ‘scandalous’ domestication of the essentially ‘other’ 

nature of the source-text” (157).
14

  Pound, famously, domesticates the otherness of the 

Anglo-Saxon original by amputating the final, explicitly Christian, section of poem and 

replacing—rather than “translating”—certain words with a vocabulary more suited to his 

goals and interests. The degree of “scandal” in this case best remains a matter of personal 

taste, but certainly “the past is refashioned according to the concerns of the present” 

(Corbett 157).
15

  And, in keeping with Levý’s assertion that “A translation is not a 

                                                 
14

 The fact that many scholars, perhaps unjustly, treat Old English as the same language as English matters 

not;  Corbett explains: “there are occasions when the cultures in contact are separated not by space but by 

time, when the foreign country is effectively the past” (157).  Also, Old English is a different language.   
15

 Alexander makes clear that Pound’s changes are not entirely the product of his idiosyncrasies, but reflect 

also the concerns of his present:  “He adopted what in Homeric or Biblical criticism of the last century was 

called an Analytic approach to his text, discerning an ‘original’ lyric overlaid by clerkly additions.  The 

analytic approach, commonplace in the authorities Pound had to hand, is less in favor today, partly because 

there are no objective criteria for determining what is original and what corrupt, especially when there is 

only one manuscript, as in this case, and partly because modern critics find a holistic approach both safer 

and more convenient” (119). 
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monistic composition, but an interpenetration and conglomerate of two structures,” 

so too does the past affect the present (qtd in Bassnett 15). 

Pound’s refashioning of the final lines he translates illustrates this best—the 

original reads something like the old adage “you can’t take it with you.”16   Pound’s 

translation, however, offers something deeper, something more hopeful, something 

lasting: “His born brothers, their buried bodies / Be an unlikely treasure hoard” (749). 

With just a slight twist on “unlikely” and a willingness to read those bodies 

metaphorically, one sees Pound and his work at translation as an act of communion with 

his long-dead brother poets, a communion capable of enriching the lives of those still 

alive.  All a dream, of course, but a stirring invocation of the Seafarer’s spirit to touch 

distant shores.   

Though I have spent a considerable amount of time in the classroom urging 

my students away from the error of confusing the poet with the poem’s speaker, I 

could easily overlook the reader who slips up while reading Pound’s “The 

Seafarer”—even Hugh Kenner suggests Pound’s existential “who am I?” has an 

answer:  “He was Bertrans (‘Damn it all’), he was the Seafarer bard and the inditer of 

the Exile’s Letter” (267).  Indeed, as Alexander reveals, even Pound “himself later 

referred to it as ‘a major persona’ and this implies a degree of identification with the 

speaker that is far from the detachment needed for the production of a literal translation” 

(123).  Pound’s search for the enduring, for the fixed, then, is a search for a better 

                                                 
16

þeah þe græf wile / golde stregan / broþor his geboreaenum, /byrganbe deadum / maþmum misclicum, / 

þæt hine mid wille, / ne mæg þære sawle / þe biþ synna ful—or, as the Norton translates it, “And though a 

brother / may strew with gold his brother’s grave, and bury / his corpse among the dead with heaps of 

treasure, / wishing them to go with him, yet can gold / bring no help to the soul that’s full of sins (10). 
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self, an attempt not to refashion the past in terms of the present, but to 

simultaneously refashion the self in the image of a poetic past.   Arising out of 

modernity’s essential uncertainties, Pound’s art records the attempts of an 

individual to pen his own identity, to write out his own place in history’s flow.  The 

impulse is probably known to some degree in all authors, but by combining it with 

the motif of the sea, Pound struck upon a fascination to which the modernists seem 

particularly vulnerable. 

 

Just barely across the sea, on the coast of America, Herman Melville fished the 

same troubled waters and pulled from them similar fish—and the gargantuan Moby-Dick.  

His success is to be expected, of course, what with America itself spending the middle 

part of the nineteenth century figuring out its own national identity, and, just a decade 

after Moby-Dick’s publication, working through an intensely bloody incarnation of 

modernity’s fracture and dissolution.  

From the outset, Moby-Dick’s narrator participates in a game of self-creation, not 

so much introducing himself to the reader as manifesting before his eyes.  Sharon 

Cameron has written that “his first announcement, ‘Call me Ishmael,’ asserts an arbitrary 

and hence problematic distance between identity and its designation” (66). I would add, 

though, that even as Ishmael’s announcement asserts that problematic distance it 

simultaneously attempts to elide it through appropriation.  As he recognizes the gap 

between identity and designation, Ishmael sees the possibility for a new identity in a new 

designation—a self-chosen designation for a self-chosen identity. 
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That identity and its designation should be at the front of both Ishmael’s mind and 

of his book should perhaps come as no surprise, as the question of identity which rises 

with the opening of Melville’s book also occupied his thinking.  Peter J. Bellis’ No 

Mysteries Out of Ourselves sees Melville’s Redburn as “the point where he starts to 

question both genealogical and textual identity” (84).  Indeed, in a passage uncannily 

echoing Pound’s description of the seafarer, Charles J. Haberstroh, Jr. thinks of 

Melville’s work at this time as beginning “once again with the construction of a new 

instance of that externally acceptable persona he had first undertaken to project in Typee” 

(74).
17

  By the time we get to 1851, “the querying of identity is not simply a persistent 

theme, but,” as Cameron puts it, “the subject of Moby-Dick” (15).  The novel’s 

questioning begins early, with Ishmael’s unhesitating insistence of self. 

The sailor we know as Ishmael has not, of course, always been Ishmael or even a 

sailor; the introduction he makes comes as the result of a peculiar attempt to solve a 

peculiar set of problems.  The story Ishmael begins telling here is a sea-tale, but what he 

emphasizes from the outset is that it’s a tale of having been to sea to seek change, and 

having been changed by the experience a little more than anticipated.  As he himself 

calmly explains, Ishmael takes to sea when he can no longer stand being who he is (or 

has been, anyway), when he “involuntarily pause[es] before coffin warehouses” and can 

barely contain himself from “deliberately stepping into the street, and methodically 

                                                 
17

 I am, as I have said, extremely uncomfortable with trying to read the minds of corpses, but Haberstroh, 

working to blur the line between poet and poem, goes on:  “by creating narrators who, unlike Taji, his 

audience could feel were sensible and credible, he would be able not only to sell books, but also to cultivate 

with the public an image of himself as responsible rather than eccentric.  He could, in effect, organize 

himself again in the image of expected male behavior that he had grown up surrounded by” (74). 
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knocking people’s hats off” (Melville 12).  He takes the turn to the sea, indeed, as 

“substitute for pistol and ball” (12).  That only the sea can fix this sort of internal crisis 

suggests its power over the imagination’s conception of self. 

In the context of classical writing, as in The Seafarer, the sea offers a refuge from 

earthly suffering by making possible a crossing to the divine, a displacement of the self 

from the physical to the metaphysical.  This tradition, combined with a scholarly tradition 

of reading Moby-Dick as an aggregation of Manichean struggles, leads to readings that 

ground Ishmael’s actions in absolute terms.  Vioila Sachs’ The Myth of America, for 

example, argues that “the ocean may present the chance of escaping the self,” but 

believes it rather grimly by taking Ishmael’s threat of suicide literally (59).  Sachs offers 

an alternative, however, in that “at another level, going to sea represents for Ishmael a 

return to the primeval waters and the womb”; for Sachs, “it depends finally upon Ishmael 

whether the ocean will reabsorb him and disintegrate his self, or whether it will cleanse 

him” (60).  Yet I prefer not to see the possible outcomes of Ishmael’s decision to ship out 

as such a precarious binary, neither suicide nor ritual purification.  More than a chance to 

simply escape the self, the modern trip to sea offers the opportunity to escape one self 

while (or by) creating another.
18

  The economic realities of the port and the traditions of 

the sea allow a self-destruction perhaps as total as a bullet through the brain, though not 

nearly so final. 

                                                 
18

 Pound aside, Ishmael is not even the first Melvillian to try this.  Bellis finds “the second half of 

[Redburn] .  . . marked by the attempt to fashion just such a repetitive structure, one that will enable 

Redburn to maintain a relation of simultaneous identity with and difference from his earlier self” (88).  

Ishmael, I think, attempts to sail this course even further, leaving his “simultaneous identity” at the level of 

the physical, his “self” otherwise profoundly different from the fellow staring at coffins only through shop 

windows.   
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Like Melville himself, and like Pound a few decades later, Ishmael answers the 

question “who am I?” through the adoption of a persona.  This group perhaps reinforces 

Cameron’s perception of this cloaking as a distinctly American tendency: 

American novels do not tell stories as much as offer paradigms for the 

problem of relationship—specifically for the relationship between identity 

and epistemology, between what a self is and what it is able to know.  

How are selves to be conceived? How are selves to be differentiated?  

How does a character predicate identity, and how does he make the 

boundaries around it “stick”? . . . The primitiveness of these questions and 

the way in which they result in characterological peculiarities—in selves 

who resist the distinction of discrete character—may be specified for 

American fiction as follows: (1) the persistent inability to accept identity 

as a given, and (2) the querying of a thing’s essence, whether it be located 

in the world or in the self, or in the reflexive relationship between the two. 

(53) 

 

Cameron’s astute description of what’s at stake in American fiction—fundamental 

questions of what composes the self—seems spot on, but I would happily extend it 

beyond the work of the Americans.
19

  What she describes as the “primitiveness” of the 

                                                 
19

 Cameron acknowledges that “identity” has always been an important theme in literature, but one which 

finds a new form in Moby-Dick.  She explains: “No novel of whatever nationality has privileged access to 

the question of identity, and English and Continental novels tell stories of characters’ identities along their 

own line; that is, they usually construe identity as a priori defined, or as capable of receiving the definition 

within a social context.  In Moll Flanders, Tom Jones, Jane Eyre, Pride and Prejudice, Daniel Deronda, 

and  most of Dickens, for example, the very question of disguise, on which so many of these novels hang, 

is possible precisely because identity is presumed stable enough to be hidden.  Although many British 

novels are concerned with the forms that characterize relationship and finally come to define it, the 

problems they consider are predicated on an acceptance of the very structural distinctions that a novel like 

Moby-Dick calls into question.  Even a novel like Tristram Shandy, which parodies stable conceptions of 

the self, reifies the stability it ostensibly mocks.  Parody and humor finally separate the narrative voice 

from the instabilities it is promulgating.  To deride a stable sense of self is to be sufficiently detached from 

the subject of derision to permit the luxury of pointing to someone else’s folly—even if the “someone” be 

one’s own self at a different moment in time.  Thus Sterne’s parodic insistence that the self is an arbitrary 

construction puts the identic instability advanced by the narrator emphatically outside himself” (53-54).  I 

think it worth noting, however, that her examples are all written well outside of the literary movement we 

call Modernism, and, with the exception of Dickens, only just inside what we might call modernity.  Once 

one moves forward several decades and includes authors such as Joseph Conrad, James Joyce, and 

Lawrence Durrell, it seems unfair to deny that authors other than Americans tackled identity in this specific 

way.  That is, Cameron rightly sees a new literary use of identity, but traces its borders a hair too narrowly.   
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questions also suggests both their basic importance and essential accessibility.  And, as 

the questions are fundamental, so too, at least for the modernists, are the methods of 

investigation and coping; they are available to writers of every pedigree.  The attempt to 

wrap oneself in a persona marks a belief that large components of what we consider 

essential to identity—environment, profession, name, history—are not just arbitrary or 

malleable, but subject to both exchange and invention.  This move is a product not of 

nationality, but of modernity. 

 

It follows, then, that if the questions have a peculiar universality to them, so too 

might the methodologies.  Just as The Seafarer—and therefore “The Seafarer”—draws a 

rigid, almost mystical boundary between the sea and the land, and thus between the lives 

lived in their respective elements, so too does Moby-Dick.  Ashore in modern America, 

too, the “one who dwells in the city” credits or knows not the toil of the man before the 

mast, but he is not quite like the landsmen of The Seafarer, not so oblivious to the work 

going on in the port or, indeed, the ineffable something carried along by the ocean’s 

currents.  Acting as tour guide to a tour of these tourists, Ishmael finds them “posted like 

silent sentinels all around the town . . . thousands upon thousands of mortal men fixed in 

ocean reveries.  Some leaning against the spiles; some seated upon the pier-heads; some 

looking over the bulwarks of ships from China; some high aloft in the rigging, as if 

striving to get a still better seaward peep” (12).
20

  Ishmael takes special care to note 

                                                 
20

 Melville gives us modernity in a moment here, the inhabitants of New York nose-to-bow with ships full 

of Chinese goods, the unremarkable trade in everyday exotics compelling a committed watch across that 

sea.  With a hope of . . . what? . . . of seeing the natural source of those goods as if one were gazing across 

the Hudson to New Jersey?  Or of seeing the utter impossibility of ever knowing what “China” is?  Or only 
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“these are all landsmen; of week days pent up in lath and plaster—tied to counters, nailed 

to benches, clinched to desks” (12-3).  Being nailed to a bench hardly seems as pleasant a 

confinement as those “flushed with wine,” but the outcome remains unchanged—the 

landsmen remain separated from what the sea has to offer.  Ishmael’s Manhattoes, 

though, seem more aware of this gulf, seem to keenly feel the lack created by their dry 

lives, and so Ishmael continues discovering “more crowds, pacing straight for the water . 

. . They must get just as nigh the water as they possibly can without falling in . . . miles of 

them, leagues” (13).  There is something profoundly touching in their fathoming the sea’s 

spiritual otherness even as they remain unable to take themselves across the boundary 

that keeps that spiritual otherness, for them, ultimately unfathomable. 

Ishmael goes on to carefully trace the importance of water to the human 

imagination—his, as much or more than anyone’s—for “meditation and water are 

wedded forever,” he tells us (13).  For Ishmael all paths lead to water:  paintings without 

streams cannot reach the pinnacles of romance, the Prairies, for all the wildflowers, 

cannot be experienced without commenting on the lack of flowing water.  He questions 

whether the Niagara would attract tourists were it made of sand and why every young 

man, when he considers turning tourist, becomes “crazy to go to sea” (13).  Ultimately, 

though, he rises to theology, invoking the Persians and the Greeks before finally issuing 

his own judgment—in all waters “is the image of the ungraspable phantom of life; and 

this is the key to it all” (14).  In that image, perhaps, a man can remake himself. “Call me 

Ishmael,” then, is the sound of this remaking.   

                                                                                                                                                 
of knowing that all reference is skewed beyond placement and there’s little left to do but stare at the 

horizon.  
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 The Seafarer records no names, but it doesn’t really need to.  Its characters 

presumably exist as creatures self-identical with themselves.  An inverse relationship 

obtains in Moby-Dick, for in modernity it seems that nobody approaches so concrete a 

level of identity, and where identity is in question, identification—or the convincing 

illusion thereof—becomes paramount.  Thus we have a narrator who, before anything 

else, presents his name; this choice signals the importance of names in the story about to 

follow.  The question of names, indeed, permeates the early part of the novel, and a 

misidentification introduces characters more often than clear assertions such as the one 

Ishmael greets his reader with.   

 Ishmael and Queequeg’s first conversation, moments after Queequeg hops into 

his bed only to be startled by Ishmael’s unexpected body, for example, consists of 

Queequeg shouting “Who-e debel you?. . . you no speak-e, damme, I kill-e. . .tell-ee 

who-ee be, or dam-me, I kill-e!” (31).  Not “what are you doing in my bed?”  or “Get out 

of my room!” or any such business, but a relentless insistence on identification—on pain 

of death, as though the name could reveal the history and intent of the man.
21

  This 

fantasy, in some ways, rests at heart of the novel even as the story Ishmael tells seems 

largely ambivalent about its merits. 

                                                 
21

 Queequeg, as a “native” and a “savage” presents an unusual case (as is generally the role of the 

cannibal).  Nominally a pre-modern, the novel conceives him as an admirably whole individual against 

which a reader might chart Ishmael and Ahab.  Haberstroh takes up the mystery of his tattoos as an 

example of his completeness:  “Queequeg, of course, has no need to ‘read’ the ‘wondrous work’ he himself 

is. He lives in unreflective harmony with his mysteries because they are part of the texture of his muscles 

and tissues, his whole being.  His mind does not have to solve the riddles first, and then communicate these 

solutions to his body, making the body respond to the intellectual synthesis.  And so, Ishmael talks a great 

deal, while Queequeg talks hardly at all”  (97).  Within the world of the novel this seems true enough, but it 

might also pay to think of the ways in which Queequeg is himself a distinct product of modernity, a 

precursor or a pioneer of the outsourced labor force on which a modern America will increasingly come to 

depend.   
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 There are moments, for example, when identity seems an inescapable fixity and 

names signify nothing.  When Ishmael stops off at church to hear a sermon before setting 

out on his voyage, Father Mapple treats him to Jonah and the whale.  The tale of a 

disobedient in flight from God’s wrath fittingly features an attempt by its protagonist to 

escape judgment by fleeing across the sea.  It contains, too, a moment reminiscent of 

Queequeg’s questions and anticipatory of Ishmael’s job interview aboard the Pequod.  As 

the captain of the ship cries out “Who’s there?” to a suddenly arrived Jonah, Father 

Mapple makes clear “Oh! How that harmless question mangles Jonah!” (46).
22

  An angry 

God sends a storm against the ship, and the crew begin casting lots to identify the sinner 

among them; the lot falls to Jonah.  Discovered by this supernatural lie-detector, Jonah 

confesses his lineage and cries out to God.  False name, no name, no matter—the man is 

inseparable from his history. 

At other moments, the name seems firmly and influentially fixed to identity, even 

across eons.  After informing Ishmael that he will be serving under a Captain Ahab, one 

of the Pequod’s majority stakeholders, Captain Peleg remarks to the new crewman that 

“Ahab of old, thou knowest, was crowned a king!”, to which Ishmael (correctly) replies, 

“And a very vile one.  When that wicked king was slain, the dogs, did they not lick his 

blood?” (77).  The Quaker Peleg’s interest, however, lies not in checking up on Ishmael’s 

catechism, but in delivering a lesson on identity:  “never say that on board the Pequod.  

Never say it anywhere.  Captain Ahab did not name himself.  ‘Twas a foolish, ignorant 

whim of his crazy, widowed mother . . . and yet the old squaw Tistig, at Gay-head, said 

                                                 
22

 The details of this episode do not exist in the Bible.  The anxiety over “who’s there” belongs not to 

Jonah, but to the modern Father Mapple and, of course, to Moby-Dick. 
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that the name would somehow prove prophetic.  And, perhaps, other fools like her may 

tell thee the same” (77).  Peleg, putting little faith in these prognostications, offers his 

own experiences as a lesson in how names mislead.  “I wish to warn thee.  It’s a lie,” he 

tells Ishmael, “I know Captain Ahab well; I’ve sailed with him as mate years ago; I know 

what he is—a good man” (77).  His parting advice, “wrong not Captain Ahab, because he 

happens to have a wicked name,” warns against conflating name and identity, yet even at 

this early point Ishmael thinks of his new captain as “dark Ahab” (77).  Identity here is a 

frightful thing, laden with consequences overdue and yet to come, and identity is tied, 

explicitly to the given name—as both Ishmael and his reader know, the name does 

“somehow prove prophetic.”   

At still other times, though, the realities of the port happily elide the problem of 

names, identity being a flexible thing created through suggestions and promises, as when 

Ishmael seeks employment aboard the Pequod.  Ishmael’s initial encounter with one of 

the Pequod’s majority stakeholders is a representative of the confusion of names in the 

novel.  “‘Is this the Captain of the Pequod?’” Ishmael asks, only to have Captain Peleg 

dodge the question: “Supposing it be the Captain of the Pequod, what dost thou want of 

him?’” (68).  The legitimate negotiation which follows takes place under a mutual 

obfuscation—though both parties undertake the transaction in earnest, and conduct it 

honestly, neither knows who the other “really” is.  Peleg takes Ishmael at his word that he 

has never “been a pirate,” robbed his last captain, or thinks “of murdering the officers 

when [he] gettest to sea” (69).  Peleg conducts no background checks, of course, and 

Ishmael has to be taken at his word, down to the use of his assumed name.  There’s a 
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sense, too, that his history up to this point matters hardly at all, for Peleg dismisses out of 

hand Ishmael’s potentially relevant experience of “several voyages in the merchant 

service,” opting instead to base his hiring decision not on who Ishmael has been, but on 

who claims he can become (69). 

 Peleg’s questions—“art thou the man to pitch a harpoon down a live whale’s 

throat, and then jump after it?” and an inquiry as to Ishmael’s ability and desire to face a 

featureless expanse of sea for three years without relief—require experience for truthful 

answers.  The answers Ishmael gives (“I am sure, sir, if it be positively indispensable to 

do so”) are not so much answers but promises, or perhaps wishes (70).  The answers 

come not from the man’s history and experience, but in anticipation of a man in the 

process of creation.  And, of course, Peleg accepts them at face value, even as he barely 

takes note of his employee’s name—“Ishmael’s thy name, didn’t ye say?” (75).  (But 

Ishmael isn’t, of course, his name—it’s the name of the man capable of performing or 

having performed these duties).  The whaling industry needs men willing to go to sea for 

years at a stretch and pursue punishing, life-threatening work, and it needs them badly 

enough not to worry too much about the particulars of who they might be.
23

  Once 

shipped, they will be whalers, and that’s sufficient for the owners and captains of the 

fleet.  This economy of exigency mediates the interaction between the commonplace land 

                                                 
23

 Ideal a setting as the port provides, the anxieties at play here remain the anxieties of an era, not place.  

Rachael Cole has called the titular protagonist of another of Melville’s novels, The Confidence Man, a 

“curiously inconsistent and maddeningly elusive” figure who “seemed to demonstrate the radical liquidity 

of persons in a nation defined by liberty and the promise of social mobility” (384).  She goes on to point 

out “that Melville’s character has also been associated with the epistemological crisis that fueled American 

realism in the latter half of the nineteenth century, when migration to urban cities destabilized individuals’ 

identities by separating them from their hereditary contexts” (385).  The economies of modernity leave 

even its most inland subjects unmoored.   
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and the magical powers of the sea; these exchanges and declarations allow a man to step 

from shore and (for Ishmael, quite literally) into the embrace of the ever-changing waters.   

But I called this construction of identity a fantasy earlier, and I did not mean it as 

a rhetorical flourish.  It is a potent fantasy, to be sure, but the forces of modernity are 

more potent yet, and unlikely to fall before a simple speech act.  Despite the fact that, as 

Bellis puts it,  “in Moby-Dick, Melville raises the stakes considerably, intensifying his 

narrator’s desire for self-definition and pushing his text up to and beyond the limits of 

first-person narrative,” and that Ishmael’s “primary concern as a writer is to establish his 

narrative and interpretive mastery over his experience, to give his text an integrity of 

meaning,” the collected scholarship generally judges him to have fallen well short of 

forming an integrated whole for himself (102, 103).  Haberstroh thinks that “for Melville, 

Ahab and Ishmael are inescapably twinned, a recognition that Ishmael, in his constant 

fascination with Ahab, shares” (101).   Bellis compounds this by seeing in an “‘I’ writing 

about ‘Ishmael’s’ experience” a “renewed self-fragmentation” which is itself “a reaction 

to a loss of self equally extreme: ‘A wild, mystical, sympathetical feeling was in me; 

Ahab’s quenchless feud seemed mine.’  Ishmael, in other words, had become 

indistinguishable from Ahab, had lost his identity in his plunge into the captain’s vortex” 

(119).  For critics, and perhaps for Ishmael himself, he can never again claim a sovereign 

self after his voyage with Ahab.  Cameron remains unconvinced by Ishmael’s attempts to 

bridge the “arbitrary and problematic distance between identity and its designation,” a 

feeling shared Gustaaf Van Cromphout’s assertion that Ishmael’s “final self-

characterization as ‘orphan’ sounds like a conceptual echo of the ‘Call me Ishmael’ of the 
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opening . . . ‘Orphan’ and ‘Ishmael’ both suggest, to be sure, a crisis in self-definition: 

metaphorically they both stress the absence of any meaningful relation to the “other” and 

hence of any real understanding of the self” (30-31).   

It seems entirely possible, then, that this problem of names and selves lacks even 

the possibility of resolution.  One cannot write a new self with the creation of a new name 

or use a name to determine anything meaningful about a given individual.  The crisis in 

self-definition Van Cromphout describes seems both perpetual and universal.  The failure 

of Ishmael to write his way out of it reflects not a failure of technique or an insufficiency 

of will, but that the problem and its attendant insolubility is entirely external to the 

individual; it is a problem for, but not of, the self.  It is a problem with modernity itself, a 

problem that drives some moderns to escape their very selves. 

 

Escape from the terrors of modernity, though doubtless impossible, remains a potent 

fantasy precisely because of the omnipresent nature of the uncertainty it produces.  

Fracture and the fear of fracture invade every space, even the space of the self, and even 

the space of those things the self traditionally takes for granted.  Michel Foucault 

perceives the loss of certainty to extend beyond social constructions and individuals to 

the very idea of place.  In “Of Other Spaces” Foucault explains how Marx’s image of 

everything solid melting into air forms a physical and epistemological reality, rather than 

a poetic metaphor; for Foucault, modernity brings uncertainty to the very landmarks we 

use to navigate time and space, though it was not always so.  Of the time of the decidedly 

pre-modern, for example,  
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One could say . . . that in the Middle Ages there was a hierarchic ensemble 

of places: sacred places and profane places; protected places and open, 

exposed places; urban places and rural places (all these concern the real 

life of men).  In cosmological theory, there were the supercelestial places, 

as opposed to the celestial, and the celestial place was in its turn opposed 

to the terrestrial place . . . It was this complete hierarchy, this opposition, 

this intersection of places that constituted what could very roughly be 

called medieval space:  the space of emplacement. (22) 

 

Foucault describes a fixed and knowable world of inviolable oppositions that provide the 

boundaries which define the universe. This world of defined spaces is the world of the 

Seafarer, a man who knew who he was in large part precisely because he knew where he 

was—and where he was going.  In contrast with this is the reality of modernity, which 

with the arrival of secular science, brings about the beginning of the world’s break-up we 

know so intimately.  Foucault continues: 

This space of emplacement was opened up by Galileo.  For the real 

scandal of Galileo’s work lay not so much in his discovery, or rediscovery 

that the earth revolved around the sun, but in his constitution of an infinite, 

and infinitely open, space.  In such a space the place of the Middle Ages 

turned out to be dissolved, as it were; a thing’s place was no longer 

anything but a point in its movement, just as the stability of a thing was 

only its movement indefinitely slowed down. (23) 

 

The felicitous translation underscores the changes in epistemology Foucault illustrates: 

echoing Marx’s imagery of earthquake a fissure, Galileo “opened up” the solid space of 

the Middle Ages, and, indeed, as a result, the entirety of that concrete and knowable 

world “dissolved.”  It is another way of saying all that is solid melts into air, another echo 

of modernism’s maelstrom.  Foucault tidily describes the impossibility of certainty in the 

modern world, where nothing ever stops or becomes fixed, but merely slows down, 

merely has the illusion of permanence.  For Foucault, we now know the world almost 

entirely not by spaces themselves, but by the relationships and tensions between spaces. 
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 Foucault pays particular attention to sites “that have the curious property of being 

in relation with all the other sites, but in such a way as to suspect, neutralize, or invert the 

set of relations that they happen to designate, mirror, or reflect,” sites he divides into two 

categories: utopias and heterotopias (24).  Utopias are exactly what you think they are, 

while heterotopias “are something like counter-sites, a kind of effectively enacted utopia 

in which the real sites, all the other real sites that can be found within the culture, are 

simultaneously represented, contested and inverted.  Places of this kind are outside of all 

places, even though it may be possible to indicate their location in reality” (24).  Foucault 

then further divides these heterotopias into two categories, heterotopias of crisis and 

heterotopias of deviance.  The former consists of places like the hut at the edge of the 

village for menstruating women, the 19
th

 century boarding school,  and the “honeymoon 

trip” or suite where “the young woman’s deflowering could take place ‘nowhere’”(24); 

the latter marks places like psychiatric hospitals and prisons.
24

  Appropriately enough for 

our work here, Foucault goes on to declare that “the ship is the heterotopia par 

excellence,” a claim he defends with a single sentence: 

Brothels and colonies are two extreme types of heterotopia, and if we 

think, after all, that the boat is a floating piece of space, a place without a 

place, that exists by itself, that is closed in on itself and the same time is 

given over to the infinity of the sea and that, from port to port, from tack 

to tack, from brothel to brothel, it goes as far as the colonies in search of 

the most precious treasure they conceal in their gardens, you will 

understand why the boat has not only been for our civilization, from the 

sixteenth century until the present, the great instrument of economic 

                                                 
24

 I personally find this a sometimes thin division but remain considerate of Foucault’s fetish for the 

incarcerated.  The nominal difference, as I see it, is that people in crisis have their segregation dictated by 

nature’s chronograph while those of deviance are there by choice and society’s whim.  But the loss of 

virginity is also a choice and a sort of deviance and Foucault includes the elderly, at least provisionally, in 

both spaces.   
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development (I have not been speaking of that today), but has been 

simultaneously the greatest reserve of the imagination. (27) 

 

The uniquely detached unity of the ship moving from place to place surely idealizes the 

heterotopic space, and, if as Foucault says, the heterotopic ship is both an engine of 

development and a reserve of imagination for civilization, then it must explicitly be so for 

civilization’s artists. The modernists in particular have made a business of drawing from 

the reserves of imagination carried in that ship’s hold.  But as potent a space as the ship 

is, there are ways in which it’s too limited for the project of investigating the mutability 

of the self.   

 Like the brothel, and even the colony, the ship is a sharply defined space.  One is 

clearly aboard or clearly ashore, and the as Foucault makes clear, the boundary between 

the two makes all the difference.  If one wants to try on a new identity, the ship is an 

accommodating place to do so.  But if one wants to keep that identity in the long term—

and if one does not want to become a nautical nomad— then the inevitable problem of 

taking the old body and the new self ashore inevitably arises.  Perhaps the trick in doing 

so successfully is to find a landing spot where boundaries are not so well defined.   

  

Though the ship remains integral to the task, the project at hand deals more 

closely with that ship’s simultaneous-yet-separated point of origin and end, that “port to 

port” tucked away above by Foucault.  For, if the ship is heterotopia par excellence, the 

space designed to contain an ever-changing multitude of those floating heterotopias must 

itself compose a mystical space.  That we may know them when we see them, Foucault 

gives a number of principles applicable to the heterotopia, of which the third is now of 
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particular interest:  “The heterotopia is capable of juxtaposing in a single real place 

several spaces, several sites that are in themselves incompatible” (25).  The port has a 

particular gift for this, negotiating as it does between nations, between economies, 

between the land and the sea.  Indeed, the world has not wholly given itself up to the 

vapors yet, and some that is solid still remains.  Even Foucault allows that  

perhaps our life is still governed by a certain number of oppositions that 

remain inviolable, that our institutions and practices have not yet dared to 

break down.  These are oppositions that we regard as simple givens: for 

example between private space and public space, between family space 

and social space, between cultural space and useful space, between the 

space of leisure and that of work. (23) 

 

To this list of intact oppositions that remain clear enough to navigate by, we might add 

one more, heeding, like Ishmael’s Manhattoes, the division between the terrestrial and the 

pelagic. 

 The port, then, is the structure, the space, the construction capable of holding 

these two incompatible spaces within itself.  Indeed, one need only think of “your insular 

city of the Manhattoes, belted round by wharves as Indian isles by coral reefs” to see how 

the port mediates between soil and the sea (Melville 12).  Noting that this opens the 

second paragraph of Moby-Dick reveals that here, too, authors have found a great reserve 

of imagination to draw upon.  Beyond soil and sea, though, besides one ship and another, 

the port negotiates numerous other spaces.  The last sentence quoted from Melville ends 

with the image of the island surrounded with the surf of commerce, and as a result of this 

reality, the port carries within itself the property of many nations, the monies of diverse 
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economies, and the men (often as sailors, sometimes as goods
25

) of every inhabited 

continent—and when considering the trade in raw materials, one notices that a port 

actually contains vital parts of the continents themselves.  If nothing else, then, we may 

safely call the port the site of negotiation and mediation par excellence.
26

   

  

The modern port is a geo-political chimera; sewn together of an unimaginable 

disparity of parts, evocative of the anxious displacements and fractures which attend 

modernity.  Ports exist only to facilitate the movement of things—resources, goods, 

peoples—from one place to another.  Within the boundaries of a port, ships from a dozen 

nations, crewed by men from three or four times that many places, may float happily side 

by side.  Foreign warships tie themselves to domestic shores.  Passports are exchanged 

for a week or forever.  All of the carefully delineated things of the world find themselves 

unmoored from their strict placements.  An environment this fluid lends itself to 

imaginative works, and particularly to works of the imagination which depend on the 

motility and malleability of the self.   

                                                 
25

 I am not oblivious to the difference in kind between Ishmael’s swapping of a name and the experiences 

of those who crossed the Atlantic in a less voluntary manner.  The lived reality of the Africans, Australians, 

Irish, Chinese and others who fled or were transported across the seas to new lands, and often new names, 

makes figures like Ishmael and Lord Jim seem hopelessly indulgent, but in that theirs is a lived reality and 

this project concerns itself with a literary fantasy I lack the space to tell their stories as well.  Regardless, 

figures like Albert Memmi and Paul Gilroy have already done a far better job of this than I could.  I can 

only offer that a world in which people have their identities so profoundly disrupted—at times apparently 

erased—provides a setting in which it is imaginable that a man might undergo such a change voluntarily.   
26

 I would like to make clear that I am not making a claim that the port allows for or fosters a specific kind 

of identity in the way that race or gender or colonial oppression does.  Rather, I'm more interested in the 

idea of the port city as the place where modernist authors come again and again to wrestle with the idea of 

the fractured and remade self.  And that, in particular, the form of those investigations often intersect with 

stories and writing.  That is to say, the port city is not the cause of a fluid self, but a place which facilitates 

it.   The port city novel is a response to the wider cultural problem of fractured identity or perhaps  a 

reflection of it..  
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 The magical power of the port to negotiate goods, peoples, and even identities 

allows it to similarly negotiate authors.  Connected by their connection to the port as a 

critical setting, that unknown Anglo-Saxon poet, Pound, and Melville float comfortably 

together, to be joined in short order by Joseph Conrad, James Joyce, and Lawrence 

Durrell.  These authors, all in some way “modern,” most in important ways “Modernist,” 

anchor their explorations of identity in ports and their cities, and so reveal something of 

remarkably consistent relationship between theme and setting.
27

   

The remainder of these pages, then, makes some attempt to discover what the 

modernists found in that place of negotiation when drawing on the port’s warehouse of 

imagination, what answers they penned to the questions of identity and the anxieties of 

modernity.  In some ways, too, this project investigates the nature of the thing we call by 

the shibboleth “literary modernism.”  Through the creation of a place to hold authors not 

normally held together, by jumping across oceans and seas, and by considering the works 

of multiple nations, I hope to offer something different than the clubby, linear accounts 

offered by texts such as Michael Levenson’s A Genealogy of Modernism or Hugh 

Kenner’s The Pound Era.  Modernism remains one of the few branches of literary 

criticism to define itself by a strange alchemy of classification comprised of questions of 

aesthetics, biography, formal techniques and/or sundry other categories.  Most areas of 

                                                 
27

   Having used “modern” and “Modernist” in the same sentence here, I would like to crib a clarifying 

paragraph on terminology from David Adams:  “The terms modernity and modernism remain confusing—

especially in adjectival form.  Many analyses of modernism as a response to modernity tend to minimize 

the temporal differences of the two phenomena, identifying modernity with the forces of modernization 

strictly contemporary with the cultural phenomena under consideration . . . To avoid confusion (especially 

in the use of adjectives), I draw a sharp distinction throughout this book between modernity (adj. modern) 

and modernism (adj. modernist).  Modernity (or the modern age), understood in opposition to antiquity and 

the Middle Ages, dates to the sixteenth century (if not much earlier), and therefore literary modernism, 

referring to high culture between approximately 1890 and 1940, can be seen as one in a series of responses 

to the challenges of modernity” (3).  I follow his usage of these terms in my project.   
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study are content to be delineated by chronological markers, and I suspect that 

“Modernism” will, eventually, be forced to concede that it was not the product of a few 

genius minds, but the forces of a finite historical era.  I ultimately hope, through the work 

of this book, to have gestured meaningfully in that direction.  
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THE PACIFIC 

 

Modernists and the scholars who study them have a soft spot for Joseph Conrad; 

in all the wars over canon, his spot overlooking the dawn of literary modernism remains 

secure.  F.R. Leavis’ The Great Tradition was among the first to carve out this protected 

space for him, while also establishing Conrad’s traditional place as a placeholder for 

modernism’s beginnings.  Leavis sees Conrad as so linked to the experience of modernity 

that he considers him “comparably closer to us to-day than Hardy and Meredith are” (22). 

This sense of Conrad as belonging as much to our era as the one previous remains 

firmly anchored in the scholarly understanding of Conrad’s art.   Michael H. Levenson, 

for example, opens his A Genealogy of Modernism by closely reading the preface to 

Conrad’s The Nigger of the “Narcissus,” seeing in it not only “the central statement of 

Conrad’s artistic position,” but also “an entrance . . . into the general situation of early 

modernism” (2).  Levenson works through George Eliot, Matthew Arnold, T.H. Huxley, 

Walter Pater, and J.S. Mill to trace a movement away from the Victorians’ “stable 

balanced relations between subject and object” and towards a more modern “enshrining 

of consciousness as the repository of meaning and value” (22).  For Levenson, Conrad’s 

work essentially vibrates with the tension between these intellectual positions, and in his 

genealogy Conrad’s preface stands as a critical moment in the dissolution of the 

Victorian edifice into the rubble of Modernism.  Levenson reads the preface as an 

articulation of the fundamental conflict in Conrad’s art—a binary struggle between “the 

registering of fact and the recording of consciousness, physis and psyche” (36).  This 
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work, says Levenson, “represents a poise between them, when they stood in a certain 

complementarity.  Still, the agon of modernism has already begun to emerge: its 

ideological crisis, the struggle between its values and its forms, the instability in the 

forms themselves” (36). 

Levenson’s vision of Conrad is typical for the late century. Similar 

characterizations appear in Ian Watt’s Conrad in the Nineteenth Century and Astradur 

Eysteinsson’s The Concept of Modernism; Levenson’s own words serve as a point of 

entry for Michael North’s The Dialect of Modernism.  There’s a temptation to see Conrad 

as a bridge-figure, a man with one foot among the Victorians and the other with the 

Modernists.  The respect for a clean chronological border inherent to this view, while 

perhaps accurate culturally or literarily, obscures an existence entirely immersed in 

modernity—in fracture, in uncertainty, in a space without a definitive sense of the self. 

 My intention with this project was to restrict my attention to the diegetic spaces of 

literature, to the world of identities wholly artificial and tidily contained by the page, but 

the richly suggestive tale of Conrad’s biography proves impossibly tempting.  The 

general shape of his life has worn into the consciousness of even the most casual reader 

of modernism, and the specifics, too, have been trotted out again and again, their edges 

polished into smooth and familiar curves.  What can be added at this late date?  Nothing, 

really, but one can make an effort to raise to the air of fresh consideration some facts 

submerged by the familiar.   

 Conrad was a Pole, certainly, and was displaced from his native Poland by the 

caprices of Europe’s relentlessly violent geo-political tides.  In this he is an exemplar and 
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a foretelling of the mass migrations that mark modernity, and critics have a long history 

of seeing this Polish origin as a singular object through which one can clearly read the 

man.  Virginia Woolf’s eulogizing essay, written long after Conrad’s naturalization as a 

British subject, still refers to him as “our guest.” F. R. Leavis proclaims that “When we 

come to Conrad we can’t, by way of insisting that he is indeed significantly ‘in’ the 

tradition—in and of it, neatly and conclusively relate him to any one English novelist.  

Rather we have to stress his foreignness—that he was a Pole, whose first other language 

was French” (17).  Even now, his Wikipedia page opens with the definitive statement 

“Joseph Conrad (born Józef Teodor Konrad Korzeniowski, 3 December 1857 – 3 August 

1924) was a Polish novelist, writing in English, while living in England.”  Repeating a 

fundamental element of the Conradian myth, each of these statements asserts the 

inseparability of Conrad and his Polish origin—each posits nationality as a concrete and 

inescapable fact capable of defining the individual.   

 The idea that the chance location of one’s birth explains essential elements of 

one's personality provides a strong temptation, certainly.  Any shortcut to an impossible 

understanding must appeal.  Nevertheless, it’s too easy a mistake to understand Conrad 

primarily as a Pole adrift in the world, eventually and fortuitously washing ashore in 

England where he would mix uneasily amidst a homogenous population of undeniably-

English Englishmen.  Even the most cursory examination of Conrad’s history should turn 

up its multifarious composition—what, for example, does the example of Ishmael suggest 

about a man born Józef Teodor Konrad Korzeniowski?  What does it mean to be born 

“Polish” in a Poland definitively partitioned between Russia, Prussia, and Austria?  It 
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means, at the very least, that the terms that have always passed for definitive diagnoses of 

the man have themselves been indeterminate and contested from the start.   

 Indeed, the uncertain—and even threatened—nature of Conrad’s Polish identity 

surrounded him from the beginning.  Conrad was born in the section of Poland under 

Russian rule to strongly nationalistic parents.  His preeminent biographer, Zdzisław 

Najder, reports Conrad’s father writing to a friend, concerning his son, “my second, if not 

my first, object is to bring up Konradek not as a democrat, aristocrat, demagogue, 

republican, monarchist, nor as a servant and a flunkey of those parties—but only as a 

Pole” (31-2).  Polishness, then, arises not from genetics or birth or anything at all 

definitive—it’s a matter of training, of education, of upbringing; a Pole is a constructed 

thing.  And, as a constructed thing, it comes under pressure from competing categories 

almost immediately: Conrad’s early move out of Poland and into France, and then from 

France to Britain, had much to do with his status as a Russian subject—a status that made 

him liable for conscription into Russian military service. 

After being orphaned by his parents’ deaths, Conrad lived under the care of his 

uncle Tadeusz Bobrowski in the Austro-Hungarian portion of his country.  Najder relates 

that attempts to secure him Austrian citizenship, however, were unsuccessful, a failing 

that would drive many of his relocations (41).  When his charge turned seventeen, 

Bobrowski sent him to the port-city of Marseilles in hopes of his seriously undertaking a 

career at sea.   Perhaps even more importantly, however, Bobrowski also strongly desired 

that the youth should obtain citizenship other than the one belonging to him by birth—

Najder reports a short-lived attempt at Swiss naturalization, and suggestions of “trying 
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for United States citizenship or for that of ‘one of the more important Southern 

Republics’” (58). Indeed, the fact of his citizenship caused problems even in Marseilles—

“as a foreigner and a Russian subject he had no right to serve on French vessels without 

permission from the Russian consul,” and permission was not forthcoming (59).  The 

fateful solution was to join the English Merchant Marine.  That is, Conrad, after being 

found insufficiently Austrian, and though raised as a Pole, was Russian enough to flee 

France for Britain in the hopes of becoming British enough to no longer be Russian.   

 If Conrad’s national origin can tell us anything about him or his work, the 

communication consists not of specific geographic coordinates, but of an awareness of 

the provisional and exchangeable nature of the identity attached to that national origin.  

This origin story doesn’t promise the secure foundation needed to form an organically 

stable identity and sense of self, and the biographical experiences standing upon it often 

have a wobbly and ad hoc appearance.  His most famous attempt at autobiography, 

1912’s A Personal Record, illustrates the tensions and the flexibility with which the 

author negotiated the events his own life.  Though ceaselessly attractive to critics for its 

first-person accounting of Conrad’s experiences, a substantial body of criticism has 

shown that significant portions of the work are, as Najder puts it, “at variance with the 

truth” (34).  One doesn’t, however, want to simply call the man a liar and leave it at 

that—Conrad’s authorial choices amount to more than simple willful deception or the 

seizing of an opportunity for self-aggrandizement.  Some of this “variance,” for example, 

seems to result from processes occurring below the level of conscious thought; Lynda 

Prescott has noted that for A Personal Record, “Conrad wrote (in 1911) a “Familiar 
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Preface,” which he signed J.C.K.—an odd mixture of his English and Polish initials that 

signals once again his sense of being homo duplex” (184).  She draws the term homo 

duplex from one of Conrad’s letters, where, regarding his identification with the English, 

he writes to the Polish historian Kazimierz Waliszewski “Homo duplex has in my case 

more than one meaning. You will understand me.  I shall not dwell upon that subject” 

(qtd. in Prescott 89).  But it’s a subject worth dwelling on for just a little while. 

 The idea that homo duplex has more than one meaning implies an exponential 

increase in selves, in identities—if it has two meanings, that’s four sides to the man, if 

three, six, and so on.  No precise number can (or should) be generated here, but this 

reminds us that Conrad’s self was not trapped in a binary of simplistic national 

identifications, or an uneasy encapsulation of that binary.  Of the rifts within his 

autobiography, Prescott observes “The relationship of Conrad’s own Polish life to his 

later identities as seaman and writer is obliquely rendered and thus somehow uneasy. Part 

of the problem seems to have been that his family background actually presented him 

with a number of possible identities, and thus would not yield a unified meaning” (180).  

It would not take much imagination to expand this diagnosis of “the problem” beyond his 

family background to include also the choice of a career that separated him from land, a 

life lived in number of countries, and his eventual—and clearly unsettled—settlement in 

England.  Indeed, the geographic realities of this nomadic life leads Geoffrey Galt 

Harpham to conclude that because “Polish identity, in Conrad’s experience, was 

‘elsewhere’ [it] informs his sense of self, and . . . saturates his books, which always seem 

to be about something other than their stated subjects” (24-25).  Harpham’s essential 
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insight into the ever once-more-removed nature of meaning in Conrad encourages my 

desire to escape the limits imposed by fixing on the Polish portion of the equation.  For 

Conrad, even while clearly a Pole living in Poland, his future identity lay elsewhere—

first with the Austrians, then the French, then the English—and, perpetually, the sea.  No 

experience yielded a unified meaning to him because, as Berman, Nietzsche, and Marx 

have shown us, no experience could.   Labels like “Pole” and “Englishman” pose such 

problems precisely because of their transitory—even arbitrary—applicability to Conrad’s 

experiences.
28

   

 What Conrad possessed certainly and wholly, however, was the ability to write.  

And so, in a way A Personal Record recalls Ishmael’s attempt to (re)write the self; 

through the creation of those stories Conrad returns from sea a different man than the one 

who embarked.  Like Ishmael, too, Conrad obtains the metamorphosis largely, if not 

entirely, through the written word. Prescott points out that “it is characteristic of Conrad’s 

self-dramatization in A Personal Record that troubles experienced by his younger, 

somewhat drifting self should be overwritten by a later sense of purpose” (179).
29

  

                                                 
28

 Najder describes the essentially unsettled nature of Conrad’s life:  “Throughout almost his entire life 

Conrad was an outsider and felt himself to be one.  An outsider in exile; an outsider during his visits to his 

family in the Ukraine; an outsider—because of his experiences and bereavement—in Cracow and Lwów; 

an outsider in Marseilles; an outsider, nationally and culturally, on British ships; an outsider as an English 

writer.  Ford described him as a Pole from another epoch; Bennett as ‘an Easterner’; Ernest Dawson as 

somebody more at home in French than in English literature; and Conrad called himself (to Graham) a 

‘bloody foreigner.’  At the same time, this novelist writing in English and regarded as an outsider attached 

great importance to continuity and tradition, and also to national culture.  The two writers whom he praised 

most eloquently, Maupassant and Turgenev, he called ‘intensely national.’  He regarded ‘the national spirit’ 

as the only truly permanent and reliable element of communal life” (576). 

 
29

 In discussing Conrad’s recounting of a moment in which he burned his father’s letters, Najder writes that 

“Conrad’s reminiscences should also be read as a document of his struggle for his own soul, a struggle that 

lasted for many years after his father’s death” (35).  In light of Conrad’s continual disregard for objective 

reportage regarding his life, it seems reasonable to apply Najder’s insight to almost everything Conrad 

wrote regarding his own life.   
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Indeed, J.M. Kertzer describes the “autobiography” as “an elaborate, public, literary 

performance.  This means that he is always the craftsman, selecting and shaping his 

material, as flexible with the facts of his own life as with the facts of any character’s life” 

(291).  Where modernity refuses to yield up a unified identity, narrative makes amends.  

In considering Conrad’s life, Najder advises that “it is best to trust only the documents,” 

because “Conrad altered facts, confused dates, and changed effects into causes, even in 

his private correspondence” (49).  In this, one sees Conrad using the pen to splice the 

divergent strands of experience and imagination into a lifeline capable of lashing together 

a coherent sense of self.   

 

Oceans constitute the nexus around which Conrad’s history and fictions circle, the 

environment common to the many lives of both author and character.
30

  Despite Leavis’ 

assertion that “Conrad’s great novels, if they deal with the sea at all, deal with it only 

incidentally,” Conrad resolutely links both himself and his work to that vast entity (18).  

In A Personal Record Conrad famously recounts the experience of telling the man who 

examines him for his Master’s Certificate that “I had thought to myself that if I was to be 

a seaman, then I would be a British seaman and no other. It was a matter of deliberate 

choice” (97).  While a number of scholars have illustrated the falsity of the remembrance, 
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 This brings me to a particularly uncomfortable point—I have been upfront about my belief that 

biography holds no key to unlocking the secret meanings of a text, as well as about my claim to be 

interested in the narrative realities of Conrad’s fiction far, far more than the circumstances by which they 

came to creation.  Nevertheless, Conrad’s personal situation remains both attractive and instructive, for the 

fracture he experienced and the methods through which he attempted an amelioration of those traumas find 

their reflections within his work.  Perhaps I can call this the cheat that lets me slip by, that Conrad’s 

biography has as much art as his fiction famously holds fact gives me a little brackish water to sail in.   
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Najder reminds us that “what ought to be taken seriously, however, is another statement 

Conrad made almost in the same breath: his mind was set on the sea—not on becoming a 

sailor” (45).  In this yearning for the sea, one perhaps hears echoes of those Manhattoes 

drawn to the shore to gaze out upon the harbor and the waters beyond.  Indeed, one can 

hear in Conrad’s writings even older echoes, the echoes of the Seafarer and his 

understanding of the world as inevitably divided between sea and shore.  In Najder’s 

words,  

Contrasting life at sea with life on land is one of Conrad’s characteristic motifs.  

And although in his works the sea has many aspects—from providing a 

background of sublime beauty for human dramas and reflections to the cruelly 

indifferent element that cannot be trusted for a single moment—the comparison 

always comes out in favor of the sea.  “Land affairs” are a suspect and dubious 

medley of events, contradictory desires, low motives, false ideals, and illusory 

beliefs.  The sea represents a realm ruled by simple duties, a clearly defined 

hierarchy of values, comradeship, and honest good work.  (164) 

 

This comparison between corrupted land affairs and the orderly realm of the sea differs 

slightly, however, from those older images.  The way Najder constructs the opposition, 

the sea is not a magical space, but a space ruled by the best in humanity—a “hierarchy of 

values, comradeship, and honest good work.”  Though there are plenty of moments in 

Conrad where the sea comes across as a supernatural entity, the comparison drawn here 

remains helpful.  These elements share the illusion of unified meaning; clear hierarchies, 

regulated relationships, and well-defined tasks and ways to accomplish them leave little 

room for questioning one’s place or subjectivity.  Ideally, the rigorous performance of 

duty displaces the anxiety of performing the self.
31

 

                                                 
31

 One thinks here, perhaps, of  Singleton, that old salt from The Nigger of the ‘Narcissus.’  As Suresh 

Raval writes, “Singleton does no doubt embody Conrad’s vision of authentic seamanship. Yet the picture of 
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 But, as in life, in Conrad’s fictions the ideal remains tauntingly just over the 

horizon.  The Anglo-Saxon seafarer had the advantage of sailing alone, while the 19
th

-

century sailing vessel’s need for a large, often international, crew made it perhaps not all 

that different from a city ashore.  Robert Hampson points out that in The Nigger of the 

‘Narcissus’ “the ship is presented as a paradigmatic organic society – and issues of 

egotism and altruism, of true and false claims of kinship, are examined within that 

ideological framework” (102).  Dieter Paul Polloczek goes further, noting of that work’s 

intense heteroglossia, that  

taken as a whole, these voices make nostalgia for solidarity ambivalent.  The ship 

is no longer the monolithic microcosm of a culture ‘traveling’ through the liminal 

situation of ownership conflicts.  The microviewpoints of Conrad’s competing 

voices constitute a battle over narrative power within the liminal ritual of 

communal transition, suggestive of the idea that anthropologists like Renato 

Rosaldo replace concepts of limen (Turner) by concepts of border in order to 

delineate communities as interactions of multiple voices. (189-190) 

Conrad’s commitment to realism largely precludes his ships from occupying a space of 

allegorical purity. What Najder describes as an life at sea refers not to concrete moments, 

but to concepts central to an understanding of what it means to be a sailor—an idolization 

not of life at sea, per se, but of seamanship.  Even though, as Suresh Raval says, “the 

                                                                                                                                                 
complete immersion in the labor and pain of hard work, however illustrative of the value of the work-ethic, 

evokes a vision of total abnegation of the self.  While Conrad seems to idealize Singleton, the modern 

reader is likely to question the meaning of such abnegation, of such assumption of selflessness before the 

might of nature, and he may wonder about the self that  may be realized as the result of such abnegation.  

For all the admirable ascetic stoicism of Singleton, the modern reader may not share the instinctive 

conviction, constitutive of his very mode of being in his world, that one wrests meaning from life by an 

unswerving allegiance to the tireless and ultimately futile labor in a medium that is indifferent or, rather, 

hostile to human existence” (15).  Singleton, possessed of few words, but almost supernatural ability indeed 

seems to idealized to be real.  I would add that modernity has further crippled the modern reader’s ability to 

identify with Singleton’s ethic by largely erasing the kind of work that even allows for, much less demands, 

the sort of unswerving allegiance that makes possible an abnegation of self.  Corporations tout their 

work/life balance, medical interns work fewer and more regulated hours, and every fire-fighter I’ve known 

has run a construction business on the side.  Modern readers may very well have trouble sharing 

Singleton’s instinctive convictions simply because those convictions are no longer instinctive, nor even 

viable.   
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celebration of solidarity involves an idealization of seamanship which Conrad knows can 

never be an adequate metaphor for life on land,” what remains vital, as in Marlow’s 

famous words, is the idea behind the thing, and the idea here is the concrete sense of 

place and self provided for by the structure of maritime life (15).  For all of his nuanced 

investigations of the psychologies and identities of his characters, it is against this 

idealized backdrop that Conrad does his work.    

 Perhaps this explains why Conrad’s art consistently foregrounds the problems of 

identity endemic to modernity—problems of which his life was in some ways 

exemplary—through the sundry, untidy means by which his characters wrestle with the 

problems of a many-faceted self.  This wrestling lies behind Leavis’ claim and provides 

the foundation for Raval’s assessment that Conrad’s “fiction is almost always concerned 

with problems of a social, historical, and moral nature, and with institutions that 

constitute, sustain, and complicate forms of life in society” (3).  Raval goes on to cite 

Hegel’s insight that “the self is the product of community rather than being prior to it” 

and to declare this “a conclusion that Marx found crucial to any reflection on society” 

(10).  Taken together and pushed a bit farther, the statements articulate the pressures 

modernity places on the individual’s sense of self.  Because modernity has freed 

individuals
32

 from the rigid ties of place, class, race, religion, etc., the forms of life 

constituted, sustained, and complicated by institutions are no longer limited by the 

cultural histories which traditionally define and reinforce their relationship to the 

individual.  And, to make matters still more uncomfortable, as modernity has largely 
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 To varying degrees, of course, and sometimes—or perhaps mostly—to their detriment.  
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served to connect, disconnect, and intermix individuals and communities in novel ways, 

the individual becomes subject to an increasing number of (often competing) institutions.  

This has grave repercussions, presumably, for the self created out of this admixture—too 

many chefs, and whatnot.  In light of this confusion, one sympathizes with Ishmael’s 

habit of periodically fleeing to a port in hopes of starting over.   

Sadly, Conrad, a real person, lacked Ishmael’s limitless temporal freedom.  The 

arc followed by Conrad is particularly complicated, but not uniquely so—his arc was a 

modern one, and modernity, as it does to all who live under its dominion, denied Conrad 

both unified meaning and a sense of self that could have been anything other than 

always/already elsewhere.  Beyond biography, the problematic displacement of identity 

and meaning pervades his work, work populated by characters who have, in critical ways, 

become unmoored from their most socially and psychological coherent selves. 

  

From Conrad’s pantheon of characters, I’m singling out Lord Jim’s titular sailor 

as a particularly illustrative figure.  Of all Conrad’s meditations on identity, Jim is 

perhaps his most engaged and explicit, and this novel, more than most, ties together 

modernity and the sea.  As Harpham writes,  “the era of economic globalization, whose 

origin Lord Jim traces—with its wealth of details concerning international trade and the 

solvent effects of capital on traditional native culture—presents innumerable scenes for 

the enlargement-effacement of identity, new occasions to form an indeterminate ‘us’” 

(31).  Jim suffers acutely from his own enlargement-effacement of self, and turns to a 

world opened ever wider by international trade in his attempt to mediate the trauma of 
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reality’s unsatisfactory collision with his sense of self.  His case deserves an extended 

meditation. 

Critics have long used Jim as a focal point for their investigations into Conrad’s 

articulation of identity problems.  According to Raval, Lord Jim in particular raises 

questions that undermine our normal assumptions concerning self, self-knowledge, and 

knowledge itself (57).  Jim invites this inquiry, no doubt, through his passionate, almost 

irrational fixation on asserting a narrowly defined and tightly controlled public identity.  

Indeed, as Harpham observes, “Among the very first things we learn about Jim is that he 

considers himself a distinct, even distinguished, individual who merely awaits the 

opportunity to demonstrate this fact.  Stoked by ‘a course of light holiday literature,’ he 

thinks himself singular and autonomous, even superior, a man capable of ‘valorous 

deeds’ characterized by ‘a gorgeous virility’ (2).  Harpham’s summary of Jim’s thoughts 

admirably describes Jim’s character in his youth, long before the events that drive the 

action of the novel.  Taken at face value, however, this statement simplifies the case just 

a shade too much.  No one concerned with Lord Jim, character or reader, can see or 

define Jim’s identity so clearly, not even Jim himself.  Indeed, the events of the novel 

reveal this singular and autonomous self is but one identity lain over another, and Jim’s 

awareness of the gap between them—even without understanding its nature—drives 

much of his story.   

The foremost of those actions, of course, comes while a grown but still 

inexperienced Jim serves as the first mate of the Patna, a down-market charter vessel 
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carrying pilgrims to Mecca.
33

  After striking a submerged object late one night, the ship’s 

captain and crew decide to abandon ship without alerting the passengers, for fear of 

causing a panic.  Jim, though apparently barely conscious of his actions, jumps into their 

lifeboat as the officers flee the sinking ship and its doomed cargo.  The Patna, however, 

does not actually sink, and a passing ship discovers it adrift some days later, rescuing 

both it and the pilgrims.  Upon the discovery of these events, the maritime courts aim to 

put the castaways on trial for dereliction of duty, and while the others flee, Jim remains 

for the inquisition.  It finds him, as it must, culpable for his actions.  

Jim’s sense of self falls under tremendous strain after these proceedings, making 

manifest the fault lines that have always underlain his character.  This provokes a crisis in 

Jim, one which leads first to a slow but persistent flight from Western society and ends, 

finally, in his death. This break from society stands as an external manifestation of what 

many critics see as a simultaneous and fundamental break in Jim’s character.  Robert 

Hampson, in Joseph Conrad: Betrayal and Identity, writes that the infamous flight from 

the Patna “leaves Jim with a public fact that conflicts with his private image of himself, 

and the first half of the novel depicts Jim’s consciousness of the lesion between identity-

for-self and identity-for-the-other” (117).  Ian Watt, too, sees this lesion as essential to 

understanding Jim’s experience, observing that “one of the main residual legacies of the 

Romantic movement was a disheartened awareness of the discrepancy which the 

individual imagination is continually discovering between the self as it is and the self as it 
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 Here we have an excellent example of modernity’s scrambling of social landmarks—an English First 

Mate serving under “a sort of New South Wales German” captain, aboard a Chinese ship chartered by an 

Arab and carrying 800 pilgrims from Singapore to the Read Sea (LJ 13). 
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would like to be,” an awareness which in Jim’s case has a “particular poignancy” (324).  

In this model of the text, two facts dictate Jim’s fate: the first, his failure to live up to an 

impossible, yet fully internalized, sense of self forged “in both his community, from 

which he learned his ideals, and his reading of books of romantic adventure, from which 

he learned to give fictional shape to his ideals” (Raval 61); the second his failure to 

accept and live with the gap between his ideals and his actual life.   

 Hampson sees this split between the inner-ideal and outer-self as a dominant 

theme of Conrad’s work, finding many incarnations of Jim littered amongst its pages. Of 

the much earlier Almayer’s Folly, Hampson writes “Almayer’s story is, like Jim’s, the 

account of what becomes of a man ‘gifted with a strong and active imagination’ who 

dreams of triumphs which reality deprives him of all rational hope of fulfilling.  It 

records, as Kirschner suggests, the annihilation of the unshared ideal of self” (28).  Later, 

he notes that Willem, of An Outcast of the Islands, “Like ‘Lord Jim’ . . . refuses to accept 

his action as a sign of himself” (36).  Considering the title of his book, Hampson 

understandably spends the most time considering the significance of this rift, but he is by 

no means alone in his efforts.  F. R. Leavis, in considering Dr. Monygham, a key 

character in the later novel Nostromo, declares that “his skepticism is based on self-

contempt, for his ideal (he is, in fact, a stronger and quite unequivocal Lord Jim) is one 

he has offended against; it is an exacting ideal of conduct” (194), and while also writing 

of Nostromo’s characters, David Allen Ward explains how the later novel “delineates 

how these individuals adopt certain external, idealized images of themselves as a means 

of functioning in the human community,” which allows him to declare that “Conrad's 
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conception of human identity, as revealed in Nostromo bears striking resemblance to the 

ideas of French thinker Jacques Lacan” (290).   

Having rooted the phenomena so attractive to his peers in Lacan, Ward 

elaborates: 

 

In the Lacanian view of identity formation—one apparently shared by the author 

of Nostromo—the self is invariably founded upon an illusion. Humans are fated to 

live "outside" themselves, to be prisoners of an external and imaginary' ideal 

image.  Lacan speaks of "identification with the Other," for the form that defines 

the self always comes from without; it is always something added, something 

artificial—a rigid "armour" that one presents to the world. Thus, in his somber 

scheme, to be fully human is to delude oneself; the process that creates identity 

for the self inevitably leads to alienation, for the ideal represented by the projected 

image is always in unattainable one. (290) 

 

Though discussing an entirely different novel, Ward here articulates the root of Jim’s 

trouble as well.  Jim, like all of humanity, must choose an external and imaginary ideal 

with which to armor himself—for him, that image comes from boyish tales of romantic 

heroism. Jim goes astray, however, in failing to apprehend the inherently unattainable 

nature of this fantasy, and so the formation of his identity remains incomplete, 

traumatically bifurcated by his dogged belief in his ability to assert himself as an 

embodiment of the fantasies by which he defines himself.   

However, in these two passages Ward also repeatedly asserts that Nostromo 

portrays Conrad’s views on the development of individual identity, an assertion which 

both implies Conrad worked out Lacan some years before Lacan’s birth and links the 

author to the mental life of his characters.  To some extent this is unavoidable—creators 

have an obvious responsibility for their creations—but with Conrad the temptation (for 

both Conrad and critic) to conflate biography and fiction is particularly acute.   
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Conrad’s identity-for-others, to borrow  Hampson’s term, has always significantly 

relied on the perception of a clear Polish/English dichotomy.  All of the accounts of Jim 

related above possess a similar binarity—the interior self broken off from the public one.  

Curiously, understanding either Conrad or Jim in these terms suggests that, for all the talk 

of fracture and fissure, one of the fragments represents the existence of a concrete or 

“real” Jim (and, by extension, an “authentic” or “real” Conrad).  The precise nature of a 

“real” self, however, is something of a moving target.  In Jim’s case it at times seems the 

“real” self is the one which fixed upon and defined itself by the imaginary ideal; Jim’s 

problem therefore resides in his “real” self’s refusal or inability to abandon a heroic 

fantasy.  At others, it seems as though the actions define the man, and Jim’s mistake then 

arises from his attempt to deny the events surrounding his time on the Patna.  At still 

others, it seems that there is a rational core which fails at modulating the tensions 

between the unreal internal fantasies and the incomplete portrait painted by external 

events.  In any case, all of these arguments presume, pace the city of Oakland, that there 

is actually a “there” there.   

This understanding of Conrad’s characters recalls Sharon Cameron’s description 

of an older tradition of English and Continental novels—“Moll Flanders, Tom Jones, 

Jane Eyre, Pride and Prejudice, Daniel Deronda, and most of Dickens, for example”—

which “construe identity as a priori defined, or as capable of receiving the definition 

within a social context” (53).  That is, something in Jim should be fundamentally capable 

of recognizing his proper place in the world—his true self—once presented with the 

irrefutable facts of his actions.  But Conrad’s designation as the progenitor of literary 
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modernism would seem to depend on a subtler, more modern, understanding of modern 

identity than that provided for by simplified dualisms.  Just as the author comprises more 

than his two national identities, his characters suffer the radiating, propagating, and, most 

importantly, numerous, breaks endemic to modernity. And Jim, as Harpham suggests, 

suffers more than most. 

In this vein of multiple veins, Harpham adds another element to the composition 

of Jim’s identity: 

If we recall that the character of Jim’s leap is determined from the outside, not by 

the agent himself, then we can understand the incident as a hard lesson in what 

philosophers have called “moral luck.”  And if we then contemplate the fact that 

this incident determines Jim’s own magnetically sympathetic character, then we 

can see how, from a certain point of view, Conrad’s essential theme, what Henry 

James would call the “thing” of the tale, is the exploration of the limits of 

autonomy, the ways in which our inner being, our very nature, can be structured 

by such inertly amoral factors as the tensile strength of rusty metal.  From this 

point of view, Lord Jim is concerned, even obsessed, with a certain alien factor—

a thing—operating within agency and identity themselves, complicating the 

project of simply being oneself. (25) 

 

Harpham’s description of the way the bad luck of the Patna’s mysterious collision is less 

an isolated data point with which Jim’s intellect must incorporate than an entity actively 

engaged in shaping his identity begins to illustrate the impossibility of a unified identity.  

Even though it’s clear that Jim’s sense of his identity must always differ from the Jim 

perceived by others, the instant of the crash alters both Jim’s and everybody else’s sense 

of who he is—and the novel’s subsequent events redraw him more than once.  The last 

line of Harpham’s paragraph, then, cheats just a bit towards a comforting sense of unity 

by implying this external force complicates “the project of simply being oneself.”  I 

would like to push the issue a little further in a more discomforting direction; if nothing 
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else, Jim’s case demonstrates that being oneself is never simple, and, in fact, suggests that 

nothing so identifiable as “oneself” lies around waiting to be put into action.   

 The lack, or more likely loss, of this point of surety rests at the heart of much of 

the anxiety produced by modernity, and our critical difficulty in engaging Jim as a 

complicated figure perhaps arises out of our own anxiety recognizing itself in Jim’s 

nebulous form.  Fortunately, Suresh Raval provides marker to aid navigation in this more 

challenging direction through his resistance to a binary model.  Rather than a lesion, 

Raval sees Jim as having “surrendered himself to an impossible ideal of the self,” an 

action which results in an “entrapment within his ideal . . . so thorough that he continues 

to defend it even when it has become severed from the context in which it possessed its 

significance” (45, 62).  Jim ultimately “surrounds and protects the ideal he has conceived 

of himself, and at the same time remains imprisoned within that very ideal” (59).  This 

description appears at first to reduce all of the complexity I’ve just insisted on to a self-

contained and recursive mechanism of self-identification. But it also suggests a confused, 

defensive reaction against that alien factor introduced by Harpham.  Indeed, rather than 

becoming increasingly solidified, Jim’s turning inward occurs precisely because, as Raval 

puts it, “the link between self and the world on the one hand and on the other the truths 

that are presumed to give a solidity and wholeness to self and the world is absent.  Jim’s 

steadfast holding to an egoistic (moral) conception of self thus conceals a more profound, 

fragmentary and self-destructive human reality” (60).  Jim, in other words, consciously 

creates and maintains an impossibly seamless identity to protect against subjecting his 
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fragmented self to the pressures and negotiations necessary for existence in the world.  

Jim, like Ishmael before him, takes to the sea to create a self of his own making.   

 

Ports, as I’ve alluded to elsewhere, have a long history of playing fast and loose with 

identity, and Conrad exploits the unique properties of that setting more than once.  The 

Nigger of the ‘Narcissus,’ for example, demonstrates both the possibilities and 

consequences of anonymity allowed by the port.  The fantastically famous first 

appearance of its titular character illustrates the point. As the Narcissus readies itself to 

set sail, the chief mate musters the new crew, matching each name on his roll to a man 

standing on deck.  At the end of the list he finds himself one man—and one name—short.  

His boatswain assures him that no man remains unaccounted for aboard the ship, but that 

the crewman may yet arrive.  “Ay.  He may or he may not,” responds the mate, “can’t 

make out the name.  It’s all a smudge. . . .That will do, men.  Go below” (13). 

Throughout Conrad’s body of work, in Raval’s words, “the various narrators who appear 

in his novels often struggle with the inadequacy of language, striving for a sense of 

clarity which at times turns out, by their own admission, to be unattainable or illusory,” 

and this particular moment seems emblematic not only of the intense uncertainty 

pervading this particular novel, but of the essentially unattainable or illusory nature of 

identity throughout Conrad (2).  Here, the problem of understanding is not just 

narratorial, but pervasive.  Words/names elude the understanding of multiple characters, 

confusion impedes the simplest preliminary events of the story. 
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  Immediately after the mate’s order, a cry of “Wait!” keeps the men from going 

below and befuddles the mate, who blurts “What’s this?  Who said ‘Wait’? What . . .” 

before seeing “a tall figure standing on the rail” (13).  The mysterious figure, of course, 

belongs to the missing crewman.  While the mate takes the cry of “Wait!” as a 

challenging interference in his business, the crewman soon says, calmly, “—My name is 

Wait—James Wait” (13).  The clarification does little to mollify the mate—“after a few 

seconds of smouldering silence, his temper blazed out.  ‘Ah!  Your name is Wait. What 

of that?  What do you want?  What do you mean, coming shouting here?’—but Wait goes 

on to calmly explain that he is the missing crewman, shipped just that morning by the 

captain, and that he thought his name would be on the list (13).  Responsibility for the 

confusion, according to a disdainful Wait, rests with Baker, who “misapprehended” (13).  

Faced with this tale, the mate looks “at the paper close,” and says “Oh yes; that’s so.  All 

right, Wait.  Take your gear forward,” seemingly closing out the incident and the mystery 

(13).  But no scene this dramatic gets closed out so simply. 

The confusion over Wait and his name here foreshadows one of the novel’s 

central problems—the utter impenetrability of his character.  In his consideration of 

identity in Conrad’s pages, Hampson thinks that “Wait’s arrival immediately disrupts the 

organization of the ship and threatens to overthrow the ship’s system of control,” and that 

“from the start, Wait uses ambiguity to disrupt and control” (103, 102).  Hampson’s 

evaluation of the incident seems dead-on, though he perhaps goes a bit hard on Wait.  

The ambiguity which surrounds Wait here seems outside of his—everyone’s—control; 

the problematic ambiguity arises from the inherently transient nature of the ports, 
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businesses, ships, and individuals engaged in international shipping.  The smudge of a 

name which stands in for Wait on the ship’s roll suggests not just mystery of the man, but 

the irrelevance of his having a name at all.
34

  The name, moments earlier “all a smudge,” 

resolves itself into legible text not through a sudden improvement in Baker’s vision or in 

the deck’s lighting, but through nothing more substantial than Wait’s claim upon it. 

More precisely, Wait claims not a name, but a position.  He gives his name, which 

means nothing to Baker (“What of that?. . . What do you mean?”), who issues a challenge 

Wait must meet with the statement “I belong to the ship”(13).  This statement 

momentarily elides his distinctive individuality, its metaphor uncomfortably equating the 

man to the sundry other commodities which move through the port.  The narrator, too, 

shares in this image of Wait as just one thing among many; when the missing crewman 

first steps aboard after shouting his name, he appears thusly: 

It came down and pushed through the crowd, marching with a heavy tread toward 

the light on the quarterdeck.  Then again the sonorous voice said with insistence: 

—‘Wait!” The lamplight lit up the man’s body.  He was tall.  His head was away 

up in the shadows of lifeboats that stood on skids above the deck. The whites of 

his eyes and his teeth gleamed distinctly, but the face was indistinguishable.  His 

hands were big and seemed gloved. (13) 

 

I am struck hardest by the pronoun which begins this passage: it.  It strips away, as 

completely possible, all landmarks of external identification from the subject—gender, 

race, even humanity.  The application of lamplight to the man’s body restores his species 

and gender moments later, but the description stubbornly resists anything more concrete, 

describing instead a head “away up in the shadows” and hands that “seemed gloved.”  

                                                 
34

 One thinks, reflexively, of slave names here, but also of the name-mangling apparatus of Ellis Island, 

and, indeed of the experiences of Józef Teodor Konrad Korzeniowski.  Stepping aboard a trans-Atlantic 

ship carries the very real possibility of stepping off a different person altogether. 
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Tellingly, the ship’s lifeboats keep him “indistinguishable” by shading his face.  That is 

to say, the ship’s equipment—the body of the ship itself—renders him unrecognizable as 

an individual by keeping (placing?) his identity in darkness.  What the ship needs, what 

Baker awaits, is not a specific man, but a body to fill the space of the missing crewman, 

and this is what Wait provides—his name is an ancillary, unquestioned, and readily 

accepted detail.  If Wait can turn the smudge legible through his claim, it’s not because 

his claim has unusual strength but because that transition requires a surprisingly slight 

force—it’s almost as likely, then, that Wait becomes the smudge as the other way around. 

 Through this focus on the image of the smudge I hope to avoid what Ian Watt, in 

his clear-eyed assessment “Criticism and The Nigger of the ‘Narcissus’” diagnoses as 

“reduction ad symbolum,” a chronic tendency of critics to reduce Wait to an allegorical 

symbol that unlocks the novel (267).  I don’t mean to suggest that sailor as smudge 

explains the business of the novel, but to demonstrate that rather than cryptographic 

symbol, Wait is both emblematic of and subject to the fundamental issues of identity that 

haunt the novel, Conrad, and, indeed, all of modernity.  Hampson, in a palatably 

symbolic reading, suggests Wait “represents the burden of self—the tangle of fears and 

desires, self-doubts and self-questionings,” a definition which nicely explains the crew’s 

tendency to project their own needs and explanations onto him and reminds us of the fact 

that Wait is a nexus of doubt and questioning both within the story and among the critics 

who study it (105).  Wait’s enigmatic identity demands both crew and critic participate in 

a perpetual, almost frenzied, attempt to define and explain the both the man and what he 

means.   
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While an allegorical role, or reading at least, would confine Wait’s meaning to a 

fairly singular and concrete equivalence, his experiences and actions find echo far beyond 

the confines of the Narcissus.  Ishmael, for example, takes advantage of the port’s light 

demand on the specifics of self to give himself a periodic rebirth, and so, somewhat less 

successfully, does Conrad’s other (in)famous Jim.  Of Wait, Marvin Mudrick writes that 

“every one of his attitudes and actions rejects compassion and the very notion of inquiry” 

(291).  Mudrick’s tone suggests something perverse in Wait’s actions, but his description 

implicitly describes the unrelenting, intrusive investigation confronting Wait.  Rather 

than suggesting a uniquely perverse situation, this image of probing and resistance 

immediately calls to mind Raval’s claim that Lord Jim “constitutes a search for an 

explanation of the meaning of Jim, not simply as a solitary individual, but as an 

individual whose enigmatic solidarity with his community Marlow unequivocally 

asserts” (58).  Aside from a shared given name, the two sailors find themselves in a 

similar position relative to their audience—as objects of insatiable curiosity. 

Even before this, though, they share an environment—they are denizens of the 

port.  Wait illustrates a certain kind of modern identity uniquely available to those who 

enter into the business of the port and the life of its ships’ churning crews, a kind of 

identity Jim will later make use of.  While I remain resistant to confidently evaluating the 

intentionality of Wait’s actions, I will happily draw attention to Jim’s conscious use of 

the ambiguity of port culture to exert some control over his identity by disrupting the 

narrative which ties him to his past.  If Lord Jim constitutes a search for the meaning Jim, 
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it simultaneously recounts his attempts to evade—or at least control—the reception of 

that meaning. 

The thin ties between name and man illustrated by Wait are the means by which 

Jim attempts to seize control.  Even before we learn that Jim considers himself an 

exceptional figure, we learn the details of his life after the Patna inquiry.  Readers, of 

course, don’t realize this upon their first encounter with the exiled sailor—after an 

evocative paragraph of physical description, the narrative moves immediately into a 

description of the exotic job that employs the unidentified man.  I have a sense, but no 

objective counting of citations to prove it, that critics blow through these early pages in 

an attempt to reach the meat of the novel—Marlow, the sinking of the Patna, etc.—in a 

manner that often reduces these early moments to the word “flight,” with occasional 

qualifiers like “east” or “to the edge of empire.”  Nevertheless, while Jim follows his path 

“in good order towards the rising sun,” the horizon doesn’t guide his travels (8).  Mark 

Wollaeger comes a little closer in his “flight from job to job,” but Jim more accurately 

travels from port to port (96). 

Lord Jim’s narrator explains that “he kept to seaports because he was a seaman in 

exile from the sea, and had Ability in abstract, which is good for no other work but that of 

a water-clerk” (8).  This explanation seems a little too like the reasoning of a high-school 

vocational councilor to really satisfy.  Jim’s keeping to seaports certainly owes something 

to his nautical dreams and maritime training, but it owes something more to the port’s 

provision of a space within which proficient traders can ship and unship identities almost 

at will.  Jim makes explicit use of these possibilities, traveling, as the narrator mentions 
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three times, “incognito,” and taking jobs as “just Jim—nothing more,” though “he had, of 

course, another name, but he was anxious that it should not be pronounced” (8).  (This 

last statement traditionally means that Jim gives—effectively has—no surname in the 

years after his disgrace, but I think the text leaves enough room to suggest, if a tad 

perversely, that he fabricated even the “Jim”).  Traditional readings also tend to treat the 

various legs of his travels as parts of a continuous flight, though thinking of them as 

merely contiguous provides a far more useful terminology.  By the time one turns the last 

page of the book, Jim seems to have always been destined for Patusan, but that smooth 

arc reflects the factual plot of a  novel, not the psychology of a man—and, as Levenson 

says of The Nigger of the ‘Narcissus,’ in Lord Jim “deeper interest lies on the 

psychological side” (20).  

 Jim, for his part, neither intended nor even foresaw a journey that would carry 

him beyond “seaports and white men, even into the virgin forest,” as seaports were, in 

themselves, his goal (Conrad 8).  I was a touch inaccurate earlier when describing Jim as 

traveling incognito; the narrator uses the word, always, as a noun.  Incognito, per the 

OED, reads as “the condition of being unknown, anonymity; fictitious character; 

disguise.” Jim’s arrival to port always coincides with the first two of these definitions—

the increasing unfamiliarity of sailors, the decreasing accuracy of records, the novelty of 

ships and crews all explain why Jim travels “generally farther east” (8).  I’ve already said 

that critics have tended to skip over Jim’s time as a water-clerk in these various ports as 

merely prefatory, and as a result his arrivals at each of these ports, shrouded in 

anonymity, go wholly unremarked upon, unnarrated even by the narrator to whom such 
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tasks ostensibly fall.  That this repeated moment of anonymity goes unremarked makes it 

no less central to Jim’s very character. 

Lord Jim’s opening receives little ink, but it tellingly confronts the reader, before 

anything else, with this description:   

He was an inch, perhaps two, under six feet, powerfully built, and he advanced 

straight at you with a slight stoop of the shoulders, head forward, and a fixed 

from-under stare which made you think of a charging bull.  His voice was deep, 

loud, and his manner displayed a kind of dogged self-assertion which had nothing 

aggressive in it.  It seemed a necessity, and it was directed apparently as much at 

himself as at anybody else.  He was spotlessly neat, appareled in immaculate 

white from shoes to hat, and in the various Eastern ports where he got his living 

as ship-chandler’s water-clerk he was very popular. (7) 

 

In this passage Jim arrives to the reader’s consciousness as he arrives to those ports—an 

entirely unknown, though impressive, quantity.  He has the powerful body and deep voice 

of a storybook hero (which he fancies himself to be), and a “dogged self-assertion” which 

seems to imply both self-discipline and capability.  His “immaculate white” apparel, 

shoes to hat, provides both reader and ship-chandler with a blank page upon which to 

project expectations commensurate with the images suggested by the afore-mentioned 

qualities.  What the novel comes to teach us, though, is that Jim himself attempts to use 

this blank page in the writing of his own story.  Whether Jim meets these expectations, 

and to what degree, is incidental to the novel’s action, but those actions depend on the 

repetition of this initial moment of anonymity.   

 

 Jim spends his time in these ports employed as a water-clerk, a sort of bastardized 

seaman, “racing under sail, steam, or oars against other water-clerks for any ship about to 

anchor, greeting her captain cheerily, forcing upon him a card—the business card of the 
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ship-chandler—and on his first visit on shore piloting him firmly but without ostentation 

to a vast, cavern-like shop which is full of things that are eaten and drunk on board ship,” 

performing duties tied both to the sea and to the land (7).  His job, like the port’s, unites 

two disparate realms through performance of the rituals of commerce.  Despite the 

continuous muddle of his environment, Jim studiously avoids adding any tint to the 

blindingly white suit of his assumed identity.  What drives Jim eastward, always, is the 

arrival in port of someone who can identify him as the officer who abandoned the Patna.  

The inevitable arrival of this information threatens, above all, Jim’s false identity, which, 

as the narrator reminds us, “was not meant to hide a personality but a fact” (8).  When the 

fact arrives, Jim departs. 

 The power of this fact, however, seems particularly curious in the novel which 

also gives us the famous outburst “They wanted facts.  Facts! They demanded facts from 

him, as if facts could explain anything!” (22).  And facts, in Lord Jim at least, do seem 

incapable of explaining.
35

  Marlow has a tremendous number of facts pertaining to Jim, 

but clear understanding never emerges from either information or analysis.  Indeed, Jim 

crosses paths not with facts, but with individuals—those who recognize him from the 

days of the Patna or the subsequent inquiry, and therefore the dangerous cargo coming 

ashore with these individuals consists not of facts, but of recognition; they carry with 

                                                 
35

 Levenson extends this moment beyond the frame of Lord Jim identifies this moment as one in which 

“’Facts’ become a specific literary target,” a spot where the tensions between concrete occurrences and  

personalities subject to them boil over (19).  Cf. Mary Poovey, A History of the Modern Fact. 
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them knowledge of another Jim, a Jim possessed of a full name and of a history not of his 

choosing.
36

   

 The novel’s initial narrator opines that Jim’s incognito “had as many holes as a 

sieve, [and] was not meant to hide a personality but a fact,” but I submit that we 

shouldn’t rely on this evaluation because it starts from a faulty premise—the premise that 

Jim wears an incognito to conceal anything at all.  Jim’s incognito better fits the 

definition “fictitious character” than “disguise” and serves, as I’ve suggested above, not 

as a means of concealing his past, but as an identity capable of replacing it.  Jim receives 

Marlow’s offer to recommend him to a friend for employment with the disjointed 

ejaculation, “I always thought that if a fellow could begin with a clean slate . . . And now 

you . . . in a measure . . . yes . . . clean slate” (112).  He repeats “clean slate” like a 

mantra; this is the fantasy which drives his decisions, the hope powering his flight.  Jim 

travels eastward not in a series of panicked flights but in the persistent dream of a “clean 

slate.”
 37

  The arrival of those who know Jim from the inquiry, then, don’t break through 

the incognito so much as force Jim into the sudden, intolerable company of a prior self.   

 Hampson sees Jim as locked in a perpetual conflict between his identity-for-self 

and identity-for-others, feeling his flights result from the fact that “Jim himself is unable 

to live with the idea that others know ‘his secret.’  His repeated flights emphasize the 

                                                 
36

 In this, ports prove an ironically risky tool for Jim.  The very system of exchange that allows Jim’s 

actions provides the mechanism for his perpetual failure—information is but one of the many commodities 

moving amongst ports.  The perpetual arrival of Jim’s history also suggests  the risk inherent to ports—for 

all the carefully calculated trade of a port, absolute control cannot be exerted over what departs and who 

arrives.  Jim will learn this lesson more dramatically in the book’s second half with the appearance of 

Gentleman Brown, and a significant number of Department of Homeland Security employees owe their 

jobs to its continued applicability. 
37

 Well, except that all of Lord Jim originates, in some way, with his panicked flight from the Patna. 
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lesion between his identity-for-self and his identity-for-the-other: Jim’s identity-for-the-

other includes the fact of his failure on board the Patna, while his identity-for-self denies 

that fact” (128).  As the section just before this one might suggest, I would shift this 

description slightly, defining Jim’s problem as proximity between competing identities-

for-others.  

Each time Jim arrives at a new port he plays Ishmael, penning himself a new 

identity, but the parallel in their experiences goes further.  Sharon Cameron, considering 

Moby-Dick, recalls Ishmael’s reflection upon standing watch atop the mast, mind 

wandering over the sea—“But while this sleep, this dream is on ye, move your foot or 

hand an inch; slip your hold at all; and your identity comes back in horror.  Over 

Descartian vortices you hover” (Melville 140)—writes, “the obvious meaning of the 

passage—the way it has conventionally been interpreted—is to conceive of Ishmael’s 

horror as generated by his understanding that he has nearly lost his identity.  But here 

would be another, antithetical way to interpret the words: to move your hand or foot is 

suddenly to become aware of your identity, of the impossibility of ever losing it” (44-5).  

The sudden appearance of a former crewmate is, to Jim, the slip of a foot made all the 

more horrific because it doesn’t originate with the self.  Jim seeks to do more than shore 

fragments against ruin, he seeks to present himself always as an unbroken, faultless 

whole—and two wholes in the same place at the same time constitute an alarming fault.  

The hope  of  avoiding this possibility explains Jim’s final landing on Patusan.   

Patusan, Jim’s final port, has had a long and troubled history with critics.  F.R. 

Leavis, even while pronouncing “the first part of the book . . . good Conrad,” believes 
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“the romance that follows, though plausibly offered as a continued exhibition of Jim’s 

case, has no inevitability as that; nor does it develop or enrich the central interest, which 

consequently, eked out to provide the substance of a novel, comes to seem decidedly 

thin” (190).  Watt finds that Lord Jim “deals with more than one archetypal situation: 

there is the irreparable error; there is the trying to live it down; and there is also the 

complex communion of youth and age” (319).  If, however, one sees at the heart of Lord 

Jim an investigation of modernity’s fractures and their shattering echoes inside lived 

identity, as Hampson, Raval, and I do, then Conrad’s continued exhibition of Jim’s case 

has both merit and poignancy.   

Much has been said of Jim’s setting up shop among the natives, installing himself 

as war-hero and governing body, and romancing the Dutch-Malay woman, Jewel; I am 

drawn instead to the practical details of Patusan’s arrivals and departures.  Patusan 

possesses a port so remote as to be functionally derelict, seemingly all but forgotten by 

the larger, seafaring world—the headman of the village overlooking the port counts 

Marlow only “the second white man he had ever seen,” and Jim the first (Conrad 146).  

As Hampson notes, “in the second half of the novel,  Jim cuts himself off from the sea 

and the ‘white world’ which has witnessed his failure,” a cutting off which I suggest 

owes itself not to Patusan’s remoteness, but to his abandoning his costal trading post—his 

port—for the island’s interior (117).  As his jumps from port to port demonstrate, Jim 

values ports for their ability to exchange things much more than their ability to intermix 

elements, and so his settling inland precludes both functions.  Jim goes to where sailors 

don’t so that not just those who have witnessed his failure don’t crop up, but so that he 
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himself, his first self, can’t come ashore.  In Patusan, in Patusan, Jim appears to find the 

clean slate upon which he can inscribe his new, idealized self.  And, as long as the port 

remains empty, it works.
38

 

 But ports, by their very nature, never remain empty.  As a location 

intensely/expressly focused on exchange, the port ultimately seems to underscore the 

futility of Jim’s attempt to construct a fully-integrated, self-sustaining identity for himself 

even as it provides an environment in which such an attempt seems possible.  The port is 

a definitive contact zone;
39

 nothing that enters it emerges from it (or remains in it) in 

exactly the same condition.  Ports are creative entities.  They produce change: they are 

factories whose product is hybridity rather than fidelity.   

 

Amongst all his mistakes, Jim errs most seriously in his belief that he can exert 

editorial control over his already-lived experiences.  Marlow condemns Jim’s dream of a 

clean slate almost from the moment he gives it voice—“a clean slate, did he say?  As if 

                                                 
38

 Jim’s death arrives with the pirate Gentleman Brown, whose ship returns Patusan to contact with the 

outside world. 
39

 In Imperial Eyes, Mary Louise Pratt coins the term “contact zone” to describe “the space of colonial 

encounters, the space in which peoples geographically and historically separated come into contact with 

each other and establish ongoing relations, usually involving conditions of coercion, radical inequality, and 

intractable conflict” (6).  Allowing for that “usually,” the description I applies particularly well to the 

environment of the port city.  Dealings between powerful nations in port will generally be free of the worst 

of those frictions, but the range of ships arriving and departing at any time virtually guarantees the full-

spectrum of power relationships will manifest.  Pratt’s term “is an attempt to invoke the spatial and 

temporal copresence of subjects previously separated by geographic and historical disjunctures, and whose 

trajectories now intersect. By using the term “contact,” [she] aim[s] to foreground the interactive, 

improvisational dimensions of colonial encounters so easily ignored or suppressed by diffusionist accounts 

of conquest and domination” (7). The unique quality of the port, however, is that it provides an area of 

spatial and temporal copresense not just for colonizers and colonial subjects, but for individuals who 

nominally come from the same culture, or even the same landmass.  The Kansan and the New Yorker, 

separated by geographic and historical disjuncture, can easily find themselves suddenly aboard the same 

ship.  And as we’ve seen with Ishmael,  James Wait, and Jim, the port remains, above all things, an 

interactive and improvisational space.   
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the initial word of each our destiny were not graven in imperishable characters upon the 

face of a rock”—and his suspicion proves wise (112).  Marlow may be a little 

deterministic in his metaphor, speaking to some lapidary core of the self that persists 

throughout one’s life.  It’s possible to read him, though, as speaking to the idea (I won’t 

call it fact) that despite an alarming lack of unity—and indeed, perhaps because of the 

intensely multivalent pressures experienced through modernity—the multiple identities 

we carry with us can’t be fully escaped or overwritten.  They exist in relation to the 

identities which proceed and follow them.  Jim wishes for a clean slate, but he resembles 

more closely Freud’s mystical writing pad—while he imagines his previous identity 

erasable with a swift gesture, one can easily read his past after peeling back only the 

thinnest of coverings.  Jim’s error lies in his attempt to totalize the self, and it results, as 

Raval has written, in Jim’s “entrapment within his ideal.”   

The problem with attempting to so relentlessly craft a self is that it ends up fatally 

overworked.  Raval thinks “Jim is so completely enclosed within the luminosity of his 

ideal of self that other considerations do not matter to him,” and finds him the victim “of 

a corrosive solipsism which continues to grow until Jim becomes completely separated 

from his relations and is shown encircled, in the luminosity of his ideal of self, by that 

peculiar element of darkness captured so trenchantly by Marlow” (67, 69-70).  Raval also 

sees that Jim “like Don Quixote, is overdetermined, incapable of conceiving reality 

realistically” (66).  Jim’s luminous shell, the identity he doggedly insists upon, does more 

than keep others from seeing the complexity of his collective experience—its opacity 

keeps him from seeing out.  But what Jim fails to see, the reality he fails to perceive, has 
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less to do with specific moments in the novel than with the nature of modernity itself.  

That is, Jim’s problem is not that he’s oblivious to the fact that no other character in the 

novel cares as much about the Patna as he does (and they don’t—“And who the devil 

cares about that?” explodes one of his employers), but that he’s oblivious to the fact that 

his idea of a unified self has no correlative in the world he lives in.   

 The critical tradition has often found the root of Jim’s problems in the split 

between his sense of himself as a hero (received from romantic novels read in his youth) 

and his lived experience, a divide that leads Watt to compare him to Walter Mitty.  From 

this, one gathers that Jim’s fundamental error lies in choosing an unrealistic, overly-

idealized standard against which to compare himself.  Jim’s problems certainly do seem 

to originate in those youthful novels, but I suspect that Jim takes from them a far more 

fundamental misunderstanding than what makes a hero.  More than the heroic details of a 

maritime officer’s life, these novels, pre-modernist and explicitly romantic, suggest to 

Jim the possibility of being only one thing, of possessing a personality no more 

complicated multi-faceted than the one required to occupy and inspire young men.  Jim 

errs not so much in wanting to be a hero, or even a storybook hero, but in wanting to be 

no more complicated than a figure in a storybook.   

 Conrad appreciates this impossibility.  Ishmael gets away with it because he alone 

tells his story, but the architecture of Lord Jim embodies the impossible, ever-present 

ruptures of modernity from the beginning—we hear Jim’s story not through Jim, but 

through Marlow, and not actually through Marlow, but through a man who heard Marlow 

tell it.  What’s more, Marlow’s own knowledge of Jim comes not just through his own 
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experiences, but also through a piecing together of the stories of various individuals with 

whom Jim interacted.  Marlow mixes these accounts to suit his needs, jumping around in 

time and reporting events and observations in a way that reflects his efforts to understand 

them rather than in an attempt at objective reportage.  Indeed, even the narrator of the 

novel receives Marlow’s tale not at one moment, but through an oral account and a later, 

written addendum.  The novel wears its fracture on its tattered sleeve.  Raval writes that 

for despite its intensely tangled form, “Marlow’s fragmented narrative . . .  is not a 

deliberate mystification on his part” (59).   Raval also observes “that the entanglements 

of Marlow’s narrative do not allow for a unity which would coalesce the different and 

conflicting parts, a unity which would totalize the fragments,” a unity which, of course, I 

insist was already becoming an impossibility long before the novel was even written (60).  

The work—and the man who made it—inevitably bear the marks of their time, and those 

marks are fissures.   

 

Looking back over this chapter, one can see the way fissures or fractures have 

run—literally or metaphorically—through the pages above, from my description of 

Conrad’s early life through some of his most famous novels.   Conrad’s biographical life 

perhaps uniquely primed him to write not just about the dislocation which so often 

defines the experience of modernity, but also demanded he work at reinventing himself.  

It makes sense, then, that his imaginative life, with so much raw material to draw upon, 

would become the source of so many works that critics see as ushering the era of literary 
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modernism.  But these two lives, for all their inherent connections, remain distinct and 

divergent entities.      

 Many readings of Conrad’s novels essentially amount to a literary treasure hunt in 

which critics work to pin down exactly which events and personages of Conrad’s 

biography align most cleanly with the elements of his stories.  This kind of reading seems 

to want to turn novels into a curious kind of journalism, one in which the author carefully 

recreates the real world with only some names and places changed to protect . . . well, 

who knows?  One has to believe that if Conrad had wanted to academically chronicle the 

seaman’s life, he would have been up to the task.  But neither do allegorical readings of 

his works satisfy; reducing his tales to simple morality plays or straightforward political 

commentary leaves too much unsaid.  Conrad’s Polishness doesn’t provide a the key to 

understanding his novels, and reducing characters like James Wait to simple avatars for 

philosophic concepts renders opaque far more of the story than it illuminates.  In a way, 

these critical efforts are continuations of Jim’s attempts to force everything into a tidy 

unity.   

 We’ve seen in this chapter, though, that an investigation of identity forms the 

backbone of these novels.  I stress that word, investigation, because whereas a faintly 

fictionalized autobiography or an allegory would focus on presenting readers with 

certainties and conclusions, the business of these novels consists largely of asking 

questions and answering questions with a careful presentation of evidence that results 

largely in ambiguity.  To whatever extent one might want to say these books function as 
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historical records, they record not the man, but the essential character of his era.  They 

are shot through with a keen appreciation of boundaries and difference.   

 

Even in that description, though, the tug of Conrad’s biography—filled with 

displacement, polylinguallity, seafaring, modernity—exerts an inexhaustible influence on 

the reception of his fictions: Watt, for example, ends up identifying Conrad not just with 

the general psychology of his novels, but with Jim.  “If Lord Jim is the most romantic of 

Conrad’s works,” he writes, “it may be because he began it as a sad and affectionate 

farewell to an earlier self, but then discovered that the parting would be too painful unless 

he first granted that romantic self some of the satisfactions it had dreamed of long ago” 

(346).  If Conrad identifies that closely with Jim, he creates in him an inverse of his own 

experiences.  Jim is an alien to modernity, damaged much more by his failure to 

understand its rules than by any particular blow of its caprices.  Writing of Conrad’s 

relationship to Ford Maddox Ford, Najder thinks that even “with all his sympathy for the 

former friend and collaborator, with all the sentiment he had for the years of their 

closeness, Conrad never wanted to be like Ford:  emotional and dissolute, cherishing his 

own multiple identities” (569).  Regardless of his desire to cherish the consequences, 

Conrad clearly understands the realities of his times, the ways in which his own identity 

encompasses diverse components.  “If Marx sought to make whole what history had 

made fragmented,” Raval writes, “Conrad tries to understand the nature and meaning of 

fragmentation as it operates in the various forms of modern life” (168).  Jim’s misfortune 
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lies in his lack of understanding, in his failure even to understand that there’s anything to 

be understood. 

Jim’s difficulties in telling his own story call to mind Walt Whitman’s “Song of 

Myself,” not least because the title of that poem openly announces the kind of self-

shaping which Jim attempts through obfuscation.  The forthrightness of the title 

telegraphs the direct and effective technique by which the speaker confronts his own 

fracture and confusion—“Do I contradict myself?”, asks the poet before answering 

resolutely: “Very well then I contradict myself, / (I am large, I contain multitudes)” (88).  

Thomas Byers writes that “the assumption persists . . . that poems are representative of 

their culture—at least that they bring news of how we perceive our relation to the world, 

how we might or should perceive it, and how both that relation and our perception of it 

are or might be constituted in language”; Whitman’s poem seems like just such a dispatch 

(2).  Following David Johnson’s lead in reading Whitman’s use of the parenthetical as a 

device to “mark pieces of information which are either spontaneous additions or 

calculated comments, [and which] when directed toward the audience, create an intimacy 

between narrator and listener,” one can read the “I contain multitudes” as something 

conspiratorial,  a sudden decision to pass on secret knowledge.  The poetic moment 

perhaps then belongs to the category of the new perception of the world, an insight into 

how we “might” or “should” understand our environment—a suggestion of how to co-

exist with modernity’s multiplicity of fracture. 

And yet tragically, Jim, as critics have said, cannot stand that his actions 

contradict his idealized self. More importantly, more fatally, Jim cannot contain his 
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multitudes; he cannot conceive of himself as a whole knit together from the parts 

happenstance provides him.  This is the task, however, implicitly required by the 

practical, unromantic world he inhabits.  Jim’s experience demonstrates that a delicately 

currated self cannot be constructed wholesale through acts of will, rhetorical effort, or 

impersonation.  But the impossibility of the gleaming, monolithic self isn’t a product of 

Conrad’s cynical worldview nor limited to the world of his novels.   

The language of fracture and reassembly here harkens back to Berman’s work, to 

Marx’s speeches, to Pound’s creation of a new seafarer by breaking apart the old.  The 

breadth of these connections suggest that Jim’s problems are not his alone, nor unique to 

Conrad, but difficulties tied to the experience of modernity itself.  In a world of fracture 

and uncertainty, an individual’s identity cannot depend on the traditional markers of 

nationality or profession.  Identity, then, if not always/already written in the manner 

Marlow describes, constantly accretes through actions both intentional and inadvertent.  

If Jim fails in his attempt to become another Ishmael, it’s only because there can be no 

more Ishmaels now . . . in the face of modernity’s relentless progress, we are all 

Conradians, all children of Whitman, all, reflexively, containing multitudes.  
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DUBLIN 

 

Containing multitudes sounds like terribly hard work, of course.  This burden is written 

into the fine print of modernity, a responsibility assigned without any explicit 

explanation.
40

  Nevertheless, most of us only have to deal with containing the various 

versions of ourselves, while James Joyce’s Leopold Bloom has to accommodate the 

entirety of Odysseus’ life within his own.  Even by the standards of modernity, Joyce 

gives Bloom a particularly rough—and noteworthy—task.  

 Ulysses contains multitudes to the point of bursting, placing it neatly into the 

world of fracture and uncertainty described by Berman.  Joyce’s novel blurs not only the 

boundaries of its individual inhabitants, but spreads cracks through the world outside its 

pages.  “The world broke apart in 1922, or thereabouts,” Willa Cather (in)famously 

writes in the preface to her collection of short stories Not Under Forty, “and the persons 

and prejudices recalled in these sketches slid back into yesterday’s seven thousand years” 

(v).  The language here recalls Marx’s conception of 1848’s revolutions as “small 

fractures and fissures in the dry crust of European society” ( qtd. in Berman 19).  It’s not 

hard to imagine that the persons and prejudices of those sketches slide back across the 

“abyss . . . [the] oceans of liquid matter” Marx had envisioned beneath all the old, 

calcified forms of Europe (19).   Yet the split Cather alluded to was not, of course, 

political or economic: it was aesthetic and perhaps moral. 

                                                 
40

  Perhaps it is at Whitman’s feet that we might lay the blame for our perpetually accelerating rates of 

obesity.   
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 This fissure made possible the wholesale dismissal of artists who found 

themselves on the wrong side of it.  In 1933, for example, just a few years before Cather 

would pen her preface, Granville Hicks published an article with the disciplinary title 

“The Case Against Willa Cather” in the English Journal in which he wrote that    

The case against Willa Cather is, quite simply that she made the wrong 

choice . . . [She is one of] many writers [who] turn from our industrial 

civilization.  On the one hand, they cannot accept the cruelty and rapacity 

that are so integral a part of it and its inevitable destruction of institutions 

and ways of life they cherish.  On the other hand, they cannot throw 

themselves, as the revolutionary writers have done, into the movement to 

destroy and rebuild it.  Flight is the only alternative.  But flight is and 

always has been destructive of the artistic virtues . . . [Cather] has 

preferred the calm security of her dreams, and she has paid the price. (710) 

 

Hicks builds his “case” on two assumptions:  first, that one can locate a temporal border 

so distinct, so obviously significant, that an author must explicitly and publically choose 

to cross it in order to maintain an authentic artistic connection to the world, and, 

secondly, that Cather makes a conscious choice not to do so.  While only Cather knows 

what she did or did not choose to do, the location and cause of that boundary has been 

commented upon in a few places.   

Michael North, in Reading 1922, notes that “it has always been difficult for 

Cather scholars to explain why she placed this watershed so precisely in 1922,” but his 

book suggests that it has something to do with “the triumphant arrival of a kind of 

literature for which she had little obvious affinity” (173).  His introduction ties the 

moment much more closely to the arrival of Ulysses, slyly quoting Edmund Wilson’s 

assertion that “her work had been rendered obsolete by Ulysses” (3).  The implication 

here is that amongst the many and diverse fissures and fractures of modernity, the one 
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simultaneous with and perhaps caused by Joyce’s novel is both clearly marked and 

unusually important.  That the governments of both Britain and the United States banned 

the book as obscene testifies to its force as a disruptive object.  That subsequent legal 

efforts brought it to publication and partially redefined obscenity in America parallels 

well with Hicks’ characterization of modern art as destroying and rebuilding civilization.  

Ulysses, however, does not strike me so much as a particularly destructive novel as a 

work minutely concerned with the unification of strikingly diverse elements.  What 

follows will demonstrate that Joyce’s project has much more to do with repair than with 

rupture. 

 

We should keep in mind that just hopping across the kind of borders invoked by 

Hicks, North, and the rest can be a risky business; the wise traveler arrives by a 

recognized port.  Dublin isn’t the first name conjured when thinking of Irish ports; there 

are others that hold more prominent, more romantic, places in the imagination.  Belfast, 

for example, was the giant heart of the world’s shipbuilding industry, an industry that 

employed “nearly one-fifth of the city’s industrial labour force” in the early 20
th

 

century—and whose Harland & Wolff gave birth to the Titanic (Gillmor 69).  Cork might 

stand out in the imagination of the Irish diaspora as “the major emigration port of the 

country during the years of heavy and sustained emigration in the late nineteenth and 

early twentieth century” (Mageean 6).  But Dublin, too, at the mouth of the River Liffey, 

is a port city of the first order, and long has been. 
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 Indeed, one cannot separate Dublin from its port. The city’s name derives from 

the Irish Dubh Linn, or “black pool;” the “pool” in question was a small part of the River 

Poddle which provided a natural harbor for Viking longships.  These Vikings quickly 

made themselves at home, establishing a small trading post on the banks of the River 

Liffey, which, in time, “expanded to incorporate the nearby Irish settlement Baile Áthe 

Cliath (ford of the hurdles) on the north bank” (Kilfeather 22).  (Even here, the ford of 

the hurdles referred to is a man-made  crossing of the River Liffey, a place where an 

almost pre-historic road crossed the waters.  In whatever language, Dublin’s name 

inextricably ties the city to the meeting of land and water, to a place where trade requires 

crossing an aquatic threshold.)  This growth continued for centuries, fueled by overseas 

trade as Dublin’s merchants “imported silk, slaves, wine, salt and iron.  Grain cattle, wool 

and hides were brought in from the countryside for export” (23).  In time, Dublin became 

the site of another kind of trade, a more explicitly cultural one brought on by the Anglo-

Norman invasion from across the sea.   

 With the arrival of the English, Dublin became “the centre of the colonial 

project,” a focal point of the interminable wars between the Irish and the English (24).  

The English focus on Dublin as a colony resulted in the establishment of The Pale, a 

combination of wall and ditch that marked Dublin as a special area explicitly apart from 

Ireland, even as it remained inextricably a part of it.   “Beyond the Pale” one found the 

Irish and the Gaelic language, while inside the Pale resided the foreign colonizers, 

speaking French and English and applying English common law—and yet the natives 

lived there, too, speaking Gaelic, moving among the new arrivals, living and working.  
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Indeed, this intermixture became a longstanding problem for the English, as the colonists 

sent over intermingled and then intermarried with the locals, taking on not just Irish 

wives, but Irish customs, language, and culture, becoming, repeatedly, “more Irish than 

the Irish.”  The Pale marked out, then, not a clearly English territory, but a site of 

continual trade and exchange, both economic and cultural, of commodities and identities.   

We can think of it, perhaps, as a cultural palimpsest, its identity written and written over 

and rewritten.  Or, more in keeping with my theme, as a beach against which tides rise 

and ebb in continual exchange of water and sand. 

Viewed this way, Dublin exemplifies the concept of port laid out in the 

introduction to this text—a space of exchange, existing outside of the nation that contains 

it while itself containing the peoples and products of any number of other nations.  

Dublin today remains an impressive port; it’s the busiest port in the Republic of Ireland, 

handling something like half of the Republic’s trade by itself.  Dublin is home, too, to the 

world’s largest car ferry.  Travelers drive their vehicles aboard in Ireland and, a few 

hours later, drive them off onto the shores of Holyhead, in Wales, having crossed the sea 

aboard, of course, the M/F Ulysses.    

  

Ulysses isn’t a nautical novel, but it’s as shot through with the sea as the Dublin it works 

to immortalize.  According to Jay Clayton, “Charles Dickens and James Joyce are the two 

great novelists of the city in the English language,” but Joyce brings us to the city by way 

of the sea (327).  The Sandycove Martello Tower rented by Stephen Dedalus and Buck 
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Mulligan positions the boys, and therefore in some critical way, the novel itself, precisely 

at the spot where sea meets shore.   

 This at first seems like a great irony—for all my talk of exchange and transition, 

this novel opens in a structure explicitly designed to keep threatening foreigners from 

making their way ashore. But the Martello towers never fought off any overseas invasion, 

and Ulysses immediately sets to undermining whatever firm boundary they might 

enforce.  

 Stephen and Mulligan relatively quickly find themselves on the roof of the tower, 

where Mulligan “mount[s] to the parapet again and gaze[s] out over Dublin bay, his fair 

oakpale hair stirring slightly” (Joyce 4).  This image suggests nothing so much as a sentry 

at his post.  Studying the sea, Mulligan recalls Algy’s characterization of it: “a great 

sweet mother,” he says, “She is our great sweet mother.  Come and look” (4).  Shortly, 

second sentry Stephen joins him at the parapet, which he leans against while “look[ing] 

down on the water and on the mailboat clearing the harbourmouth of Kingstown” (5).  

“—Our mighty mother!” Mulligan exclaims again (5).  Buck sees the sea not as a threat, 

but as a generative force, as the figure of his own creation.  In this imagery, he sees the 

same potential for creation which drove Ishmael and Jim further and further out into the 

waves.  In marrying the sea, they sought, figuratively, if not algebraically, to become 

fathers to themselves.   

 Stephen, for his part, watches not an armada, but a mailboat.  The mail suggests 

comfort, domesticity; it literally and symbolically connects friends and family.  But the 

mailboat, too, is a mechanism in the port’s machinery of movement and exchange, and 
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not just of envelopes and ideas—“these mail boats regularly carried passengers and their 

luggage as a means of subsidizing the cost of transporting the mail” (Mageean 26).  The 

mail boats connected Irish cities to each other, to England, and from there, to the world.  

Stephen, then, looks out upon possibility and upon distance, out upon connections rather 

than inward upon barricades. 

 He also, of course, immediately connects the “dull green mass of liquid” in the 

bay to the “bowl of white china . . . holding the green sluggish bile” which stood next to 

his mother’s deathbed, calling it a bowl of bitter waters (5, 8).  But Stephen is a 

melancholic killjoy—the general introduction of the sea here connects it with creation 

and possibility, connections that hearken back to the sea’s role in the work of Melville 

and Conrad, as well as to the flight from Ireland eventually undertaken by Joyce himself.  

The chance of recreation offered by such a potent force of creation similarly hangs over 

Stephen throughout the novel, having returned reluctantly and under grim circumstances 

from overseas himself.  Even this early on, Stephen’s relationship to the sea seems tied 

closely to the idea of crossing it—he “gazes out over” it repeatedly (4, 8), he looks 

“towards” a distant cape (7).  His famous pun about piers being “disappointed bridges” 

has a particular poignancy when made by a man as disappointed as Stephen (21).  At 

some level, crossing is here understood as success.  

 These crossings, however, remain in the distance; for the moment, the eyes 

interact most importantly with the waters.  When Mulligan and Stephen leave the tower 

with their English guest Haines, they make their way to a creek to bathe.  On the way out, 

they pass two men, “businessman, boatman,” looking out to sea as Buck and Stephen had 
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been doing only minutes before (18).  They watch not a mailboat or the sea itself, but “a 

sail veering about the blank bay,” a ship searching, “waiting for a swollen bundle to bob 

up” (18).  The men muse on the whereabouts of this bundle, “the man that was drowned” 

(18).  When the businessman notes that the ship is “making for Bullock harbor,” the 

boatman explains that the body will “be swept up that way when the tide comes in” (18).  

Harry Blamires notes that “The image of the drowned man will recur: so, too, the theme 

of the body recovered” (8).  This overheard conversation of these two watchers and the 

dead man between them together work to connect the visions of the tower’s residents.   

 Recalling Stephen’s thoughts, the drowned man is himself another kind of failed 

crossing, and, in failing, his “puffy” and “saltwhite” face reveals the destructive inverse 

of the creative, maternal force Mulligan finds amongst the waves.  More than this, 

however, the drowned man ties Ulysses in with Moby-Dick and Lord Jim.  Like Ishmael, 

he ends up adrift in the ocean; like Jim, he ends up dead.  Like both, he sets out to sea 

(voluntarily or involuntarily, the point remains both unclear and unimportant) and comes 

bobbing back to port—a mariner returning home a changed and different man.  His name 

is not given, but his fate, drowned “five fathoms out,” recalls Shakespeare’s “Full five 

fathoms deep,” and both connects him to and re-imagines him as Ferdinand’s father in 

The Tempest (18).  Like Ishmael and Tuan Jim, we know him by his pseudonym.  But 

this is, perhaps, pressing the point too far, or at least too soon.  These men all went to sea 

to reinvent themselves, while Stephen has yet to leave the beach.
41

 

                                                 
41

 In fairness, Stephen has had an important moments on the beach before this. In A Portrait of the Artist as 

a Young Man, Stephen has his epiphany about the role of beauty and his life’s work while walking along a 

beach.  In a moment which the scene in Ulysses echoes, Stephen “raised his eyes towards the slowdrifting 

clouds, dappled and seaborne.  . . . The Europe they had come from lay out there beyond the Irish Sea, 
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 Stephen on the beach, “boots crush crackling wrack and shells,” allows our 

nautical exploration to run a little further, though the route looks backwards (31).  

Stephen, looking backwards himself, muses that “galleys of the Locklanns ran here to 

beach, in quest of prey, their bloodbeaked prows riding low on a molten pewter surf.  

Dane Vikings, torcs of tomahawks aglitter on their breasts when Malachi wore the collar 

of gold” (37-8).  The history of the city seems engraved on its shores, and on Stephen, 

too, as he envisions “Then from the starving cagework city a horde of jerkined dwarfs, 

my people, with flayers’ knives, running, scaling, hacking in green blubbery whalemeat” 

(38).  These observations explicitly recall Dublin’s connection to the sea, draw again the 

seafarer’s distinction between boatmen and landwellers.  But Stephen comes along long 

after this history—he walks on the beach where those two cultures met, occupying the 

common space between them because the blood of both likely has a home in his veins.   

 Shortly after this reflection the novel turns its focus from Stephen to Bloom, and 

moves the setting inland to Dublin proper—but never really leaves the ocean behind.  

Stephen’s appointment later in the evening with Mulligan and his friends is to take 

place—where else?—at a tavern called The Ship.  More important, perhaps, is our final 

view of Stephen before we leave him in favor of Bloom: “He turned his face over a 

shoulder, rere regardant.  Moving through the air high spars of a threemaster, her sails 

                                                                                                                                                 
Europe of strange tongues and volleyed and woodbegirt and citadelled and of entrenched and marshaled 

races” (181).  In this moment, as he turns from proto-priest to proto-artist, he joins ranks with these many 

modernist characters who cross the sea to become someone other than themselves. 
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brailed up on the crosstrees, homing, upstream, silently moving, a silent ship” (42).  One 

could reasonably mark this as the moment when the novel begins to make headway.   

As Joseph Prescott explains, “The Odyssey is divided into three parts, the 

Telemachia, the Adventures of Odysseus, and the Nostros (Return),”with Joyce 

“following the same scheme” (427).  With Stephen as “the modern Telemachus,” the first 

three episodes of Ulysses serve as his Telemachia (427).  This moment with Stephen 

recalls, of course, Telemachus setting out upon his journey, his ship’s “prow shear[ing] 

through the night into the dawn,” as he sets out from Ithaca in search of his father (Homer 

31).  Blamires finds the moment just before Stephen turns his head—“Behind. Perhaps 

there is someone”—as the moment which “clearly foreshadows a silent encounter with 

Bloom later in the morning,” but the ship seems to emphasize the theme of sons 

searching for fathers much more strongly (19).  We have seen, at length, the depths of 

Stephen’s unhappiness with his life—before the tower, in the tower, with his family, with 

his nation.  We see a man fundamentally unhappy with himself.  That the ship joins him 

just as he sets out on his day’s travels recalls again his similarities to Jim and Ishmael, but 

his is not the only, nor even the main, journey that its appearance signals.   

 The image of the ship, and the ship itself, actually, sails between two key 

segments of the novel, simultaneously demarcating and linking them (as ships and ports 

always do).  As Prescott points out, “the central body of the work, beginning with the 

introduction of Odysseus in the person of Leopold Bloom in the fourth episode, 

corresponds to the wanderings of the Ithacan king” (427).  This correspondence, really, is 

what places the sea always at the heart of Ulysses.  This ship accompanies Stephen into 
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town and precedes Bloom.
42

  Every footfall on the streets of Dublin, no matter how dry, 

is at the same time a nautical transit, a ship and/or sailor in motion.  Speaking of the 

larger mythological impact of these transpositions, Philip Edwards writes that “if the 

present is made to appear sordid and mean, so by implication must the past appear, and 

on the other hand, in so far as there is richness and glory in the older stories, these must 

be imputed also to Leopold Bloom and his surroundings” (119).  Part of the richness and 

glory of the older stories is the history of the sailor as distinct from the landsman, capable 

of experiencing and feeling far more than the man snug in his home.  I would extend the 

imputation beyond just Bloom and his surroundings to Stephen as well—the ship makes 

its way upstream in-between these two key episodes, the end of the Telemachia and the 

beginning of the “central body of the work,” and so, we might say, at this moment it 

carries both men.  This ship, identified by Greenway as the Rosevean, carries the actual, 

literal sailor who crops up in the sixteenth episode, who is himself but one of the many 

sailors wandering Dublin’s streets (68).  But the ship also carries the metaphoric sailors 

Bloom and Dedalus, Odysseus and Telemachus—and through Dedalus the Viking and 

the jerkined dwarf  (68).  This ship, more than most, contains multitudes.   

 

 Viking and jerkined dwarf compound in Stephen’s blood in the book’s third 

chapter, the Proteus episode.  Blamires explains that in The Odyssey “when Homer’s 

Telemachus visits Menelaus, he learns how Menelaus dealt with Proteus, the slippery god 

of the sea, whose constantly changing shape enabled him generally to elude all attempts 
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 In truth, Bloom arrives in the novel not by ship, but by shit. 
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to hold and question him” (14).  The invocation of Proteus here again recalls the sea as a 

symbol of change, a place where reinvention of the self is possible, but these aren’t the 

terms on which Stephen engages him.  Rather, writes Blamires, “Stephen Dedalus’s 

struggle is with a Proteus of the intellect” (14).  Following this understanding of the 

correspondences between these two works, Stephen, then, becomes a kind of Menelaus
43

, 

the Greek king’s identity overlaying his own.  But the compounding of Viking and dwarf 

in the blood, and the appearance of Proteus within Stephen himself, explicitly moves our 

consideration away from the sea.  

Despite the title of Joyce’s novel summoning up an undeniable note of seafaring 

adventure, the explicit action of the novel is of the decidedly banal, terrestrial sort.  This 

is not to say, of course, that I find Ulysses banal, only that the concrete and factual events 

Leopold Bloom’s day have, in and of themselves, none of the romantic flavor inherent to 

Tuan Jim’s Pacific wanderings.  Walking to the corner store to buy a bar of perfumed 

soap seems in another category entirely from traveling incognito amongst the most 

remote outposts of the Far Eastern seas.  Indeed, this separation of categories perhaps 

makes Ulysses and Lord Jim appear as odd neighbors in this study.   It is all too easy to 

hear “port” and think immediately of the oceanic; the romance of the sea and the ship 

quickly takes over, for we readers are generally like Ishmael’s Manhattoes, standing at 

the seaside and gazing longingly and impotently outwards over the waters.  But the port 

has as much to do with the landlubber as the sailor, and the questions of identity and the 
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 “A kind of Menelaus” because the role can attach to others.  Hugh Kenner thinks “The Ulyssean 

Menelaus is Kevin Egan,” though he considers him “a Menalaus in reverse, [who] has helped to unbind 

Proteus, cannot get home, knows the fate of his companions as he knows nothing else, and already inhabits 

a mockery of the 'elysian plain at the end of the earth where golden-headed Rhadamanthys dwells . . . for 

you are Helen's husband'” (98). 
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self put forward by Ulysses demand we turn our attentions from sea to soil, from the 

sailor at sea to the terrestrial life of Dublin’s streets and buildings.  The work of the port 

consists of mediating the relationship between the sea and the shore—this is where the 

sailor and his cargo comes ashore in a (nominally) controlled and mediated fashion.  And 

so, following the example of the port, we follow Joyce inland.   

 Aside from the replacement of sea with soil, the second major diversion between 

Ulysses’ characters and Jim comes with the issue of who controls their story.  In the case 

of Jim, like with Ishmael before him, the protagonist controlled, or attempted to control, 

the names by which others knew him.  Within the world of the novel, the characters 

employ the liminal space of the port to wrestle with the problems and possibilities of 

modern identity by giving themselves new names, professions, and, they hope, identities.  

The reader’s work consists mostly of watching their experiments unfold as the story runs 

its course.  In Ulysses, however, the aliases by which we know the characters exist almost 

entirely outside of their own awareness.  Joyce investigates the fractured and 

multiplicious modern self by a different methodology. 

 If I may extend the metaphor a little further, Joyce, too, follows the model of the 

port, mediating the many selves of his characters in a kind of experiment in which the 

reader is not mere observer, but participant.  Between the characters of his story and the 

reader, Joyce layers multiple literary selves—sometimes overlaying his creations exactly, 

sometimes as a mere echo, and all of them intermittently disappearing.  The various 

identities of the characters here recall nothing so much as the movement of goods through 

ports—portable, exchangeable, exotic, temporary.  Many readers, critics particularly, 
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have embraced Joyce’s system of meaning and extensively inventoried Ulysses’ cargo of 

literary selves.     

 Emblematic of this approach, from the very beginning of the novel Stephen is 

identified with multiple literary figures.  Blamires writes that “certain correspondences 

recur throughout Ulysses, establishing themselves firmly . . . Stephen Dedalus 

corresponds to Telemachus, Ulysses’s son” (3).  The first chapter is itself known as the 

“Telemachus” episode, underscoring the connection and the importance of the 

superimposition of identities, even if Stephen is the “comically inadequate Telemachus” 

Hugh Kenner thinks him (96).  But despite the reinforcement of the name, the 

Telemachus episode doesn’t limit itself to just the one equivalence.  As Blamires notes, 

“Telemachus” also “begins the series of hints which establish the correspondence 

between Stephen and Hamlet” (4), and Kenner points out that “the Hamlet 

correspondences centre on Stephen” (101).  And, though perhaps it would have been 

better to begin with this, Stephen has “Dedalus” right there in his name.  For Kenner, the 

echoes of Hamlet and Icarus “reinforce the Homeric situation,” but these layers of 

identity do more than reinforce each other (100).  They amplify and compound one 

another, depositing layers upon layers of identities and correspondences upon him, an 

ever-accumulating sediment of selves.
44
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 This sedimentation can get quite deep.  J. Mitchell Morse:  “As the chapter ends, he becomes in rapid 

succession all that he has been or may be or would be or would not be: Christ (50.23), Lucifer (50.24-25), 

Hamlet again (50.25), Buck Mulligan (50.25), the cocklepickers and Adam and Eve (50.26-27), Berkeley 

and the turning world itself—‘Evening will find itself in me, without me’ (50.29)—a gentleman poet 

flattering a dull-witted queen whether Victoria or Kathleen ni Houlihan matters not at all (50.32), a 

scurrilous yellow journalist (50.32), a toothless superman (50.36-37), and a hermaphrodite looking back 

over his/her shoulder like Lot’s wife (51.4)” (41).  Each layer  just keeps resonating whenever you look at 

any element of it.  Because they'll say or do things that echo the other works.  So the other work exists 
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In this, Stephen is not alone.  Each of his overlain identities forces those around 

him into a corresponding panoply of characters.  Just following Greenway through the 

first three books of Ulysses, one sees the correspondences—both literary and lived—

piling up: “BUCK MULLIGAN (Antinous; Oliver St. John Gogarty) . . . HAINES (for 

the moment, Elpenor) . . . Haines, Boylan, all Englishmen, Penelope's suitors . . . MR. 

GARRETT DEASY (Nestor)” (68).  When one moves into the latter parts of the book, 

Bloom’s role as Odysseus does the same thing for those he encounters:  “MOLLY or 

MARION (Penelope later; now, Calypso) . . . Major Brian Cooper Tweedy (Atlas) . . . 

BLAZES BOYLAN (Eurymachus)” (68-9).  The effect is strong enough that some 

characters are overlain multiple times, while other identities are worn by more than one 

character (“Paddy Dignam (Elpenor)” (70).  Each character lives their life, or at least this 

one day, nested inside the lives of others.  The network of personal correspondences 

works from the first moments of the novel to destabilize the boundaries of personality. 

Ishmael and Jim took advantage of modernity’s breakdown in the certainties of 

person and place, as made possible and exacerbated by a burgeoning system of global 

trade.  Finding fractures in the social fabric, these characters attempted to make those 

fractures work for them.  Joyce, however, sticks a crowbar into whatever fractures in the 

concrete self he might find, widening and extending them beyond anything suggested in 

Conrad.   

                                                                                                                                                 
within the diegetic space of the character's world, but the character is not aware of the comparison being 

made.  Or sometimes they are.  Stephen knows his last name is Dedalus, for example. 
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Some characters in Ulysses see the boundaries of their personal identity stretched 

beyond even the relatively familiar shape of another individual.  The old woman who 

brings milk to the boys in the tower, for example, is at that “moment, Athene,” but “she is 

to reappear as a symbol of Ireland” (68).  And yet borders themselves become permeable, 

irrelevant even, under the weight of these forced correlations.  Edwards writes that 

because of these correspondences, “Odysseus is in modern Dublin, Bloom in the 

Mycenaean age,” but these transpositions force another set of flipped identifications 

(119).  If Odysseus is in modern Dublin and Bloom in the Mycenaean age, then the 

Mycenean age gains a decidedly 20
th

-century aspect and modern Dublin becomes a kind 

of Grecian isle.  The effect is so persistent and pervasive that Richard Ellmann describes 

one of the major sources of Stephen’s disquiet in the opening episodes to the fact that “a 

British cloud covers the Greek sun” (9).  The unstable identity of the characters leads to 

an equal instability in geography itself.   

Even with the occasional mention of Hamlet, one can easily begin to think of 

these slippages as binary, occurring mainly along an axis drawn between Ireland and 

Greece, but the network of connections reaches, simultaneously, in many directions.  

Ellman’s observation about the British cloud calls attention to the first and strongest of 

these.  Clayton writes that “to a degree Joyce found distressing, nineteenth-century 

London was internal to Dublin, traceable in its monuments and street names, in the 

condition of its port and shipping industry, in its popular songs, and most important, in its 

language and culture” (340).  Joyce’s network of correspondences represents this 
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physical reality on the same metaphoric, mythic level inhabited by his characters.  For 

example, another of the novel’s sailors, the one-legged fellow who growls “For England. 

. . –home and beauty” as he begs for alms, goes without identification in Greenway’s 

atlas of selves (Joyce 185).   His words, however, come from the song “The Death of 

Nelson” by Englishmen S.J. Arnold and John Braham (Gifford 265).  It’s Nelson who 

fights for England, home and beauty, and the beggar’s later growls of “—England 

expects. . . .” are words from Nelson’s own mouth in the song, a speech which ends 

“ev’ry man / will do his duty” (Joyce 204; Gifford 265).
45

  We can add, then, a Nelson 

walking the streets of Dublin along with all the other figures haunting its streets and 

buildings.
46

  Dublin becomes the domain of one of Britain’s great heroes, its streets at 

least the deck of a British ship, but it being Nelson’s ship makes it something like the 

decks of England itself.   

The city of Dublin sprawls in other directions, too.  Shortly after we meet him, 

Bloom takes to the streets, daydreaming of “somewhere in the east: early morning: set off 

at dawn.  Travel round in front of the sun . . . Wander through awned streets.  Turbaned 

faces going by.  Dark caves of carpet shops, big man, Turko the terrible, seated 

crosslegged, smoking a coiled pipe.  Cries of sellers in the streets” (Joyce 47).  R. 

Brandon Kershner sees in this passage “the East of adventure and freedom that we see 

embodied in popular poems like ‘The Arab’s Farewell to His Steed’ drunkenly recited by 
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 If the line feels familiar, Buck Mulligan repurposes it (“Ireland expects . . .”) early in the Telemachus 

episode to persuade Stephen into a bout of drinking.  It recurs elsewhere.   
46

 Clayton himself pursues the physical connections of Nelson’s appearance here, noting that " Nelson's 

Pillar, a monument honoring Britain's greatest naval hero, was indeed a "tall bully," to borrow Pope's words 

about London's column, towering over the principal street of Dublin. Joyce's use of Nelson's Pillar in his 

novel underlines the symbolism that led Irish patriots to blow up this monument in 1966 on the fiftieth 

anniversary of the Easter Uprising” (340). 
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the boy’s uncle in “Araby,” an Orientalist fantasy consisting of “pasteboard scenery that 

is both banally exotic and strangely familiar” (275).  But while the generic nature of the 

images in his fantasy indeed “testifies to the general diffusion of Orientalist texts, and 

myths, in [Bloom’s] society,” they also work to construct the same kind of 

personal/geographic transference we’ve been working through (275).   

Bloom wanders those “awned streets” filled with “Turbaned faces” as he leaves 

his home, just moments after “he crossed to the bright side” of his own street (Joyce 46).  

Bloom walks both streets simultaneously—mentally and physically in two places at once, 

both places at once under his feet.  Through Bloom, then, Dublin is both Dublin and the 

East.  A little later, after purchasing his kidney, Bloom “gravely” reads an ad for the 

“Agendath Netaim,” a “planters’ company” in Turkey (49).  Charles Parish translates the 

Hebrew more specifically as “Plantation Company,” a term which somewhat more 

accurately describes the business proposed (238).  Investment in the company leads to 

them “planting a dunam of land for you with olives, oranges, almonds or citrons,” and, 

eventually, “every year you get a sending of the crop” and “your name entered for life as 

owner in the book of the union” (Joyce 49).  By Edwin W. Williams’ count, the ad 

appears another thirteen times through the course of the book  (228).  Through the 

circulation of these fliers, the shipments of olives, oranges, almonds, and citrons, the 

ownership of plantation land, the recurrence of this ad in particular, and Bloom and 

Stephen’s recurrent Orientalist fantasies, it becomes evident that the middle east, and 
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Turkey in particular, are in some ways as internal to Dublin as London, though in a 

manner far more escapist than oppressive.
47

   

Bloom’s thoughts carry us to Araby and the Orient, and when scholars follow him 

there, they find a whole new crop of correspondences to send back for us.  In the talk of 

the planter’s company, Williams sees that “Bloom has his own promised land,” an 

observation he builds upon to make the point that “the correspondence with the Odyssey 

has been well documented, but little has been said of Bloom’s analogy to Moses” (228).  

This extends another axis of connections even deeper into the East.  Roderick Davis, 

sharing Williams’ concern that readers might “miss the significance of what Joyce does 

with the figure of Moses,” points out that references to the biblical figure “total a couple 

of hundred by the end of the work and that at least eight different characters have the 

name” (120).  The novel’s protagonists are, of course at the heart of this network of 

connections and equivalencies, as “both Stephen and Bloom can be identified with Moses 

because Joyce so identified himself and they both are also Joyce (121).  But the sheer 

number of Moseses Davis finds rambling through the novel means that the Zion and the 

Egypt they symbolically carry with them extend across the city.  Even if, as Robert 

Byrnes explains, the ad “Bloom reads is not a prospectus for Zionist projects but rather a 

parody of one,” Zion and Egypt, like London and Turkey, are themselves made internal 

to the city (834).   

Still, we can travel to all these far-flung lands and still find ourselves thrown back 

among familiar faces.   Kershner, for example, thinks “there are certainly more direct 
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 The bazaar at the heart of Dubliners’ “Araby” being perhaps most the most literally internalized 

example. 
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allusions to Arabian Nights than to the Odyssey in Ulysses,” so many that “Stephen and 

Bloom as subjects are more likely to view their own experience in terms of the more 

famous eastern tales, especially “Ali Baba and the Forty Thieves” and “The Voyages of 

Sindbad” (277).  I can’t weigh in on what goes on inside a fictional mind, but that Bloom 

would link himself to Sinbad is less surprising when one considers how many critics have 

made the same connection.
48

  The addition of Sinbad to the list of names by which we 

might call Bloom returns us, if nothing else, to the theme of sailors and identity.  The list 

of names run through in these pages is dizzying for so few characters, and, speaking 

frankly, also quite numbing.  The moment seems ripe to back away from the cataloguing 

of catalogues of names, connections, myths, and equivalencies catalogued by others.   

By their very nature, inventories and catalogues seem to possess an almost 

scientific sort of certainty, a clean and concrete collection of items codifiable in 

encyclopedic form.  But the certainty with which all of these correspondences get laid 

down distracts us from considering that each new correspondence should, or at least 

conceivably might, only further obscure the character at the bottom of the pile.  That is to 

say, as the list of names connected to an individual spirals on and on it becomes possible 

to question which, if any, of those names rightly belongs to them.  When one can 

comfortably write Bloom/Odysseus or Stephen/Hamlet, as any number of critics casually 

do, it becomes just as easy to phrase it Odysseus/Bloom.  And if that formulation holds 

mathematically, then one could dispense with Bloom and Stephen altogether and simply 
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 Diane Tolomeo, for example, tosses off the equivalence as a given (448). Ralph W. Rader defends 

various references to Sinbad as part of “The Logic of Ulysses” (571-2).  David L. McCarroll works the 

connection to link Bloom and Stephen through the third figure of Haroun al Raschid (174).   
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begin encoding things Odysseus/Sinbad or Hamlet/Icarus.  Yeats worries about telling the 

dancer from the dance; Ulysses presents us with the task of telling the name from the 

named.   

 

Names are a suspect thing in Ulysses, perhaps because we’re so inquisitive about 

the men (almost exclusively) who carry them.  But when I referred above to the network 

of names and characters produced by critics as dizzying and numbing, I didn’t mean it in 

a dismissive or self-deprecatory way.
49

  Rather, the sea of names threatens to wash over 

both character and reader, erasing certainty and, with it, meaning.  Yet even as this 

overdeterminacy accumulates, it is indeterminacy which haunts the novel almost from the 

start, often quite explicitly. 

Bloom, for example, early on at Paddy Dignam’s funeral, notices “Hynes jotting 

down something in his notebook.  Ah, the names.  But he knows them all.  No: coming to 

me.  –I am just taking the names, Hynes said below his breath.  What is your Christian 

name? I am not sure” (92).  The man who knows “all” the names doesn’t know Bloom’s, 

and, what’s more, in not knowing Bloom’s name, he fundamentally misaddresses the 

man by asking a Jew for his Christian name.  The simple task of recording names for the 

official record becomes a moment of non-recognition and misunderstanding.  Bloom 

gives Hynes his name, tells him that “you might put down M’Coy’s name too,” and the 

incident apparently comes to a close (92).  Hynes, of course, still gets it wrong, and 

Bloom finds himself down as “L. Boom,” Christian name elided and surname mangled 
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 Ok, perhaps a little, yes.  But not totally. 
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(549).  Names in Ulysses  rarely do very well.  Stephen’s, of course, is “absurd,” and 

Mulligan’s too (3, 4).  Bloom cherishes letters addressed to a pseudonym (59).  When, in 

the ninth episode of Ulysses we encounter this outburst— 

MAGEEGLINJOHN 

Names!  What’s in a name? 

—we see less a jocular invocation of Shakespeare’s Romeo and Juliet than the explicit 

voicing of a question that never lurks very far beneath the novel’s surface (172). 

 The text, of course, is not unaware of the impact of this swirl of names and 

allusions.  Ulysses provides a tidy intersection for our consideration of sailors and 

sobriquets in the character of D.B. Murphy, the seaman encountered by Bloom and 

Stephen in the cabman’s shelter.  Murphy possesses impressive nautical credentials— the 

requisite tattoos, a discharge verifying him as an Able Bodied Seaman, voyages enough 

for him to say “I was in the Red Sea.  I was in China and North America and South 

America.  We was chased by pirates one voyage.  I seen icebergs plenty, growlers.  I was 

in Stockholm and the Black Sea, the Dardanelles under Captain Dalton, the best bloody 

man that ever scuttled a ship.  I seen Russia.  Gospodi pomilyou.  That’s how the 

Russians prays” (512).  These anecdotes are just a hint of the many tales he’ll tell during 

his relatively brief time drinking with Dublin’s locals.  This sailor fits happily amongst 

those we’ve been looking at here—the Seafarer, Ishmael, Jim, Odysseus, and the rest.   

 Murphy also has plenty of experience with the sort of name-confusion that links 

so many of these sailors together.  Davis counts him as one of his fourfold Moseses, 

noting from the cause of Murphy’s failing eyesight ("Sand in the Red Sea done that") that 
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“only a Moses could get sand in his eyes from going through the Red Sea” (Joyce 538, 

Davis 129).  Rader notes that “Sinbad the Sailor has earlier been identified explicitly with 

Murphy” (572).  As a sailor away from his wife for seven years and proud of having 

transited the Mediterranean, he clearly echoes Odysseus himself.  And apart from these 

legendary connections, Jennifer Levine traces the ways in which he resonates with 

numerous characters internal to the novel.
50

  The problem extends beyond the text as 

well.  Before Hans Walter Gabler undertook his revision of the text, readers knew D.B. 

Murphy as W.B. Murphy—an early error which Joyce himself perhaps allowed to stand.  

A reader of the first edition would have seen Bloom and Stephen meet an entirely 

different sailor in that cabstand.   

Yet even these two confused initials spin out chains of identification.  Rader tells 

the story of hearing Gabler reveal his conclusion that the first initial needed correction: 

“Hearing this news with me, the Joyce scholar Robert Polhemus, who had earlier heard a 

shorter version of this paper, immediately remarked, ‘Dedalus Bloom,’ which is the 

inference Joyce must have intended” (571).  Almost in the exact moment that the 

character’s identity is being rediscovered, in some real way being made known for the 

first time, he’s almost instantly reconfigured into the bearer of two other names and all 

that goes with them.   And yet, were he to have remained W. B., things would be no 

different.  Damian Love, for example, offers that “’W. B. Murphy’ as the first edition 
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 Levine:  “Like Simon Dedalus, he is a disappointed father. Like Richie Goulding, for whom Simon 

Dedalus has such contempt, he speaks with an occasional stutter. Like Stephen, he wears borrowed trousers 

and appears to be "bad in the eyes" (U 16.1674). Like Mr. Deasy, Polonius-like and garrulous, he "boards" 

Stephen. Like Bloom, he is a wanderer on his way home, a father, a husband, and possibly a cuckold, a 

man who may receive mail under a false name, who is accused by a bogus nationalist of not being a true 

Irishman, and who, as Bloom will do in this episode, shows off his photo of a woman, breasts on display” 

(279). 
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read, [is] a typist’s mistake unveiling what was probably already an allusion to Yeats in a 

chapter of deliberate error” (9).  Murphy, like so many others in this novel, in modernism 

generally, is never simply Murphy.   

 A character so overdetermined quickly threatens to become indeterminate.  Rader 

relates that “Frank Budgen says, prompted undoubtedly by Joyce, that if Murphy were 

placed on a scale, ‘the pointing needle would not waver.’  Which is to say that, despite 

his obvious and all-too-human devotion to various aspects of the flesh, Murphy is 

immaterial, a ghost” (570).
51

  Robert D. Newman warns us that “like the Man in the 

Macintosh, Murphy appears as an unsolvable conundrum, a gesture toward the 

uncertainty principle with which Joyce subtly infuses his work” (98).  Yet it seems 

possible, even easy, to write these sentences about any of the major figures in the novel.  

For as much effort as has gone into decoding Murphy and all the rest, no answer suffices 

and new interpretations perpetually arise.  I understand Jennifer Levine, then, when she 

writes that Murphy “seems to illustrate the semiotic point about character: that a Murphy, 

like a Stephen or a Bloom, is best understood as a set of attributes that temporarily cluster 

around a proper name” (279).  Identity in Ulysses is all at sea even while the characters 

remain landlocked. 

 Levine illustrates that the confusion around Murphy extends beyond him to the 

episode in which he dwells—“in ‘Eumaeus’ mistaken and false identities crop up 

repeatedly. In ‘Eumaeus’ too, there is hesitation about the most elementary acts of 

naming”—and then expands to connect the scene with “Ulysses's wider meditation on the 
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 Which is not to say a ghost can’t have a fixed identity.  Rader writes that “Murphy is an Irish 

Shakespeare.”  
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(im)possibility of knowledge and the problematic nature of identity” (281, 282).  Levine 

sees this meditation as manifesting itself throughout the novel, and “in the early episodes, 

and increasingly so in the later ones, one of the characteristic strategies has been not to 

name names and thus allow all the possibilities of identification and misidentification to 

accumulate” (282).   It’s for this reason that Murphy stands out to her, first because of 

“the narrative's anxiety to name him (as if by positing a never-ending supply of epithets it 

might hold him more securely in place) and second by Murphy's own anxiety to name 

and identify himself” (282).  And yet Ulysses meditates on the problems of identity more 

profoundly and more thoroughly even than this.  

 As the appearance in the paper of Mr. Boom discussed above can attest, even the 

explicit and purposeful giving of a name cannot guarantee any sort of positive 

identification.  The notecard in his hatband shows also that the giving of a name is just as 

often intended to mislead.  That particular theme repeats itself during Bloom and 

Stephen’s fevered encounter with the Watch whose demand, “Come. Name and address,” 

Bloom meets with,  “Dr Bloom, Leopold, dental surgeon” (371).  True name, false 

identity.  He’s betrayed, of course, by that same card—“Henry Flower.  No fixed 

abode”—which is a false name, but an accurate enough address for an imaginary man 

(372).  Confronted again, he insists again that he’s “Bloom.  The change of name.  Virag” 

(372).  Again, all real names, but all intended to obfuscate his identity.  Within the pages 

of Ulysses, the problematic nature of identity asserts itself when names go unsaid, and 

asserts itself all the more when said plainly.  Very early in his rambles, Bloom asks 

himself, “What is this the right name is?” (62).  The question refers to his attempt to 
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recall the name of an actress he liked, but which he could ask, rightfully, about almost 

every individual both he and the reader will encounter in the pages to come.   

  

 Everything suggests the unanswerable nature of the question.  The array of names 

seems infinite, and each of them has one or more critics who will staunchly defend them 

as the “right name.”  In a way, the situation inverts the previous chapters’ discussions of 

Ishmael and Jim. In their cases, both they and their readers know their core identity; the 

action of their stories consists watching their attempts to wear another skin.  In Ulysses, 

however, the characters have no particular interest in changing their identities, while the 

readers see so many names accumulating that the very idea of a core self threatens to 

collapse under the constant pressure of association.  This inversion, though, points at the 

kinship of these texts, the shared perception of the port as a place where not just sea and 

land, but characters and identities meet and intermix. The investigation taking place in 

Ulysses belongs to the same tradition as those works already covered, but the angle of 

attack has shifted slightly because Joyce asks a different set of questions about the nature 

of the modern self.  The inverse relationship between Jim’s situation and Bloom’s signals 

the nature of this shift. 

 While Jim’s situation arose out of a tragic inability to confront and resolve the 

multitudinous selves modernity demands he contain, the inhabitants of Joyce’s world 

hardly seem fazed by the task.  Indeed, in the earliest scenes of the novel, Buck Mulligan 

says aloud, “Contradiction.  Do I contradict myself?  Very well, then, I contradict myself.  

Mercurial Malachi” (14).  Where Jim’s internal contradictions only suggested Whitman’s 
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“Song of Myself,” Joyce makes its presence explicit by having a character declaim 

precisely the moment in the poem most concerned with the containment of multiple 

selves.  The invocation of Whitman so plainly and so early in the proceedings signals that 

the text grasps the implications of modernity’s multitudes.  Buck’s example—dubbing 

himself “Mercurial”—suggests that he cheerfully embraces the challenge of modern 

identity in a way impossible for Conrad’s Jim.   

 In this cheerful embrace Robert Bell sees an illuminating juxtaposition with 

Stephen’s attitudes: “In so far as he believes in anything, Buck stands for the multiplicity 

which Stephen adamantly resists” (371).  Looked at this way, Stephen suffers from the 

same sort of misconception that dooms Jim, and Stephen’s palpable misery in the early 

passages suggests he’s well on his way to some similar fate.  Bell writes that “Stephen’s 

analytical mode is fission: split the subject into ever smaller units” (371).  Bell’s choice 

of words marks the particularly modern nature of both Stephen and his problems—

“fission” only entered the language in the middle of the 19
th

 century, and the 

methodology Bell describes feels relentless and industrialized.  There are strong 

connections to Jim here as well, as Jim attempted, again and again, to simply strip away 

whatever aspects of his life wouldn’t conform to his calculation of an “ideal” self.    

Stephen’s increasingly inward-looking and isolating mindset threatens to reduce him in 

similar ways. 

 The invocation of fission here also echoes the fundamental conditions of 

modernity as described by Berman and Marx—unending fracture, dissolution, and 

separation.  An analytical process dependent on the breaking of the world into smaller 
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and smaller components threatens always to run out of control, breaking things down to a 

level where coherency is no more than a memory (a memory which itself will be broken 

into tiny, discrete units).  We can think of Stephen as too much a creature of his own time 

for his own good.  By applying modernity’s methods to his modern experience, he risks 

shredding himself into a sawdust of meaningless meanings.   

 Bell sees Mulligan as employing the opposite strategy.  In his analysis, “Buck’s 

witty mode is fusion: put together different, even disparate, things, joked together by 

violence” (371).  Humor does seem like something both Jim and Stephen could use a 

touch more of.  While they remain self-serious and inflexible, Mulligan “fulfills the 

classic role of the clown” a role which allows him “to threaten our assumption that 

identity is anything substantial or reliable” (371).  This seems precisely like the lesson 

Jim and Stephen need to learn, but an attitude that approaches identity as insubstantial 

and unreliable produces certain side-effects.  In this case, Bell finds that “in a sense Buck 

has no identity, only a series of masks.  To Buck nothing, including himself, has a 

meaningful, enduring identity; he is all the poses, attitudes, and masks he momentarily 

assumes” (371).  Avoiding destruction at the hands of one’s own rigid sense of self, then, 

requires potentially abandoning identity altogether—a seemingly paradoxical exchange. 

 This exchange, however, points us back towards Levine’s analysis of Murphy—

that he, “like a Stephen or a Bloom, is best understood as a set of attributes that 

temporarily cluster around a proper name” (279).  We can append Buck’s name to that 

list as well.  From Bell’s point of view, placing both Stephen and Buck on the same list 

might seem an error, especially as he cites Joyce himself as writing “Stephen no longer 
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interests me. . . . He has a shape that can’t be changed” (371).   Nevertheless, any reader 

who dips a toe into Joycean criticism, opens an annotated copy of Ulysses, or even reads 

the several pages hammered out above will surely notice that Stephen’s identity gathers 

as many aliases and sedimentary layers as any.  It becomes possible, relatively rapidly, to 

question why we list so many characters’ names at all when, in fact, they begin to seem 

less like characters than interchangeable nexuses of identifiers and identities.  The answer 

lies in that while Stephen is a kind of autobiographical Joyce, Joyce’s project with 

regards to Stephen has much more in common with Buck’s.  The work consists of fusion. 

 The problem appears to threaten the total erasure of meaning in the novel, but the 

characterization of these characters as hollow strikes me as overstating the case.  It’s 

valuable to point out that Levine writes that Murphy “seems to illustrate” a point.   Rather 

than read her language here as a hedge, I’d like to emphasize that her word choice allows 

us to understand the apparent lack of substance to these characters as merely illusory.  Or, 

rather, it reminds us to look at them in this way, as the problems of identity occur mostly 

at the level of readerly interpretation rather than within the world created by the text.  

 Philosopher Thomas Duddy’s article “‘Me. And Me Now:’ Ulysses and the Myth 

of the Modernist Self”  makes a considerable effort to demonstrate that the narrative of 

Ulysses reflects the “dynamic, protean nature of consciousness” without implicating a 

corresponding “fragmented or discontinuous self” (686).  Indeed, as Duddy points out, “it 

is part of Joyce’s achievement that these highly ‘mental’ characters remain 

distinguishable and identifiable as distinctive streams of consciousness. (The fact of 

continuity is quite implicit in the phrase ‘stream of consciousness,’ which is standardly 
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used to characterize a feature of Joyce’s style)”  (686).  All of which a way of saying that 

the characters may wrestle with their sense of self, or even carry a multitude of selves 

within them, but that each bundle of selves remains a distinct and unique unit.  A Bloom, 

in other words, might be very like a Stephen or a Murphy, but is not interchangeable with 

them. 

 Paying particular attention to the quotation in the title of his article, Duddy argues 

that 

 

what Bloom experiences and expresses in this particular thought—‘‘Me. And me 

now’’—is not at all his radical self-fragmentation but rather his awareness, 

momentarily, of a certain stark contrast between past and present phases of his 

life—all of which implies a telling awareness of his personal identity over a 

period of time. The contrast between the two phases is poignant precisely because 

they are two phases of one passing life. (686) 

 

Duddy makes clear while many Blooms inhabit the book, they all share a common root.  

His analysis cautions against treating these characters as blank spaces upon which to 

casually hang names and characteristics.  More than this, though, his analysis makes clear 

that the characters in Ulysses have a fundamental integrity that resists the kind of violent 

fracture that undoes a figure like Jim.  The very idea of “containing” multitudes 

inherently depends on the unity of the container.   

 The multiplicity of identities we’ve been tracking and considering, then, reflects 

modernity’s tendency towards fracture not within the characters, but outside of them.  

The work of hanging these varied identities upon these characters rests with the author.  

Acting as the mediator between character and reader, Joyce carefully sequesters the 

awareness of the multiplicity of selves clustered around his characters firmly in the realm 

of the reader.  In the case of Jim and Ishmael, for example, their attempts to build other 
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selves arise from within the characters themselves; the drive towards pseudonym—

however successful or misguided—arises organically from specific internal needs.  

Bloom, in somewhat sharp contrast, never thinks of himself as Odysseus.  That name is 

wholly absent from the entirety of the text, much less Bloom’s own mind.   

 To state this explicitly, the biggest difference between Jim and Ishmael and 

Joyce’s characters is that the varied identities worn by the characters of Ulysses are not 

chosen, but draped upon them by the mutual efforts of author and reader.  James Ramey 

emphasizes that “many of [Joyce’s] contemporaries saw him as the principal architect of 

what T. S. Eliot would dub the “mythical method” (98).  For Ramey, “there is a key 

aspect of Joyce’s use of the ‘mythical method’ that rarely reappears in later examples of 

the subgenre: allusions to earlier allusions to the same myth.  Rather than simply 

knowing and using the Odyssey as a template, Joyce became a Homerist” (98).  This 

depth of knowledge allows Joyce to give multivalent layers even to the simple 

identification of Bloom with Odysseus.  But more than a game of clever allusions, 

participation in a broad range of Homeric discourse opens new avenues of meaning to 

Joyce: 

On the one hand, he signals the extraordinarily intricate and parasitic relationship 

between Ulysses and the canonical web of later responses, allusions, citations, and 

references to the Odyssey. With this multi-textual, multi-linguistic, multi-epochal 

approach, Joyce frees himself from a mechanical reliance on the Odyssey as an 

authoritative source for his “mythical method.”   By this means, he seeks to 

establish himself in a canon, but one he conceives of in anarchic terms and one 

similar to what Robert Alter calls a “transhistorical textual community,” in which 

knowledge of the received texts and recourse to them constitute the community, 

but the texts do not have a single authoritative meaning.” (Ramey 99) 
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Joyce joins a transhistorical community, then, not by simply invoking Homer’s Odysseus, 

but every Odysseus before and after.  And Joyce expands the process which Ramey 

describes beyond Homer.  In other words, his mythical method, like Buck Mulligan, 

ropes in multitudes of characters, which is to say, then, that Joyce frees himself from 

mechanical reliance on The Odyssey by attaching his characters just as firmly to Hamlet 

and Icarus and Dedalus.  The textual community constituted by this tremendous network 

of invocation becomes, by necessity, intensely complicated and obscure.  Indeed, the 

texts within Ulysses lack a single authoritative meaning, but Ulysses, to a greater degree 

than Ramey suggests, sits apart from even the controlling myth its name would suggest.   

 This seems to suggest that Ulysses wears its reputation as the quintessential 

modern novel well—that it’s an unprecedented sort of multi-layered chaos.  But what 

Ulysses has in place of a single controlling myth is a single, intensely controlling author.  

As mentioned above, this both makes and marks the key difference between this novel 

and the others we’ve considered—we have previously seen characters (sometimes 

literally) rewriting themselves, and we’ve received their stories through either their own 

hand or that of a mediator.  In Joyce we have only a single author, a single hand on the 

rudder of the characters’ lives, and Joyce steers them in a very specific manner.  This 

makes the multiple identities of the characters not a tale of selves rewritten but written 

over; their experience is palimpsestic.  Each character is covered over by covering again 

what has come before.  Joyce relentlessly reaches back and back and back through the 

history of literature in order to generate the novel’s forward momentum.   

 Ports function best when incorporating the widest variety of goods from the 
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widest variety of sources.  Joyce performs the same service for his readers, bringing a 

variety of literary elements from around the world together in the singular space of his 

novel.  Indeed, Joyce reaches not just back into history, but out in many different 

directions as well.  One of the more unusual places reached is the Irish tradition of the 

immram, a tradition of stories Robert Tracy describes as “imaginative journeys among 

islands that are exaggerated versions of natural phenomena, some of them inhabited by 

exaggerated versions of the human condition. . . . An immram was an account of a 

voyage out into the western ocean, and of the strange places, beings, and objects 

encountered on such a voyage” (225).  The strength of the parallel between the immram 

and the Odyssey begs exploration, and Tracy charts the course thoroughly.  My interest, 

however, in the comparison has more to do with the implications of making the 

comparison at all.  Tracy points out that “by considering immrama as explorations of a 

kind of alternate reality, of what might be, we can recognize more fully their imaginative 

power, their connection with certain traditional Irish modes of thought, and their role in 

Joyce's project” (226).  In these alternate realities, these contemplations of what might be, 

we can see again the urge to write and write over the self.  I intend to chase the 

implications of these alternate realities in two different directions which will merge again 

at the end of this chapter.  

 This insight first leads back around to the characterization of the self in Ulysses as 

palimpsestic, to the network of meanings without any central authority.  The effect 

repeats itself when one adds the Irish imram to all these other stories.  Stanley Sultan 

calls the imram “The Voyage of Maelduin” “an invisible contributor to [Joyce’s] great 
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novel” (105).  But, of course, as Sultan managed to spot its contributions, and others have 

followed him, its contributions can hardly count as invisible.  We might best consider 

them another part of the palimpsest, written over, obscured, and yet still visible beneath 

the stories placed upon it.   

 Like the Odyssey, “The Voyage of Maelduin” concerns a sailor in search of 

justice.  As Sultan writes, “‘The Voyage of Maelduin’ opens with a young man 

(Maelduin himself) who is impelled to undertake a quest out of devotion to a father 

whom he does not know” (106).  He doesn’t know his father because his father was 

murdered, and his quest of devotion consists of seeking the murderer to extract his 

vengeance.  The adventure which follows bears many similarities to the wanderings of 

Odysseus—a rock-throwing giant, a trip to the underworld, and more—but the way in 

which the tale differs holds the most interest here.
52

 This difference marks what Sultan 

sees as the greatest influence on Ulysses, and it arrives at the end of both the imram and 

Joyce’s novel. As Sultan describes it: 

While The Odyssey is characteristic of primitive heroic poetry in its extensive 

violence and bloodshed, "The Voyage of Maelduin" is an unusual work for a 

heroic culture (even a Christianized one). Almost every man in Maelduin's 

company (of sixty in most versions) returns home safely; a final holocaust, for 

reasons and in circumstances so much like those of The Odyssey as to almost 

unavoidably invoke the contrast, is avoided; and above all, the hero does not 

wreak vengeance on the man who grievously wronged his family.  (107-8) 

                                                 
52

 Of the similarities, Sultan notes “the throwing of boulders at the escaping curragh by a giant monster 

who had hoped to eat its occupants, and similar bombardment on three other occasions by a monster, a 

giant man and a giant woman; Laestrygonian-like voracious animals which eat at each other; islands like 

that of the lotus-eaters, which affect men psychologically, and which members of the crew are unwilling to 

leave; again reminiscent of the lotus eaters, as well as of the sirens, an island of intoxicating fruit; a 

prophecy that all but one man will return home safe (the direct opposite of the prophecy of Tiresias in The 

Odyssey); the underworld (under the sea); a Scylla-like ravenous sea monster; and a woman who (as though 

combining Circe and Calypso) has magical powers, develops a special interest in Maelduin, entertains him 

and his crew in her palace for a year, promises them eternal youth and ‘forever a life of ease and pleasure’, 

and is refused because of their longing to return home” (106). 
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This move away from the wrath of Odysseus in his hall isn’t one of weakness.  Almost 

within sight of his revenge, Maelduin encounters a religious hermit who urges him to 

choose mercy over revenge. Surprisingly, considering the analogues under consideration 

here, Maelduin follows the hermit’s advice and forgives the killer.  As Tracy notes, “it is 

a benign but remarkably generous ending to his long ordeal, and it resembles Bloom's 

behaviour rather than that of Odysseus” (225).  Sultan would suggest it doesn’t so much 

resemble Bloom’s behavior as originate it.   

Sultan and Tracy’s emphasis on the Odyssey draws attention away from the 

similar, equally striking parallels to Shakespeare’s Hamlet.  Indeed, in the focus on 

avenging a father’s murder, the overlap between Maelduin and Hamlet could almost 

overshadow the space shared with Telemachus.  Thankfully, though, the extensive 

recitation of names and correspondences in the early part of this chapter makes any sort 

of tallying and comparison of minutiae irrelevant.  All of these stories, all of their 

characters, remain here in play, remain functionally equivalent to one another.  Ulysses, 

Hamlet, the Odyssey, “The Voyage of Maelduin,” their endings rewrite each other.  

These are the tales and the characters which are written and written over again as Joyce 

layers them. 

 This ending brings us back around again in a way to our beginning.  When, 

referring to Ulysses’ juxtaposition of Classical literature with contemporary squalor, 

Edwards writes “if the present is made to appear sordid and mean, so by implication must 

the past appear, and on the other hand, in so far as there is richness and glory in the older 

stories, these must be imputed also to Leopold Bloom and his surroundings,” he speaks of 
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the way juxtaposing these tales affects the tonal or moral qualities of the tales themselves 

(119).  But the bleed through is greater than simple association.  If, as Sultan surmises, 

Joyce replaces the ending of the Odyssey with an ending from an imram, then he replaces 

too the ending of Hamlet.  And, as the association with the classics imputes a “richness 

and glory” to “Leopold Bloom and his surroundings,” then so to does an interaction with 

an imram impute a certain Irishness to these pillars of Western culture.   

 That Joyce does the writing that rewrites Irishness into Hamlet and the Odyssey 

matters beyond the simple task of measuring diegetic and non-diegetic spaces.  As a 

colonial subject, Joyce’s authorship produces a work that encloses what Homi Bhabha 

might consider a space of cultural hybridity.  One can, if one wishes to imitate the 

generosity of a Maelduin, think that in some way Ulysses attempts to take up Bhabha’s 

challenge to “not merely change the narratives of our histories, but transform our sense 

of what it means to live, to be, in other times and different spaces, both human and 

historical” (256).  The almost-furious mix of characters, eras, and cultures within the 

pages of Ulysses works a profound transformation on our sense of each of these elements.  

Ulysses may well have broken the world apart in 1922, but within its pages it works 

instead a very intricate kind of fusion. 

 

Fusion, then, is ultimately the game Ulysses plays at.  The extensive discussion above 

about the tremendous number of identities which follow the novel’s protagonists around 

leads us to a place where it seems as though identity itself may break down altogether.  

Visualizing the cultural and geographic homes of all of the source stories, influences, and 
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echoes in of the plot would make a pincushion of an otherwise good map.  Qualities and 

characterizations criss-cross centuries and become transhistorical communications and 

exchanges.  Ulysses, if nothing else, is a far-reaching work of fiction.  

Consider the parodic episode of Ulysses in which the young medical students 

banter in a maternity hospital: Edwards observes “the sequence of imitations of almost 

every phase of English prose-style from Anglo-Saxon onwards” (123).  He notes also that 

“we are told that the evolution of the style mirrors the development of the foetus” even 

while objecting “that [this] explanation does not lessen the freakishness of the technique 

or make its form functional” (123).  Edwards fears that “the uncorrupted reader's reaction 

to this section is the feeling that Stephen and Bloom and the medical students are moving 

through the centuries with the developing prose-styles: they are Saxons and they grow 

into moderns” (123).  Yet in light of all the arguments laid out above the technique hardly 

seems freakish.  The corrupted reader will, perhaps, recognize this as the arc of the 

argument I have busied myself with in this book.  The tradition traced throughout this 

chapter and those that have come before suggests the arc belongs not to the medical 

students, but to the inhabitants of all these modernist novels.  It is the arc of Ulysses 

itself—though Ulysses reaches back far beyond the Saxons.   

 Approaching the novel through the work of its critics amplifies a sense of 

dispersal; Stephen’s analytical approach remains alive and well.  One can (almost) find 

an article tracing each atom of story to the furthest reaches of its linguistic, temporal, or 

geographic reference.
53

  Every new issue of the James Joyce Quarterly increases the 
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 See Robert Boyle, S.J.’s essay “Can Bray Head Be Seen from the Martello Tower?” for an example. 
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threat that the entire work will irrevocably fly apart into its varied and disparate elements.  

Indeed, when approaching through its critics, it is easy to forget that Ulysses is a single 

book populated by singular characters.  Where critics spend their time breaking the novel 

down into its constituent parts, Joyce devoted his energies to pulling all of those elements 

together into a tightly constructed whole. If the world cracks apart in 1922, it is not 

because Ulysses strikes it like a thunderbolt, but because Ulysses simply happens to fall 

at the sharp end of the series of fractures and fissures propagating through society from 

the earliest hint of modernity. Joyce delivered his novel into a world already broken in a 

infinite number of ways, and the novel itself is formed in response to those breaks and, 

one could say, mends and bridges more fissures than it creates.   

 I would rather read the crack that Ulysses sends through the literary world in 1922 

(if that specific crack even exists) as an unfortunate side-effect of Joyce’s project.  I find 

it more productive to think of the book itself as another effort to shore fragments against 

the ruins produced in ever greater quantities by modernity.  I’ve repeatedly described the 

collection and layering of the stories and selves detailed within the pages of Ulysses as 

palimpsestic because of the layering effect of so many sources, but the metaphor is 

particularly apt because those layers are all traceable upon exactly the same surface.  In 

fairness to his craft, Joyce does not so much shore fragments as carefully arrange a vast 

network of historical analogues, but he arrives at the same place.  To say “layering,” as is 

the case with sedimentary rocks formed out of the beds of ancient seas, is also a way to 

say “unifying.” 
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 The sea makes possible, or at least plausible, the exchange or transformation of 

identity in Melville and Conrad, as the port is the spot from which their characters’ 

attempts at transformation embark.  But the sea makes possible, too, Joyce’s work, and 

Joyce participates in the same tradition made use of by Melville and Conrad.  That is, 

Ulysses makes use of the sea as a magical space to tackle modernity’s problems of 

uncertain identity.  That is, it makes particular use of the port as a space in which to 

wrestle those problems. 

 The port’s importance to Ishmael and Jim seems self-evident:  the transient nature 

of its floating inhabitants, capitalism’s insatiable need for interchangeable workers, the 

fundamental difference of nautical social norms—all of these elements make the 

shucking of one self for another (even if only temporarily) not only possible, but 

relatively easy.  The importance of the port to Joyce is less apparent.  I established 

Dublin’s nautical bonafides near the beginning of this chapter, as well as Stephen’s 

marked relationship to the sea.  The sailor Murphy, too, would be an odd sight rattling 

around Kildare.  I’ve also noted Joyce’s role as a mediator of meanings, moving the game 

of pseudonym from one played between characters to one played between reader and 

text.  Still, there remains one more, and one more resonant, reason for setting his epic in 

the port city of Dublin.  Despite the inherently shady nature of the waterfront industries 

that Ishmael and Jim capitalize on, the port is simultaneously and fundamentally a 

regulatory space.   

 I have spoken of ports mainly as zones of exchange, spaces of transition, areas 

constantly in flux, but the port is not a free-for-all.  The landed side of the port must be an 
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organized and reasonably efficient environment, capable not only unloading the goods 

carried by the ships which arrive from overseas, but inventorying them, storing them, and 

eventually distributing them to their proper inland destinations—all before doing the 

same in reverse for the domestic goods headed out.  Beyond this, there are likely to be 

governmental agents present responsible for inspecting, taxing, and/or seizing the varied 

assortment of goods coming into their territory.  The world, broken into little pieces and 

distributed in the holds of ships, finds itself reassembled and categorized on the docks of 

the port.  This is the aspect of the port which serves Joyce’s project so well.  As a text 

which works so hard to assemble so many elements of Western literature into a new and 

coherent whole, what better place for it to do its work than within the shelter of the port 

city?   

 Too, the direction of mythology matters here.  Ishmael and Jim wish to change 

themselves, and so they move through the port and out to sea.  With Joyce, the great 

figures of the West’s shared mythology come ashore, salvaged from modernity’s 

churning storms which threatened in various ways to cut them—and Ireland—off from 

cultural relevance, from history, and are refashioned into the thoroughly modern Ulysses.  

Joyce brings them together from across both space and time and makes them his own; 

that is to say, he imports them.  The port provides a metaphoric context that an inland 

cow pasture could never provide; that the resultant work takes place ashore, on the 

organized and constructed side of the mediating business the port conducts, is not only 

natural, but the only option that makes rhetorical sense.   
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  Viewed from this angle, Ulysses is not the discordant or jumbled work its 

reputation suggests.  Ulysses, rather, records Joyce succeeding where Jim had failed.  A 

world full of scattered stories—Hamlet, the Odyssey, Icarus.  An Ireland split and broken 

by English occupation.  The lives of characters, both interior and exterior.  The styles of 

centuries of English literature.  Politics. Religion.  Streams of consciousness.  Nonsense 

words and Latin.  The disparity of the elements which comprise Ulysses reflects the 

impetus of its production.  Looking out at fractured modernity, Joyce manages somehow 

to set his pen to paper, his mariners to motion, and to succeed in containing multitudes.   
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ALEXANDRIA 

 

If Joyce reaches back to the ancient Greeks for the mythical overlay to his story, 

Lawrence Durrell sets out a particularly modern framework for his Alexandria Quartet.  

Taking Einstein’s description of Space Time as a structural model for his tetralogy, 

Durrell gestures almost into the future.  This structural change has implications for the 

treatment of his characters, a model which seems to create a gravity that pulls the work in 

on itself. While Joyce layered various literary selves over the lives of his protagonists, 

Durrell’s time-locked books study the particulars of his core cast of characters 

obsessively.  Rather than richly layered constructs presented for the reader’s recognition, 

the characters of the Quartet are perceived in limited and broken chunks, making it 

difficult to parse the nature or totality of their identities.   

One can think of the works I’ve covered thus far as exploring the exchangeability 

of identity.  Ishmael trades whoever he was before he was Ishmael for that self.  Jim 

attempts something very similar but with very different results.  Bloom and Stephen 

experience a kind of mutual exchange with the characters Joyce lines them up with.  In 

Durrell, though, the question of exchange seems to have been preempted by the problem 

of clearly identifying the self itself.  The attempt to define both the self of the narrator 

and identities of his friends occupies much of the early going in the Quartet. 

The narrator of much of the Quartet has retreated to a small Grecian island to 

compose the text that will be Justine, the first book in the series.  The narrator has 

“escaped to this island with a few books and the child” so that he might write (13).  He 
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writes to “rebuild,” he says, “to heal [him]self, if you like to put it that way . . .” (13).  

Through his pen, he seeks to recreate a city, its inhabitants, himself.  He (re)creates in a 

manner which cannot help but recall the penwork of Ishmael and Jim and Joyce, yet he 

inverts the projects of the former pair by writing not to establish a pseudonymous self, 

but “in order to understand it all!” (13).   The narrator describes himself as having a 

great need of healing; he recognizes himself as a broken man, more specifically 

numbering himself amongst those “deeply wounded in their sex” (14).  He attributes his 

damage to the port city of Alexandria, citing another character’s description of the town 

as “the great winepress of love” ( a description which the narrator thinks might itself be a 

quotation), establishing the experience of the city itself as central to both the condition of 

his damaged self and to the novel as a whole.  Durrell, though, has already tipped the 

reader off about the centrality of Alexandria to whatever narrative lies between the covers 

of his book by writing in the almost totemically quoted author’s note preceeding the book 

that “the characters in this novel, the first of a series, are all inventions together with the 

personality of the narrator, and bear no resemblance to living persons.  Only the city is 

real” (9).  We can see, then, the city of Alexandria reverberating through multiple levels 

of the text—first from Durrell, then through whoever the narrator’s friend quotes, then 

that friend, and finally, through the narrator.  All four speakers here inscribe and 

reinscribe the city upon the reader’s attention. 

 That a port city should figure so centrally to the final chapter of my book’s 

narrative makes perfect sense, but I would like to call attention to the importance of 

citation and writing in the process of that figuring.  These characterizations of the city, 
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these testimonials to its power, rest nested inside one another, each building upon and 

thus amplifying the others.   The signal that Alexandria is as important as the other 

characters, that it may even be thought of as a character itself, seems clear.  But there 

appears to be an equally strong signal here about the critical importance of writers, of 

transmitted and received understandings.  Two writers, one real and one fictional, here 

provide the reader with the character of the city—in one case by relating received 

wisdom, in the other through a simple invocation of authorial authority.  The identity in 

play here is the identity of a city, and the first few pages of the novel make clear that this 

particular identity depends on the work of the writer.   

 The key elements that have run through all the works we’ve looked at come 

together in the opening to Justine, if not explicitly, then at least somewhat more intensely 

than they have thus far.  First published in 1957, Justine brings us much closer to the 

contemporary edge of modernism, but the concerns and techniques we first saw in 

Conrad remain very much in play—though Durrell perhaps treats them a bit more 

playfully.  Only fifty-some years after the first publication of Lord Jim, the expectations 

of readers and the techniques available to writers have both developed to the point where 

the whole of the Alexandria Quartet can approach the questions of modern fracture and 

the multiplicities of selves from entirely new, meta-fictional angles.  One telling mark of 

that approach is the fact the narrator of Justine never records his own name, and 

therefore, for the purposes of the reader, essentially has none.  Although most critics 

happily call him by the name we learn in a later book, I want to preserve the self he 
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presents in Justine for a little while more.  He is a voice, or a text, rather, emanating from 

an unknown source.  He is Ishmael without the courtesy.   

 

That little island of Durrell and his narrator may at first seem a strange port of call for this 

project, as Durrell’s books lack the critical cachet of a Lord Jim or a Ulysses.  Ken 

Seigneurie notes that the Quartet has ended up somewhat of a wreck amongst the rocks 

of criticism—finding it “one flash-in-the-pan almost everybody can agree to banish from 

the canon” while rehearsing the various condemnations it has received: “Antony 

Easthope voices the consensus, ‘Lawrence who?’; Edward Said is reported to have 

attacked its triviality (Glass), and Terry Eagleton condemned it as ‘a monument of fake 

exoticism and pseudo profundity’” (82).  The whole business seems rough enough that 

Seigneurie fears that when compared to its contemporaries, no book “has become more of 

an embarrassment since its publication” (82).  This sort of wholesale dismissal is not only 

overblown, but almost wholly wrong.  The action suggested by the title of Seigneurie’s 

article, “Sweeping the Alexandria Quartet out of a Dusty Corner,” seems overdue. 

 Seigneurie sees the fall of the Quartet as both linked to and exemplary of a 

simultaneous marginalization of “late-colonial British literature as a whole,” all of which 

he sees as having “fallen into a dusty corner of literary studies,” at least as of the writing 

of his article in 2003 (82).  The problem, as he sees it, is that “Using the high colonial 

writer Joseph Conrad as a wedge, some of the most influential critics in the Anglo-

American world have effectively limited the terms of debate on late colonial writers” 

(82).  For Seigneurie, these critics are represented primarily by the work of Edward Said, 
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Fredric Jameson, and Terry Eagleton, each of whom in their own way identifies a duality 

of vision in Conrad that notes the problematic nature of colonial experience without ever 

actually managing to transcend it.  It strikes Seigneurie as “reductive to claim . . . that 

contrary postulates in Conrad . . . can do nothing but cancel each other out,” a conclusion 

he rejects on the grounds that, “if true, the same logic would sweep away most literature 

of ambivalence and leave standing only screeds and propaganda” (85).  Ultimately, he 

writes, “It is implausible that a half-century of late colonial British literature is a mere 

rehash of Conrad or an exercise in hand wringing” (85).
54

  For my part, I hope to show 

that  The Alexandria Quartet sails down the same rivers run by Conrad, but develops and 

advances their shared concerns far beyond anything that one might describe as a simple 

re-hashing. 

 Through his project, Seigneurie wants not just to rehabilitate the Alexandria 

Quartet, but to “also draw renewed attention  . . . to late colonial literature in general and, 

especially, to literature’s capacity to articulate a powerful moral critique of the very 

cultural matrix in which it is embedded,” goals I thoroughly support (85).  The aims of 

my project, however, fall a little more narrowly.  I would like to show that Durrell avoids 

tripping into a gap of cultural blindness as an orphaned child of Conrad’s inadvertent 

“reinforcing [of] the status quo,” but is instead a veteran of the same struggles with 

identity and fracture contested by modernist authors since the very beginning of 

modernism (83).  There is a real and significant difference between following in a man’s 

                                                 
54

 I must note that the narrator of Justine does an absolutely tremendous amount of hand wringing, but 

almost none of it about empire.  The British Empire, after all, is quite a small thing when held up against 

his self-absorption.  Barry Fruchter writes that “the beauty and the agony of the Orientalist profession was 

its amazing self-absorbtion,” so perhaps that, coupled with his passionately detailed descriptions of the city, 

makes the narrator a member of the club (67).   
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footsteps and sailing the same course.  Durrell may take at least some of his bearings 

from Conrad, but he crosses more horizons and lands on further shores.   

 

 Conrad, however, is not the only author to whom critics draw comparisons.  

When considering the Quartet and its place in the literary landscape, another familiar 

name crops up again and again.  That list of modernist forebears created by Maynard also 

includes “early Joyce,” for example (66).  Reed Way Dasenbrock thinks the popularity of 

the Quartet arises “because it worked comfortably within modes of modernist fiction 

writing already assimilated by mainstream taste, modes largely created by D. H. 

Lawrence, Proust, and Joyce” (516).  When one looks into the novel itself, the 

comparisons get more explicit.  According to Anne R. Zahlan, that nameless narrator falls 

squarely “in the tradition of characters in novels by Conrad, James, or Faulkner” (87).  

Dasenbrock thinks that in the narrator “the presence of the writer is curiously doubled: he 

is both a character inside the work and the artificer outside the work creating it, paring his 

fingernails as Stephen Dedalus would have it” (517).   

Sometimes the evocations come from a  more conceptual place; Joseph E. 

Kruppa, in explaining the role of Einstein’s theory of relativity in the Quartet (about 

which more later, of course) calls upon Joyce:  “James Joyce once said that he did not 

take everything in Vico literally, but that it gave him a ‘trellis’ on which to hang his 

work” (411).  Outside of the novel’s reality, Maynard considers Alexandria “a parallel to 

Joyce’s Trieste as a kind of New York City of the Old World (71).  When the narrator 

tells us he wants to sort and rebuild his memories, Dasenbrock reminds us that “like 
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Joyce and Proust (and, for that matter, Eliot in The Waste Land), the chaos Durrell 

structures is a city” (518).   From there, it seems natural that, as James M. Decker and 

Kenneth Womack point out, “Durrell’s critics often read the tetralogy as a ‘city-novel,’ as 

a narrative dominated by a city, Alexandria, that manipulates the ‘human landscape’ of 

Durrell’s interconnected fictions” (40).  What is happening here is not the simple tracing 

of pedigrees or the sorting of lineages.  These landscapes, both human and geographic, 

attempt to place their subjects into clean and orderly compositions.  Here, though, the 

discussion takes a turn in how these critics assess and place Durrell—rather than 

evaluating style or aesthetics, these latter groupings are built around the tangibility of the 

city.  The discussion has moved towards the physical realm.   

Gordon Thomas dryly notes that “the literary antecedents of Durrell and his 

Alexandria Quartet are much discussed and debated, sometimes usefully;” looking at 

these comparisons might have the most use in showing where Durrell breaks from what 

has come before and swims forward (184).  Decker and Womack find comparing Joyce’s 

Dublin to Durrell’s Alexandria reveals that “unlike Joyce’s Ulysses and the novelist’s 

careful rendering of Dublin, Durrell scarcely attempts to adhere to his city’s geography 

with any verisimilitude” (40).  Theodore Steinberg includes Joyce in a list of authors who 

“adhere to the old physics” while “Durrell and, say, the magic realists . . . show the 

influence of the new” (65).  This split, when taken with the lineage hinted at above, best 

illustrates Durrell’s place in a distinct tradition of modernist authors, as well as his 

position further along that continuum, not just chronologically, but conceptually.
55

   

                                                 
55

 There is no endpoint to this continuum.  There is not really even a continuum.  This is a metaphor.   
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The novel’s setting, too, has a long history.  Alexandria stands out as something 

of a port city’s port city, its status as a culture landmark reaching back at least to the 

construction of its famed lighthouse.  The Lighthouse of Alexandria numbered amongst 

the Seven Wonders of the Ancient World; the island it stood on, Pharos, provided Latin 

with the word for “lighthouse.”  Built early in the 3
rd

 century B.C.E., the lighthouse stood 

for more than a thousand years, supposedly the tallest structure in the known world for 

most of that time.  The huge stone building looked out onto the Mediterranean Sea, 

guiding sailors into Alexandria’s port with bonfire burning at the top of its 350-foot tall 

tower.  Alexandria, then, made its mark on the world as a port city early, and signaled its 

status in a dramatic fashion well into the 14
th

 century.  

The lighthouse, though, was struck by a number of earthquakes, finally falling 

into ruin in the 1300s.  Beginning in the 1960s, scuba divers in Alexandria harbor 

noticed, and then began exploring, tremendously large blocks of stone and intact statues 

on the ocean’s floor.  Some archaeologists happily consider this the final resting place of 

the famous lighthouse; others attribute the stone to unknown, commonplace buildings, 

perhaps thrown wholesale into the harbor in the mid-13
th

 century in an attempt to hamper 

invading Cypriots.  Beyond these fifty-ton blocks of stone, though, the waters off the 

shore of Alexandria contain numerous other relics.  Tens of thousands of pieces of 

Alexandria litter the seabed. 

The largest (unintentional) contributor to this debris field is probably Cleopatra’s 

palace, which collapsed dramatically into the sea well before the lighthouse—tremendous 
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earthquakes tipped a good portion of the shore into the harbor sometime in the 4
th

, 5
th

, 

and 8
th

 centuries.  Every aspect of Alexandrian life, from coins to jewelry to dozens of 

sphinxes, lies spread out across the sands at the bottom of the Eastern Harbor.  If we have 

been thinking about port cities as liminal spaces, as cities neither quite of one nation or 

another, never quite nautical or landlubbery, then Alexandria stands a platonic ideal of 

that mode of thinking.  This is a city which literally cannot separate itself from the sea, 

whose ancient streets run well out beneath the waves, and whose waves shelter and 

embrace some of the old city’s proudest monuments.  Taking it even further, in the 

Ptolemaic period, the people of the city connected the island of Pharos to the mainland by 

building a causeway known as the Heptastadion, a causeway which has since silted up 

and turned the island into the end of an isthmus.  The result, of course, is that just as sea 

has washed over the city, the city has stretched itself out into the sea.  This place has little 

use for clear boundaries.   

Alexandria’s long history of change and redefinition makes it an inviting space 

for Durrell’s project.  A past rich with both heightened reputation and cataclysmic 

redefinition provides a tidy fit for the work of the Quartet.  The appropriateness of this 

particular city, though, depends on more than just an historical aura.  Durrell sets his 

story during an era in which world powers are again attempting to redefine the nature of 

the city.  Indeed, against the background of a rapidly approaching Second World War, the 

outcome of the colonial powers’ jockeying for position in Alexandria has implications for 

the composition of the Western world itself.  This results in a pervasive sense of 

uncertainty within the city of Durrell’s novel; it feels perched on the edge of the latest 
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wave of the fracture and reorganization described by Marx and Berman.  This sense of a 

profound impending shake-up lends everything in Alexandria—the political alliances, the 

ruling power, city itself—a provisional and indefinite character. 

The narrator in Justine has some appreciation for Alexandria’s blurry atmosphere.  

“Capitally, what is this city of ours?,” he asks before noting “Flies and beggars own it 

today—and those who enjoy an intermediate existence between either” (13).  This is 

much of the first paragraph after he finishes describing his immediate condition on the 

small island to which he’s withdrawn to “understand it all” (13).    The scene has a 

decidedly Orientalist flavor to it, (the decay of the decadent East and so forth) but the city 

remains above all a shared space: split between an impoverished humanity and raw 

nature, but mainly inhabited by those in between, those with an “intermediate existence.”  

Like geography and history have done before him, the narrator marks Alexandria 

explicitly as an indeterminate space, neither one thing nor another. The environment he 

describes is not necessarily one of contrasts, but of perpetual, unresolved negotiations.   

The narrator goes on to describe the depth of this indeterminacy: “Five races, five 

languages, a dozen creeds: five fleets turning through their greasy reflections” (14).  

Once more, the connection between city and sea pushes itself to the forefront here—the 

first part of the sentence describing the population and its culture before the thought 

pivots at the colon and the goals, fears, and future of that same population find expression 

taking place on the water.  That this expression takes the form of gunboats and navies 

suggests the negotiations may not always be friendly or in good faith, another aspect of 

the image which describes the setting the novel by capturing some of the sense of threat 
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and damage which permeates the text.  In this image, the city reveals itself not as 

synergistically cosmopolitan, but as a jumbled conglomeration of ideas and histories 

threatening to disaggregate in violence. 

The sense of dread and decay here furthers the idea of contentious fracture, of the 

breaking apart of old lands and old systems.   Indeed, the dramatic role played by 

earthquakes throughout the long history of the city described above threatens to make 

literal Marx’s imagery of the solid ground cracking open to reveal the abyss beneath.  In 

this way, then, Alexandria becomes not just a port city par excellence, but also a fine site 

for consideration of the themes of rupture and dissolution that have defined the 

experience of modernity and with which the modernists grapple again and again. Durrell 

and the narrator of Justine certainly qualify for membership in that league of gentlemen, 

and so now we turn our attention away from the city and towards the writer who guides 

us through it.  Not Durrell, of course, but the nameless narrator of the Quartet’s first 

book. 

 

Like many of the figures discussed so far, the narrator of Justine is a writer who 

has problems with his identity.  But he differs from the previous examples in important 

ways.  He does not share with Ishmael and Jim the problem of wanting to be someone 

other than himself, and his project does not consist of inventing a new self.  Unlike 

Bloom and Stephen, no heroic figures overlay the grit of his often-sordid daily life.  More 

than these other characters, too, he possesses an awareness of the fractured and 
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disconnected nature of the modern self.  The fragments he busily shores against his own 

ruin belong to him; they are the fragments of the self he used to securely inhabit.   

 I’ve already referred to the narrator as a “broken” man, but I should note that the 

adjective comes from his self-portrayal.  He describes himself as having “escaped to this 

island,” while it is the local villagers who say “jokingly that only a sick man would 

choose such a remote place to rebuild” (13).  He questions his own verb, “I do not know 

why I use the word ‘escape,’” before capitulating “well, then, I have come here to heal 

myself, if you like to put it that way” (13).  This first description of his project is a little 

bit oblique; by putting the word “rebuild” into the mouths of the villagers, he shifts the 

focus a bit, makes himself seem somehow more passive in this mysterious rebuilding 

process.  His arrival on the island befuddles even him; the locals think him sick and/or 

rebuilding, and, he decides, if “you” say he needs to heal, he’ll accept it.  The diction 

shifts responsibility for the description almost entirely to the reader, with a little left over 

for the unseen and unheard locals.  Shifting the source of his characterization almost 

elides the fact that the narrator is a writer consciously engaged in penning a memoir.   

 The description of his project is written with an air almost approaching 

ambivalence: “notes for landscape-tones. . . . Long sequences of tempera.  Light filtered 

through the essence of lemons.  An air full of brick-dust—sweet smelling brick-dust and 

the odour of hot pavements slaked with water” (14). Beginning with “notes” suggests less 

of a motivated narrative than fragments of half-formed thoughts, and the (literal) 

fragments of sentences that follow largely serve to reinforce that perception.  The sense 

of ambivalence seems endorsed by the narrator’s response to the practical obstacles 
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facing his project. When “looking through [his] papers” he notes that “some have been 

converted to kitchen uses, some the child has destroyed,” a fact he reflects on with the 

judgment that “this form of censorship pleases me for it has the indifference of the 

natural world to constructions of art—an indifference I am beginning to share” (15).  But 

ambivalence isn’t the right word for explaining his circuitous entry into the book, as he 

initially describes the effort it takes to write the memoir—“I return link by link along the 

iron chains of memory to the city”—with a weighty, grimy metaphor that paints the work 

as particularly taxing (13).  One doesn’t labor at unpleasant tasks when one is both 

indifferent and uncompensated.   

 More tellingly, before declaring his rising indifference, the narrator circles back 

again to his reasons for coming to that small island, writing that he “had to come here in 

order completely to rebuild this city in [his] brain” (15).  This time the word is his, and 

the metaphor of reconstruction, rather than sickness or escape, comes to the fore.  From 

this perspective, the language of those early notes paints a different picture.  They are 

shards, thoughts not half-formed but broken, the sentences no more fragmented than the 

memories they attempt to represent.  Similarly, “the indifference of the natural world to 

constructions of art” with which he begins to identify is known only through the 

fragmentation and scattering of his papers.  His notes here suffer a physical fate perfectly 

in parallel to the intangible memories in his head.  The recurring motif of these early 

pages is a breaking up of things; the language of disintegration infiltrates both content 

and form.     
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 And, towards the end of this extended, rambling introduction to his story, the 

narrator begins to catch on to the nature of his own project.  Revealing his history in dribs 

and drabs, he reveals that his trauma has roots at least partially in the fact that his social 

circle has dissolved.  “We have all of us taken different paths now,” he writes, “but in 

this, the first great fragmentation of my maturity I feel the confines of my art and my 

living deepened immeasurably by the memory of them” (17).  At last we see explicitly 

that the story is one of fragmentation, and a “great” fragmentation at that.  Against this 

fragmentation he shores his art, for only through the art of “the painter or the writer can 

reality be reordered, reworked and made to show its significant side” (17).   Here, at last, 

the narrator becomes aware of his own powers and his own goals.  Here, too, he joins the 

ranks of Ishmael and Jim, writing his own story to reorder the events of his life.  Here he 

becomes both his own Joyce and his own Bloom, reworking his reality so that it might 

“show its significant side,” a side which presumably can’t be seen simply through a 

recounting of events, events whose order clearly makes no sense to him.  Only at this 

point can he begin the work of telling the story of his time in Alexandria.   

 

 The story the narrator tells is a complicated one, and the twisty way in which it 

gets told accounts for a lot of the novel’s reputation.  I would like to make clear, though, 

that in the first seventeen pages of the text all the elements of the modernist novel and the 

port city have already appeared.  We of course have the port city, with a solid meditation 

on its relationship to the sea and its liminal nature.  We have, too, a main character for 

whom the act of writing might redefine both the self and the very nature of reality.  And 
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as we have seen before, the former provides the arena in which the latter activity finds 

expression and evaluation.   

 Dasenbrock writes that the narrator’s experience “is unorganized chaos, a chaos 

that the writer must experience and confront for himself” (517).  He goes on to argue that 

“in this thematic presentation of the modern world as chaos, as fragments, Durrell is 

clearly working within the tradition of modernist fiction and poetry” (517).  Nevertheless, 

while clearly within a distinct tradition, Durrell operates at the more contemporary end of 

that tradition and adjusts his techniques accordingly.  Just as Joyce tweaked the formula 

by placing the responsibility for literary re-invention on himself rather than upon his 

narrator, Durrell’s deployment of these elements takes place in an era far enough 

removed from the 19
th

 century to demand another refinement of the artist’s tools.  

Specifically, Durrell returns to a narrator-as-author framing device which recalls Moby-

Dick, but, through the addition of additional narrators in the second, third, and fourth 

books of the Quartet, he also adopts Joyce’s technique of an author rewriting a narrator’s 

life—though in this case the additional authors are still not the actual author.  

Complicated?  Yes, perhaps floridly so, but the detective work required by the series 

certainly, as several critics have mentioned, accounts for some of the texts’ appeal to 

readers. 

 Dasenbrock articulates the complicated relationship between the various authors 

involved in the production of the Quartet with more grace and concision than I can:  

So in The Alexandria Quartet, we have the younger [narrator] experiencing the 

chaos and fragmentation of his life in Alexandria, the mature [narrator] in exile 

organizing that chaos in his art, and the actual author further organizing that chaos 

both through [narrator] and through the other authorial voices and devices, 
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including the third novel, Mountolive, written from an entirely different 

perspective.  (518). 

 

This stacking of narratorial/authorial voices simultaneously connects the Quartet to 

modernist tradition and forms Durrell’s own contribution to it, for 

if the artist inside the work must experience chaos, the artist outside the work 

must organize it, as one of the reasons why art is so highly privileged is that it is 

seen as providing order for the chaos of modern society, in the words of Eliot’s 

review of Ulysses, ‘a way of controlling, of ordering, of giving a shape and a 

significance to the immense panorama of futility and anarchy which is 

contemporary history.’ The modernist ‘portrait of the artist’ distinguishes itself 

from its nineteenth-century predecessors by overlaying a complicated structure on 

top of the linear narrative of the experience of the artist-protagonist, and it does so 

both to order the chaos, and more importantly to show that it is art (and art alone) 

that can order the chaos of modern life. (518) 

 

We can say, then, that the narrator of Justine participates in the old modernist tradition of 

shoring fragments against his own ruin, and, because of the narrative stacking of these 

books, that Durrell himself does the same.  This is the tradition he participates in, and the 

use of a narrator who shores his fragments mainly through the effort of his pen places 

him within a much more specific tradition. 

 But the “complicated structure on top of the linear narrative” marks Durrell as 

doing something different.  Just as the port is integrally an indeterminate space, so too 

does the Quartet occupy a liminal space in modernist scholarship.  I have drawn the 

Dasenbrock passages above from his article “Lawrence Durrell and the Modes of 

Modernism,” which builds the argument, as the quoted passages suggest, that Durrell 

operated squarely within the bounds of a sort of classic literary modernism.  Dasenbrock 

argues, too, that “a second major theme, equally prominent and equally modernist is life’s 

(and art’s) escape from other social forms of control.  Art shapes or forms life, but it also 
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liberates life from other socially imposed shapes or forms.  Specifically, it challenges 

bourgeois morality and the repressions—chiefly sexual—that help constitute that 

morality” (519).  That is to say, beyond concerns with worldview and the role of art, the 

business that Durrell gets up to never strays far from the concerns endorsed by the 

movement thought of as “high” modernism.   

 But the formal qualities of the novels, which Dasenbrock considers largely a 

reflection of modernist concerns with modernity’s fundamental chaos, signal another 

thing entirely (if one is inclined to consider postmodernism a thing apart).  In 1999, 

Zahlan wrote up a comprehensive summary of the critical community’s discussion of the 

Quartet’s modernist/postmodernist credentials: 

Commentators on twentieth-century literature generally agree that Lawrence 

Durrell's work partakes of impulses of vision and technique that have been 

labeled postmodernist as well as those associated with modernism. For more than 

a decade now, however, scholars have debated just where and how Durrell's 

fiction lies on the modernist/postmodernist continuum. . . . In an essay 

considering "whether Durrell, modernist or not, has succeeded in moving his 

Quintet into the new territory he claims for it," Ian MacNiven assumes that the 

Durrell who wrote the Quartet "belongs with the modernists" (235). Julius Rowan 

Raper's 1993 essay, "Lawrence Durrell's Balthazar (1958): Breaking the 

Modernist Mold," argues that the break away from modernist emphasis on 

memory and to a "free play of the imagination" occurs in Balthazar (Raper 69, 

83). Diane Vipond views the Quartet as entirely postmodernist, in reflecting "the 

modernist tradition while undermining it." Vipond locates Durrell's tetralogy "at 

the crossroads of modernism and postmodernism," as does Raper and as do I, but 

her 1993 essay, "Lawrence Durrell's Alexandria Quarter: The Missing Link to 

Postmodernism" considers the Quartet an example of archetypal metafiction," 

"the earliest postmodern work of fiction where the subject is art."  (85) 

 

The sheer mass of this quotation should indicate the degree to which the particular 

question of Durrell’s modernist/postmodernist status has fascinated scholars.  In 

opposition to MacNiven’s and Dasenbrock’s certainty that “modernist” is the right label, 
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Vipond sees the Quartet as belonging definitively amongst the post-moderns.   Raper and 

Zahlan split the difference, seeing the Quartet as a pivot point, but as Raper sees 

Balathazar, the second book in the series, as the moment where Durrell breaks away, the 

balance must be a little lopsided.   

 The energy poured into pinpointing the moment where “modernism” swings into 

“post-modernism” reflects a belief in the possibility of a precise quantification of 

aesthetics which I am incapable of agreeing with.  Nevertheless, the Quartet clearly holds 

within its pages a mystery of inexhaustible complexity and irresistible importance to a 

sizable population of critics.  I am not interested at all in attempting to answer the 

question of Durrell’s reputation as a (post)-modernist, but I highlight it to demonstrate 

that it represents another area wherein the ambivalent and indeterminate nature of port 

city and the author who rewrites himself find expression.  Like Alexandria itself, the 

Quartet simply has too many (cultural) elements to ever belong to any one (aesthetic) 

tradition.  The narrator opens Justine by creating an environment which hums with 

tension.  The tensions between land and sea, between past and present, between cultures 

and creeds, between memory and forgetfulness, and, perhaps most critically, between 

reality and writing suffuse the early pages, the novel, and the Quartet as a whole.  That 

these critics continue to move the Quartet back and forth between the scholarly pigeon-

holes of modernism and post-modernism suggests that the tensions of the novel have an 

almost metaphysical ability to spill out from the pages and inundate its readers with the 

same sort of “epistemological desperation” that Roger Bowen sees in its protagonist.   
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 All of this sounds pretty dramatic, but as Dasenbrock comfortingly reminds us, 

“the chaos of Alexandria is represented in art but it is also ordered by art, by the complex 

structure of the work of art” (518).  The Quartet spends much of its time in in-between 

spaces—literally, of course, but also in the sense of the narrator’s memories, of the 

various extramarital affairs between the novel’s principal characters, and so on.  It will 

not take much effort to extend our consideration of what the complex structure of the 

work orders beyond the borders of the city to the scope of all the novel’s concerns.  The 

space between modernism and postmodernism within the canon therefore appears to be 

the novel’s natural environment.  The idea of pinning the exact chapter where the 

modernist elements of the work break out into postmodernism seems very much like 

wandering the beach with a pin and trying to mark the exact point at which the water 

gives way to the land.  It is all there, everything blended together, the exact composition 

of any sample dependent on the angle and moment of observation.  

Even so, one does not wish to simply throw up one’s hands and declare the whole 

effort futile, and the Quartet ultimately arrives at a point more optimistic and progressive 

than grim and chaotic.  But the “ultimately” part of that sentence points to the difficulties 

Durrell puts before his readers.  The Quartet’s structure, the method by which his art 

organizes the chaos of the imagination, accounts for much of the difficulty encountered 

when attempting to discuss the work straightforwardly.  The novels are ordered only in 

the loosest way by chronology, and so the navigational markers of narrative readers 

expect are largely absent.   
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Instead, Durrell takes a page from Einstein.  In the “Consequential Data” 

appended to Justine is a brick of text from Pursewarden, a successful novelist who the 

narrator looks up to and who often speaks wisely on the subject of writing.  Critics have 

called him Durrell’s mouthpiece, and thus we have Pursewarden on the “n-dimensional 

novel” trilogy: “The narrative momentum forward is counter-sprung by references 

backwards in time, giving the impression of a book which is not travelling from a tomb 

but standing above time and turning slowly on its own axis to comprehend the whole 

pattern.  Things do not all lead forward to other things: some lead backwards to things 

which have passed” (248).  Although there was no Quartet at this point, this description 

already seems to apply to the story Justine’s narrator has just told us.  It begins in one 

place and leads backwards “link by link along the iron chains of memory,” but then, once 

that chain has gone back to something like a starting point, runs forward again.  But there 

are side trips, too, where other characters follow their own chains of memory backwards, 

or when the narrator encounters a book written about Justine by her previous husband.  

All of this chronological movement then scales up to define the Quartet as a whole.   

The preface to Balthazar more clearly explains Durrell’s conception of the 

series—or, rather, why he doesn’t consider the Quartet a series at all.  “Modern 

literature” he writes, “offers us no Unities, so I have turned to science and am trying to 

complete a four-decker novel whose form is based on the relativity proposition. Three 

sides of space and one of time constitute the soup-mix recipe of a continuum.  The four 

novels follow this pattern” (B. 9).  The imagery deployed here, particularly of a “soup-

mix” shares a delicious, liquid consistency with many of the themes, moments, and texts 
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we’ve already encountered.  Conceiving of the novels in this way offers some perspective 

on the difficulty of saying anything absolute about any given moment.  A single diced 

carrot, for example, tells you little about the bowl of soup it floats in.  The nature of the 

structure Durrell employs works consciously against precision and resists the 

establishment of a single, authoritative view of the work’s elements. 

Durrell’s note continues by explaining that “the three first parts, however, are to 

be deployed spatially (hence the use of “sibling” not “sequel”) and are not linked in a 

serial form.  They interlap, interweave, in a purely spatial relation.  Time is stayed.  The 

fourth part alone will represent time and be a true sequel” (B. 9).  This emphasis on 

interlapping and interweaving fits wholly with the aspects of Justine discussed above, but 

it also points to the impossibility of surveying any specific moment in the Quartet as a 

line between modernism and post-modernism.  Elements attributable to either school will 

appear again and again, early and late, throughout the texts.  We can say the same, 

perhaps, about any element of the novels.   

 Primarily because of this structure, the Quartet is a work that offers particular 

challenges to someone trying to explain the work to those who have not read it.  

Nevertheless, Mary M.F. Massoud sums it all up very tidily:   

The “story” of the Quartet, told in its 1100 pages or so, boils down to a few 

words: Nessim Hosnani and his wife, Justine, secretly trade in armaments, 

conspiring with the Jews against the Egyptian royal house.  In the end the 

Hosnani intrigue collapses, Hosnani’s riches are sequestered, and the couple is 

sentenced to house detention.  Their friends who, thanks to the city of Alexandria 

in which they all live, have been “deeply wounded in their sex”, break up and 

leave for Europe.  Later, Nessim and Justine also leave for Europe, this time to 

engage in a political intrigue on an international scale. (378) 
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It must be clear, though, even to a reader who hasn’t made it through all of the eleven-

hundred or so pages Durrell uses to tell his story that the above description has to elide an 

awful amount of narrative tissue to arrive in such trim form.   

Walter G. Creed uses almost six full pages of his article “Pieces of the Puzzle: 

The Multiple-Narrative Structure of The Alexandria Quartet” to give a simple overview 

of the books’ events.  He does this as a precursor to another five pages of dense quotation 

from the novel in order to establish the events and motives around the enigmatic nature of 

Pursewarden’s suicide.  All of this recapitulation—eleven pages or so—of the events of 

the Quartet intends, in the end, to show that Durrell’s book “is a more tightly plotted and 

a more nearly conventional novel than has heretofore been supposed” (33).  I am inclined 

to agree; simply on the face of it, it seems likely that any work which requires so much 

work simply to explain its major events to a third-party must be very tightly plotted 

indeed if it hopes to make any sense at all upon closer examination.  Indeed, Durrell’s 

stated goal of penning a work which captures a moment from three different spatial 

vantage points before moving forward again in time would seem to demand that the 

author possess an absolutely concrete sense of his story’s timeline.   

Each event, potentially, gets portrayed three separate times and in three distinctive 

ways.  (In reality, some get portrayed more, others less.)  A brief reflection on this 

architectural fact should allay the concerns that Durrell plays a mean-spirited game with 

his readers.  Creed worries that “anyone who has read Lawrence Durrell’s Alexandria 

Quartet knows that it allegedly illustrates the relativism and radical uncertainty of truth,” 

while in fact “what the Quartet teaches us, then, is not that truths about human 
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motivations and behavior are unknowable, nor even that the reader must be careful to 

trust no single character or point of view—although this he must learn to do; but that the 

entire work is to some extent deceptive, in that it quietly does what it loudly proclaims 

what cannot or should not be done” (19, 33).  R.T. Chapman reads this deception in 

graver terms, writing that the Quartet breaks a fundamental contract between author and 

reader.  Chapman thinks Durrell “creates a ‘reality’ in (Justine) which he denies (in 

Balthazar) and which in turn is shown to be distorted by Mountolive and Clea.  Each 

‘reality’ is accepted by the reader (who keeps his side of the contract), and with each 

succeeding novel he is presented with more information which exposes his belief as 

mistaken”  (413).  But this conception of the reader’s experience with the Quartet feels 

somewhat off.
56

  The Quartet  does enjoy undermining its readers’ sense of 

understanding, but Chapman’s characterization of this tendency as a malicious violation 

of the rules overlooks the rules that Durrell sets out through his invocation of Einstein.  

That the first three books do not move forward in time prevent one book’s reality from 

being erased by the next—what changes is not “reality,” but perception and portrayal.  

This is the difference between unearned M. Night Shyamalan-esque twists and Durrell’s 

attempts at formal innovation. 

To demonstrate the distinction, we return again to the opening of this collection of 

books—to the writing of a lone man on an isolated island.  What information we receive 

in that first book, Justine, comes from the narrator’s efforts at mining his own memory—

                                                 
56

 The cattiness with which Chapman attacks Durrell—“In  The Alexandria Quartet this process of 

discovery followed by reversal is pregnant with philosophical overtones, but it is essentially the same crude 

formula which has been the basis of melodramas from Maria Marten to Perry Mason”—suggests his 

analysis may not be entirely cool and rational  (413).   
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a process he explicitly says will result in the reshaping of reality, both its “reshaping” and 

“reworking,”  in order that it “show its significant side” (J. 17).  Taken together with 

Durrell’s note from Balthazar, that the narrator’s work in Justine represents one specific 

slice of space/time and will have, consequently, all of the limitations which follow from 

such a limited perspective seems both integral to the design of the novel and not much of 

a secret to the reader.  

Balthazar, the book Champman says denies the “reality” of Justine, is named for 

the narrator’s friend from Alexandria, who is leader of a religious sect and a doctor.  He 

gives the narrator a copy of the manuscript to Justine which he has heavily annotated, 

edited, and revised—this text becomes known as the “Interlinear.”  Balthazar’s 

“Interlinear,” though, is not a refutation of the story told in Justine so much as an 

augmentation.  It provides a wealth of new information, a wealth of information that in 

turn forces the narrator to reconsider and rewrite much of the story he had told in Justine.  

The changes produced, however, arise not from accessing a higher truth, but from 

Balthazar providing another axis from which to view the key events of the plot.  It is not 

reality but perspective that the second book adjusts.  And Balthazar’s account, too, will 

find itself modified by what comes in the later books.  Durrell has not “denied” the reality 

of Justine so much as expanded it—or, rather, expanded his character’s understanding of 

it.  The events of the story do not change.   

Still, this expansion of the narrator’s understanding of his world presents certain 

problems for the critic.  For me, the largest of these problems arrives when I confront the 

task of summarizing the Quartet for a reader unfamiliar with the text.  Indeed, that very 
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difficulty prompted the whole discussion immediately above.  The root of the challenge 

originates in the fact that both Massoud’s and Creed’s summaries are perfectly valid 

approaches to the task and quite accurate representations of the Quartet’s plot.  Still, that 

we can consider successful two such wildly divergent approaches to a seemingly 

straightforward job like summary suggests that rather than thinking there are multiple 

ways to summarize a book, perhaps the Quartet contains multiple things to summarize.   

 

Gérard Genette’s work on narratology, Narrative Discourse, helps explain the 

landscape here: 

I propose, without insisting on the obvious reasons for my choice of terms, to use 

the word story for the signified or narrative content (even if the content turns out, 

in a given case, to be low in dramatic intensity or fullness of incident), to use the 

word narrative for the signifier, statement, discourse or narrative text itself, and to 

use the word narrating for the producing narrative action and, by extension, the 

whole of the real or fictional situation in which that action takes place. (27) 

 

The gap between the first two categories, story and narrative, is what makes receiving a 

story an interesting endeavor.  The different summaries discussed above simply reflect an 

emphasis on one or the other of Genette’s categories. 

What Massoud summarizes is the story of the books—the simple, factual events 

of the books’ world and the order they happen in.   In the Quartet, we often receive 

multiple, differing narratives of a single element of the story, with the first three sibling 

books explicitly returning again and again to certain key moments in the story.  Massoud 

sticks to events at the most macro level, but her paragraph makes clear the story behind 

the entire narrative of the Quartet. 
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Creed, on the other hand, summarizes narrative or discourse—the idiosyncratic 

way in which the narrator presents the events of the story.  This forms the series of 

reversals, additions, and complications (or “betrayals” as some critics would apparently 

have it) experienced by the reader as they move through Durrell’s four books.  The nine 

pages Creed spends summarizing this approach to the events of the books clearly take up 

much more space than a simple accounting of the underlying skeleton of the tale, but the 

summary still reads in a fairly conventional fashion.  That is, despite all of the reversals, 

additions, and complications, recounting those events places them in the same 

chronological order a reader would encounter them when moving through the Quartet.  

As a result, this summary, too, is useful, but it also reinforces the notion of the Quartet, 

and particularly those first three books, as part of a series, rather than the soup-mix or the 

siblings Durrell intended the first three books to be.  The problem of summary, then, 

remains a problem because Durrell works so hard to create a narrative which remains at 

arm’s length from the participants in his story. 

The severity of the problem depends in large part on how much respect one 

wishes to pay Durrell’s attempt to create fiction in the mold of Einstein’s theory of 

relativity.  In the same note to Balthazar, Durrell writes that he specifically seeks to break 

from a “Proustian or Joycean method—for they illustrate Bergsonian “Duration” in my 

opinion, not “Space-Time” (9).  Durrell makes a tremendous demand on his readers by 

asking them to think in terms of “Space-Time” rather than “Duration”—first, because 

several centuries of narrative have trained us to think in terms of “Duration” or linear 

chronology.  But perhaps more important is the fact that Justine arrived in 1957, 
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Balthazar in 1958, Mountolive in 1959, and Clea in 1960.  The structure of “Duration” is 

perhaps encoded in the very publication of the Quartet, and, of course, the books, even if 

bought today in a set, have their greatest effect when read in order. 

Despite this, I want to pay serious attention to the author’s intention.  I mentioned 

above that each character or event gets portrayed, roughly, three times in the first three 

books.  While it feels natural to say first Justine does this, then she does this, but really 

she had all along been doing that, Durrell insists that these events take place more or less 

simultaneously.  Or, rather, a single event takes place, but that action is simultaneously 

viewed from multiple angles.  In the conceptual space of the novel, though, all three 

perceptions have equal merit, or, if merit feels too strong, carry equal narrative weight.   

The narrative is complicated by the presence of so many narrators narrating, 

speaking against, over, and sometimes through each other.  This is a situation in the vein 

of what Genette calls “narrating n times what happened once,” and while he traces it back 

to the “epistolary novel of the eighteenth century,” he calls particular attention to the fact 

that “certain modern texts are based on narrative’s capacity for repetition” (115).  Genette 

points out “the same event can be told several times not only with stylistic variations . . . 

but also with variations in ‘point of view,’ as in Rashomon or The Sound and the Fury” 

(115).   Indeed, Genette considers Rashomon the “canonical example of this type of 

narrative,” having taken over that role from “Robert Browning’s narrative poem The Ring 

and the Book (which relates a criminal case as perceived successively by the murderer, 

the victims, the defense, the prosecution, etc.)” (190).  Durrell’s Quartet clearly descends 

from this tradition. 
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A number of critics, both popular and scholarly, have commented on the shared 

technique of these works.
57

 Steven G. Kellman makes all the same connections, writing 

in his The Self-Begetting Novel, that “the multiple presentations of the same incident in 

the manner of The Ring and the Book or Rashomon, serve to remind us that we are once 

again in the laboratory of the novel” (94).  Durrell, however, goes to the laboratory not to 

recreate and verify the trials of others, but to build upon their efforts by adding new 

variables to the experiment.  Perhaps the most central difference is the central concern of 

these works:  the two texts cited as exemplary of the multiple-viewpoint narrative are 

both crime stories; the Quartet is not a whodunit.   

The Quartet simply lacks the controlling central event of a crime.  Both of the 

other texts to which critics compare Durrell’s tetralogy have at the core of their story the 

most dramatic of crimes, murder.  The competing narratives work against each other to 

obfuscate the exact nature of that crime, and readerly interest arises from this tension 

between too much information and too few firm answers.  Massoud’s compact and 

uncontroversial summary suggests that Durrell is after something different—the 

competing narratives don’t do anything to obscure the key events of the story.  Indeed, 

Durrell’s text has no central event; multiple incidents hold the interests of the characters 

at different times and to different degrees.  Not being centered around a murder, the 

Quartet also lacks the structuring form of the investigation.   

But Durrell diverges from The Ring and the Book and Rashomon in another 

substantial way.  The texts Genette cites as canonical examples are both written with 
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 See, for example, the book review of Durrell’s Tunc in the  April 19, 1968 edition of LIFE magazine or 

Harry Thornton Moore’s The World of Lawrence Durrell.  
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what he calls internal focalization.  That is, these narratives are told with a “restriction of 

field,” “where everything passes through” a particular character’s point of view or 

awareness (189).
58

  This happens in a fairly structured way, however, as the format of the 

criminal investigation demands each character gives their testimony in turn, dominating 

that section of the narration and producing a narrative complete within itself.  The 

narrative situation  within the Quartet, however, gets considerably messier. 

In the three books “frozen in time,” the focalization of the narration rests largely 

with the narrator of Justine and Balthazaar.  Those books are, of course, nominally his 

manuscripts.  Yet the third text, Mountolive, originates with an unspecified, third-person 

narrator with very different concerns than Darley’s (and it’s not until the outside 

perspective provided by this book that we learn the name of Justine and Balthazaar’s 

narrator).  Genette notes that “the commitment as to focalization is not necessarily steady 

over the whole length of a narrative . . . any single formula of focalization does not, 

therefore, always bear on an entire work, but rather on a definite narrative section, which 

can be very short” (191).  The Quartet makes good use of these caveats in Genette’s 

system, intercutting and shifting focalizations with a frequency far beyond those offered 

by the competing witnesses in Rashomon.  John Unterecker summarizes:   

In The Alexandria Quartet, Darley’s initial version of a set of events is corrected 

by Arnauti’s Moeurs and by the diaries of Nessim and the false diaries of Justine, 

these versions are in turn corrected by Balthazar’s interlinear, that interlinear is 

corrected by the objective history of events in Mountolive and by a number of sets 

of letters, most significant of which are those between Leila and Mountolive, 

Pursewarden and Mountolive, and Pursewarden and Liza. (325) 

                                                 
58

 This is in comparison to works with the classic omniscient and uninterested narrator, which Genette 

describes as nonfocalized or possessing zero focalization (189).  Another category is external focalization, 

“popularized between the two world wars by Dashiell Hammett’s novels, in which the hero performs in 

front of us without our ever being allowed to know his thoughts or feelings” (190). 
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Because Darley often quotes directly from those other texts—Arnauti’s autobiography of 

his time with Justine, personal diaries and letters, Balthazar’s take on Darley’s 

manuscript—the reader often encounters chunks of texts that are almost totally focalized 

through characters other than the nominally autobiographical Darley, even as he curates 

and displays those snippets. Mountolive, with its mysteriously detached and supposedly 

objective narrator further intensifies the mixture of voices and viewpoints. This collection 

of focalizations almost seem decoupled from their roots in the word “focus”.     

 Consequently, the Quartet does more than simply re-hash the narrative tricks of 

Rashomon.  Through its very structure, the variety of focalizations in the novel 

emphasizes the varied and disparate ways the characters perceive and are perceived by 

one another; Unterecker writes that “reality becomes for Durrell something very much 

like a masked ball—but the maskes are nothing less than our own numerous false faces 

and those false faces we project onto the faces of all men and women around us” (324-5).  

Instead of a single murder at the center of the action, the unknowable mystery driving 

readerly interest in the Quartet arises out of the differing and disingenuous selves 

presented and perceived by the entire cast of its characters. 

 

Traditionally, tipping the reader to a character’s key attributes or role in the story  

consists of a simple parenthetical after their name, something like “We know Justine, the 

woman with whom the narrator of the novel which bears her name has a torrid and 

destructive love affair, only from what the narrator writes about her.”  But, of course, this 

could just as easily be written as “At first we know Justine, the woman who seduces the 
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narrator of Justine to assess his risk to her arms smuggling operation, only from what the 

narrator writes about her.”  Or “We know Justine as the woman who carries out an affair 

with the narrator only to divert attention away from her real passion for the author 

Pursewarden.” For that matter, one can also write, “Justine, the subject of books by both 

the narrator and the Frenchman Arnauti” or “loyal wife of Nessim.”  As a result of this 

phenomena, only the simplest epithets withstand scrutiny—“the writer Pursewarden” or 

“Justine, a woman,” perhaps.  Reduced to this level of simplicity, however, the tags offer 

no help to readers not already intimately familiar with the characters while the structure 

of the novels leaves no room for anything else.  

Indeed, regrettable as the results are for a reader unfamiliar with the source 

material, the impossibility of comprehensively blurbing the characters arises directly 

from Durrell’s focus on Space-Time, and, therefore, carries with it a reinscription of the 

importance of space to the understanding of the Quartet’s project.  Delivering a linear 

summary requires standing well outside the text and making judgments as to which 

perception is most accurate or important after all has been read and done.  Within the 

space of the Quartet, however, characters and events exist along multiple axes 

simultaneously.  While Clea does technically set time back into motion, the specific 

historical period enclosed by the three sibling books remains a distinct and soupy bubble.  

We have returned to the difficulty of putting a pin in the shoreline. 

The similar difficulty of sticking that pin into any of the characters of the Quartet 

lies in the intense interpenetration of the sibling novels.  To indicate “the novelist 

Pursewarden” is also to invoke the Pursewarden who obliquely mentors the narrator, who 
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could be just as accurately described as “the suicide” as the author on the basis of that 

act’s importance to the story, or, perhaps, we could call him “the incestuous 

Pursewarden.”
59

  Any of these epithets in turn invokes Pursewarden’s role as a member 

of Britain’s diplomatic corps; his competing loyalties to his country, his friends, and his 

sister; and his occasional role as Durrell’s mouthpiece.  At first glance, this might not 

seem an unusual situation—almost any fictional character can fit multiple descriptions or 

play several roles in their text.  The Quartet differs in that these roles exist side-by-side 

with one another, and their importance or truth value depends not on one’s understanding 

of the story but on which of the three sister novels one is considering at the moment.  

Each character is, at any moment, really three or more characters. 

The problem, then, lies in all those axes of space stretching off into the distance.  

Every moment ends up shot through with the representations of that moment seen from 

other angles, a phenomenon which gives the impression that the single moment is in itself 

a catalogue of moments.  Kruppa writes that “the world’s multiplicity must be 

apprehended as a unified process so that, to quote F.S.C. Northrop, ‘what is immediately 

apprehended is the all-embracing differentiated aesthetic continuum, every determinate 

sensed or introspected quality of which is transitory.  This version of the human 

consciousness is central to The Alexandria Quartet” (407).  And, in turn, the centrality of 

this consciousness to the Quartet is central to the difficulty of summary.  Kruppa warns 

that “Critics have mistakenly tried to focus on the use of “space-time,” and they have 

often attempted to construct some visual model for their own illumination.  But when 
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 Zia Hasan thinks that the incestuous lovers “create their own small worlds, a microcosm around their 

relationship” (2).  But of course nothing is self-contained in the Quartet.   
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Durrell writes that the first three novels are deployed spatially, he does not refer to a 

neutral, pictorial space” (413).  As Kruppa points out, “The words [Durrell] uses are 

‘interlap’ and ‘interweave,’ words which convey the textural or qualitative as opposed to 

the visual or pictorial.  He is not deploying narrative ‘points of view’ in some imagined 

physical space, but is instead indicating that the three books are essentially part of a total 

book which includes Clea” (413).  Kruppa’s analysis feels correct in that a three-

dimensional model or diagram would probably provide no help in terms of orienting a 

reader or explaining the prevalence of resonating selves invoked by the simple mention 

of a character’s name.  But I also think Kruppa moves away from the idea of a pictorial, 

physical space a little too rapidly.   

The novels of the Quartet actually spend quite a lot of time insisting on physical 

space—only the space of the city, after all, “is real.”  As Seigneurie observes, “The 

Quartet . . . distinguishes itself by its close attention to spaces” (85).  That these spaces 

mostly fall within the boundaries of the port city of Alexandria suggests a perfectly 

synergistic relationship between narrative and setting.  The physical space of the port 

city, like the narrative space of the novels, is also difficult to sum up in a clean phrase.  

Goods, sailors, ships, currencies, and cultures interlap and interweave in the harbor as 

tightly as any narrative realities within the pages of the Quartet.  Those warships, the 

fleets of five nations, “turning through their greasy reflections” make concrete the way in 

which the space of the port extends out along multiple axes, just as the events of the 

sibling books do (14).  Even in that image, the ships are doubled through their own 

reflections, and so each fleet occupies the harbor with its own doppelganger, another self 
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viewed from another perspective.  And to speak of a fleet in Alexandria is to speak of 

Cleopatra’s fleet as well as the colonial powers’.  Even the most basic elements of the 

port become self-compounding.  

The Quartet, however, insists upon the special qualities of its space again and 

again.  Decker and Womack point out that Balthazar “uses sea-imagery to write about his 

enjoyment of such complex interrelationships: ‘I love to feel events overlapping one 

another, crawling over one another like wet crabs in a basket’” (44).  Balthazar’s 

language here hews tightly to Durrell’s own, as “overlap” interweaves nicely with 

“interlap.” As Decker and Womack interpret the image, “the sea may appear calm and 

unified, but the attentive ethical reader realizes that under the surface lies a dynamic and 

multifarious world that often functions at cross purposes,” a situation which reads as 

perfectly in keeping with the examples of characters like Justine and Pursewarden (44).   

Naturally, for an article titled “Lawrence Durrell’s Mediterranean Dream: 

Reading The Alexandria Quartet and the Ethical Voice of the Sea,” Decker and Womack 

find more examples of the Quartet’s insistence on the space in which it takes place.  They 

note the moment in Balthazar when the narrator asks “how will I ever deliver myself 

from this whore among cities—sea, desert, minaret, sand, sea?” (23).  Here again, in the 

second book, Durrell and the narrator both insist on the interweaving of Alexandria and 

the Mediterranean: note that the elements which constitute the city, desert, minaret, and 

sand, are bracketed by the sea.  The list almost suggests the situation of an island, but we 

deal here with a port city.  That its characteristics begin and end with the sea emphasizes 

the union between these otherwise disparate elements.   
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Decker and Womack also single out another moment in Bathazar where the 

narrator muses on the city “whose veridian and black marble harbour-water reflects the 

snouts of foreign men-of-war turning through their slow arcs, depicting the prevailing 

wind; or swallowing their own inky reflections, touching and overlapping like the very 

tongues and sects and races over which they keep their uneasy patrol” (105).   The 

passage strongly recalls the narrator’s description of the situation in the harbor in Justine, 

but where the earlier image focused on the number of fleets in the harbor, this time the 

emphasis is on the varied nature of the city’s inhabitants.  That is to say, the earlier image 

of multiplicity afloat here reinforces multiplicity ashore.  Again, the narrator insists upon 

the interwoven space of the port.   

And yet, perhaps the strongest indication that the novel sees the port of 

Alexandria as a space of almost impenetrable interpenetration lies not in what the 

characters say about it, but where they do the saying.  If we look all the way back to the 

opening of Justine we see that the narrator writes his tome from an island far removed 

from the city proper.  He writes, “I have had to come so far away from it in order to 

understand it all!” and describes a setting far removed from the rich interactions of 

Alexandria (13).  Here, he listens to the “empty cadences of sea-water, licking its own 

wounds, sulking along the mouths of the delta, boiling upon those deserted beaches—

empty, forever empty under the gulls,” a setting almost as far removed from a port as 

possible without being landlocked (16).  Indeed, he continues, “if there are ever sails here 

they die before the land shadows them” (16).  In comparison to all the tongues, races, and 

creeds of Alexandria, here he records that “apart from the wrinkled old peasant who 
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comes from the village on her mule each day to clean the house, the child and I are quite 

alone” (16).  The island retreat exists as a polar opposite to the port of Alexandria.  It is a 

homogenous space, delineated by empty beaches, unvisited by ships, subject only to the 

beliefs and influences of the narrator.  That he must come here to do the work of 

remembering suggests that the space of the port is, for him too, all too shot through with 

meaning and connection to easily pin down the selves of his friends or the events he 

experienced.   Durrell’s attempt to fuse Einstein’s theory of relativity to the narrative 

structure of a novel succeeds in large part because of its setting.  

 

Writing about some of Durrell’s early poetry in “The Artist at his Papers: Durrell, 

Egypt, and the Poetry of Exile,” Roger Bowen says that “Durrell’s Middle East, his 

middle sea, his Egypt, are not described, reported, or represented, nor are they used as a 

simple springboard for nostalgia, but are remade by a storyteller with an eye for 

character, myth, the timeless spirit of place and the palimpsest of cultural history” (467).  

It seems easy to assume that Durrell would apply the same sensitivity to those qualities 

when selecting the city in which to set the Quartet.  For this reason, amongst others, 

Dasenbrock counts Durrell among the novelists of the city, specifically alongside Joyce 

and Proust, because of the importance of Alexandria to his vision, an importance 

“appropriate thematically, since a city is both a zone of chaos and a formal structure 

within which that chaos is restrained” (518).  But Durrell doesn’t pick any city, he picks a 

port city.  The chaos of its streets is not just in the mash of pedestrians, of beggars and 

nature, that are to some extent familiar to and shared with any urban setting.  The chaos 
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of the port city arises from a network of influences, interests, goods and peoples which 

stretches to every corner of the Earth.  Maynard writes that Durrell “has set up a world in 

which worlds collide, French, English, Egyptian, Greek, and so many others.  Alexandria, 

great cosmopolitan port of call for the ancient world, lives again as a place of ethnic and 

cultural intersections and creolizations” (71).  Maynard points in all the directions the 

axes of meaning running through the city might take a reader—to various cultures, to 

empires, to colonial subjects, or perhaps all the way back to an ancient world.   

The port city is a nexus, a place rich in possible directions not just for travelers, 

but an author sensitive to its nature; as Nancy Lewis puts it, “Alexandria, as a crossroads 

between East and West, provides Durrell with a setting where the sense of sharp cultural 

division between the center and the margins is already diminished” (31).  She writes from 

within the context of post-colonial studies, but her observation that the novel’s setting 

breaks down or blurs traditionally sharp distinctions helps to illustrate the particular value 

of that setting for Durrell’s project.  When the city in which the novel takes place already 

makes the blurring of boundaries its business, the business of blurring the boundaries of 

space-time must become at least incrementally easier.   

 

The Alexandria Quartet, more than most narratives, contains multitudes.  Durrell 

fills his novels near to bursting with a cast of distinctive characters, but his experiment 

takes things a step farther by creating a narrative space in which those characters live side 

by side with themselves.  The Justine of Justine rubs shoulders with the Justine of 

Balthazar, bumps into the Justine of Mountolive, and finally settles into the Justine of 
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Clea.  Diane Vipond thinks that, within the Quartet, “at best, truth is provisional,” a 

doubt which arises out of the various versions of the characters presented in the three 

sister novels (58).  “But,” she continues, “in spite of this, language mediates experience 

to produce meaning, if not any kind of absolute truth” (58).  In part, the meaning 

produced by language works to advance Durrell’s interest in replacing an “outworn 

epistemology” with “one which will accommodate paradoxical identity inherent in 

différance” (55).   And this, ultimately, points to the work being done by the shift from a 

novel rooted in “Duration” to one rooted in “Space-Time.”   

As Dasenbrock says, “the modern world is chaos and is presented as chaos, yet 

the artist can order the chaos through the complex structures of his art” (518).  The theory 

of relativity, or at least Space-Time, seems complex enough a structure for art to order a 

little chaos.  The writing of both Durrell and his narrators all work to enclose multiple 

selves into a manageable, functional eco-system.   
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CONCLUSION 

 

We are now, after all of this, pulling into our last port together; the end of this modernist 

voyage is nigh.  Thus far we’ve managed to visit a fairly well-dispersed set of 

destinations, locations separated by open waters both geographical and chronological.  

The itinerary is somewhat idiosyncratic and entirely my own, but the ports of call have 

been neither exotic nor rarely visited.  Moby-Dick, Ezra Pound, Lord Jim, and Ulysses are 

must-see places for the modernist, while Durrell still rewards the occasional visitor.   

 I’ve already written about the port’s fundamental role as a site of exchange and 

transition, and also of its essentially regulatory nature.  The port is a zone of movement 

and change and also of paperwork: it belongs equally to merchants and customs agents.  

Figures like Ishmael and Jim take much advantage of the hurried, transitory, and 

capitalist side of the port to set their adventures into motion.  The critical cataloguing and 

decoding which endlessly inventories the over-determined and alias-rich environment of 

Ulysses suggests the port’s bureaucratic side, and, if anything, Durrell’s Quartet is a 

massive attempt to structure the port city through the written word.  Nevertheless, the 

setting of the port city serves them all. 

 Ports serve another function, though, which I have yet to mention: a port is also a 

permanent invitation.  To build a port is to anticipate the flow of ships that must arrive for 

it to be a port and not just a sad collection of piers and buildings.  Whether built in 

recognition of an already-present traffic of goods through a natural feature of geography 

or consciously constructed to drive economic or military development, the port intends to 
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allow others a safe place to rest.  To set a novel in this space seems then, by extension, to 

offer an invitation to its readers.  The modernist port novel rarely feels didactic or 

observational.  It is, as is the case through this series of works, generally investigative.   

 

 The subject of this comprehensive and ongoing investigation has been the 

composition of the self through the pressures and opportunities afforded by modernity’s 

chaotic flux. In the introduction, I cited the Anglo-Saxon poem The Seafarer as an 

example both prime and primal of the fundamental certainty with which the pre-modern 

individual conceived of their selfhood.  This certainty escapes the inhabitants of 

modernity, for certainty is one of the least certain qualities of modernity.  As Marshal 

Berman writes, “to be modern . . . is to experience personal and social life as a 

maelstrom, to find one’s world and oneself in perpetual disintegration and renewal, 

trouble and anguish, ambiguity and contradiction: to be part of a universe in which all 

that is solid melts into air” (345).  This description applies as well to the fictional 

narrators of all the works we’ve read together as to the actual people that Berman worries 

about.   

 Indeed, Berman’s quotation could almost be read as an outline of this dissertation.  

Ishmael successfully participates in the renewal of his self through the mediating space of 

the whaling ports of the Atlantic.  Jim crosses the Pacific by bounding from port to port 

in a perpetual denial of the disintegration of the romantic self he had imagined as his 

destined role in life.  Trouble and anguish suffuse Joyce’s Dublin and haunt the narrator 

of Justine—and both of those texts do great business by trafficking in ambiguity and 
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contradiction.  These are works directly engaged with the problems specific to an 

existence lived under the spell of modernity.   

 All of these characters and environments are linked by two key elements.  The 

first, of course, is the nautical setting.  The shared element of the port setting remains not 

just the defining characteristic of this study, but of these modernist investigations into the 

nature of the modern self.  The appeal of the split between land and sea as a marker of a 

separation in the types of men who live ashore and afloat reaches well back into literary 

history.  Berman believes that “the primacy of dialogue in the ongoing life of modernism 

means that modernists can never be done with the past:  they must go on forever haunted 

by it, digging up its ghosts, recreating it even as they remake their world and 

themselves,” and the works here demonstrate that tendency  (346).  I open the 

introduction with The Seafarer because this poem is one of the most emblematic ghosts 

modernism busies itself with digging up.   

 Pound’s salvaging of the poem for his era demonstrates most explicitly this 

relationship, this dialogue as Berman calls it, but it also stands in for the way that a 

dialogue with the sea echoes throughout modernism.  And, I should say, not just the sea, 

but old stories of the sea.  Most obviously in this study, Joyce undertakes a similar 

conversation with the Odyssey.  Conrad and Durrell take a slightly different tack, 

inclining more towards a dialogue with history; Conrad by physically living the life 

described by the Seafarer and populating his novels with archetypical sailors like 

Singleton, Durrell by choosing as his setting a city which has been associated with its 

port by Western culture for almost as long as there has been anything that could be 
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described as the West.  This reaching deeply into a past both literary and lived goes 

beyond a simple enactment of Pound’s famous exhortation to “make it new.” It reflects a 

practice essential to the practice of modernism.  As Berman writes, “if modernism ever 

managed to throw off its scraps and tatters and the uneasy joints that bind it to the past, it 

would lose all its weight and depth, and the maelstrom of modern life would carry it 

helplessly away” (346).  One cannot help but see the necessity that a ship carry a good 

anchor, and for modernists, the port city is even better than that.  It is a familiar and 

recurrent anchorage.   

 The works I’ve studied here aren’t presented as a closed set or as being 

particularly in dialog with one another.  Rather, their chronological, geographical, and 

national dispersal means to suggest that they communicate with something essential to 

the nature of modernism.  Indeed, one need only make it twenty-three pages into 

Wyndham Lewis’ Blast 1 to find the Vorticist manifesto proclaiming 

BLESS ALL PORTS. 

The wholehearted endorsement is unequivocal, dramatic, and seemingly a little out of 

place in a journal intended to critique and reshape English aesthetics.  But the inclusion is 

neither ironic nor metaphorical.  The manifesto continues, clarifying that the ports in 

question are literal, working ports: “PORTS, RESTLESS MACHINES of scooped out 

basins / heavy insect dredgers / monotonous cranes / stations / lighthouses, blazing 

through the frosty starlight, cutting the storm like a cake / beaks of infant boats, side by 

side, / heavy chaos of wharves, / steep walls of factories / womanly town” (23).  To drive 
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home the tangibility of its subject, the urge to bless then goes on to list the “great 

PORTS” it wants specifically blessed: “Hull / Liverpool / London / Newcastle-on-Tyne / 

Bristol / Glasgow” (23).  One sees here again the port inscribed as a site of intense energy 

and commerce where sea meets land, composed of boats and stations, dredgers and 

factories, and marked explicitly as a site of “heavy chaos.”  All of this language echoes 

the descriptions of ports I have given throughout this study as examples of the practical 

benefits of setting a story there.   

 But one can also see a metaphorical reading lurking amongst all of those images, 

a poetic interpretation that aligns tidily with Berman’s assertions about modernism’s need 

to make its way through the maelstrom of modernity.  Not least of these are the 

“lighthouses, blazing through the frosty starlight, cutting the storm like a cake.” The 

lighthouses are the only active elements of the port and have by far the longest 

description attached to them.  That they cut through the storm as though it were a cake 

falls neatly in line with Berman’s metaphorical conception of the experience of 

modernity as a terrifying maelstrom.  Of all the things that make up a port in this 

description, the authors weight its beacon of confidence and hospitality most heavily, 

both in words and by placing it at the center of that list of characteristics.   

 Conceptualizing the port as a point of clarity seems to run against the current I’ve 

created in establishing the port as a chaotic space where identities and selves can be 

slipped or accumulated with relative ease; this is not precisely so.  When I spoke in the 

introduction of the port as a supreme example of Foucault’s heterotopia, I implicitly 

invoked the strict borders that such an entity must possess.  Nor is it the case that the 
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Vorticists ignore the fierce mixture and unsettled environment of the port.  That element 

remains a key part of the port even in their manifesto—it is a “restless machine” filled 

with the “heavy chaos” of its wharves.  But it is also a fixed point, a distinct space within 

which this chaos occurs.  Just a moment earlier in the manifesto, the Vorticists “BLESS 

the vast planetary abstraction of the OCEAN,” an image to which the port can stand in 

relatively solid opposition (22).  The abstraction of the ocean is represented as just that—

monolithic, indistinguishable, alone on the page.  The long list of characteristics that 

comprise the port makes up a taxonomy of certainty by comparison.  It is only by this 

comparison to the open sea that the port can be thought of as comforting and safe.  

Indeed, the vast and unmarked surface of the sea is precisely what makes the port solid; 

the port is a sacred space on the nautical chart—it is the marker from which all 

calculations of location and travel begin and, ideally, where they end.   

 The port as a place of departure and arrival has cropped up a few times in my 

pages, and it crops up in Blast as well.  Exuberantly.  “BLESS ALL SEAFARERS,” the 

manifesto declares, for “THEY exchange not one LAND for another, but one ELEMENT 

for ANOTHER.  The MORE against the LESS ABSTRACT” (22).  Here, again and 

explicitly, is traced the almost mystical break between the landsman and the seafarer just 

as outlined by the unknown Anglo-Saxon poet with his iron ink.  This is also again the 

modernists engaging with the past to avoid being washed away by modernity through the 

invocation of a bond both conceptual and categorical that anchors their work explicitly to 

their moment while mooring it in a trans-historical understanding of the port as a liminal 

space of almost supernatural power. 
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 Beyond the case of The Seafarer and “The Seafarer,” this characterization of the 

port underlies all of the works discussed thus far: explicitly in the case of Ishmael and 

Jim who flee from unsatisfactory lives on land to new ones on the sea, but also in 

Odysseus coming ashore to be transformed into Bloom, and again in Justine’s narrator 

needing to flee his port city for an island to become an individual capable of 

understanding his own life.  But the description of seafarers given by the manifesto 

makes explicit a thing that has not only underlain but underpinned the connections I have 

traced between these wildly varied works.  The exchange for which the Vorticists praise 

their seafarers is the same movement undertaken by the protagonists of all of the works in 

this study: it is the movement from the less to the more abstract.   

  

 The seafarer, in both his Anglo-Saxon and his Poundian incarnations, most 

dramatically exchanges one element for another with his condemnations of the 

landlubber’s life.  Indeed, he almost threatens to become one with the sea himself when 

he finds his feet “bound by frost / in icy bonds” (8).  And he is indeed a figure well-

accustomed to ambiguity, who tells us that “even now [my] heart / Journeys beyond its 

confines, and my thoughts / Over the sea, across the whales domain, / Travel afar the 

regions of the earth, / And then come back to me with greed and longing” (9).  While we 

can use that sailor’s certainty of himself and his role in the world as a baseline from 

which the subjects of modernity increasingly deviate, he also perpetually desires to be 

“out there” amongst the unknown, the unfamiliar, and, as he recounts in detail, the 

uncomfortable.  He is also a baseline for the way the individual who takes to the seas 
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embraces ambiguity and uncertainty.  If we think of this as one of the ghosts the 

modernists forever dig up, then it remains so central, so vital to their concerns, that we 

can hardly call it a ghost.   

 As Berman asserts about modernism, “it is only by keeping alive the bonds that 

tie it to the modernities of the past—bonds at once intimate and antagonistic—that it can 

help the moderns of the present and the future to be free” (346).  Pound’s “The Seafarer” 

demonstrates the intensely intimate and antagonistic reworking of the past most clearly 

by simultaneously recovering a poem from the mists of the past and summarily 

amputating roughly a third of its body.  But as the modernists continued to work with this 

trope, the focus on the exchange of one element for another transformed into a focus on 

the individual making the exchange.  Alongside, and sometimes instead of, the swap in 

elements came a gradual exchanging of identity or the self.  In the modernist novel of the 

port city, the primary shift from the less to the more abstract occurs is not oceanic, but 

personal. 

 We watched this happen with Conrad’s Jim.  That novel begins with Jim as an an 

officer—registered, certified, both known to others and proud of himself.   His 

conception of himself begins to crack when he jumps from the deck of the Patna, and 

when he becomes known as the young officer who abandoned a ship full of pilgrims to 

their fate, he desires nothing more than to proceed with exchanging this certainty for the 

ambiguous history of the new arrival in a series of increasingly far-flung ports.  His mode 

of employment, indeed, depends explicitly on his embracing abstraction:  “a water clerk,” 

Marlow tells us, “need not pass an examination in anything under the sun, but he must 
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have Ability in the abstract and demonstrate it practically” (7).  Abstraction, in other 

words, is something like the coin of the realm this far out at sea, a quality inherent both to 

the environment and to those who work it.   

 For Joyce, the exchange is the same, though the direction differs slightly.  In 

Ulysses the landsmen become more abstract when the sailors come, even though only 

metaphorically, ashore.  Joyce renders his Dublin with painstaking detail, locking a 

Dublin of June 16
th

, 1904 into history with such clarity that every year on that date 

hundreds of individuals together retrace Bloom’s movements, as so carefully detailed in 

the pages of the novel.  In this way, Dublin functions as a sort of fixed point of 

navigation, a port city in the sense of Blast’s manifesto, a beacon to, literally, navigate 

by.  But the storm it cuts through like a cake consists largely of the characters that people 

its fictionalized streets.  It begins concretely enough, Stephen in the tower and so on, but 

as more and more literary allusions come ashore (though, truthfully, they already have—

the title Ulysses introduces that character before even Stephen) the whole thing becomes 

increasingly ambiguous.  Characters, eras, literatures all bleed into and across one 

another, creating a veritable sea of abstraction and generating a seemingly endless 

industry of books and articles by scholars and critics who aim to pin it all down.   

 But if any work should be associated with lighthouses and a sense of the port city 

as a concrete marker in a sea of abstraction, it must be the novel in which “only the city is 

real.”  Durrell’s Justine has, in some ways, the least nautical of all the protagonists 

presented here.  The narrator of that novel doesn’t have much to do with work at all, 

nothing with labor, and would probably be hard pressed to even imagine the career 
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described in The Seafarer.  Yet these flaws do nothing to prevent him from 

simultaneously acting as the closest thing to an avatar of the blessed figure of the seafarer 

described by the Vorticists in all of the works we’ve looked at.  I think of him as the apex 

of the trend traced out here—he has crossed waters to arrive at a port city, and in his port 

city of choice, abstraction reigns.  His tale consists entirely of trying to make sense of his 

own fragmented memories and experiences, only to learn that he regularly misunderstood 

his own life, often worked with only a fraction of the relevant information, and was 

regularly manipulated by others.  His tale represents the ultimate exchange of the less for 

the more abstract, for he goes hundreds of pages without even the clear marker of a name.  

He is a thoroughly abstracted individual, and not merely in the conventional sense of that 

word.   

 This arc of an ever-increasing exchange of the less for the more abstract perhaps 

reflects an acceleration in the whirlwind storm of modernity, a more and more 

threatening environment which encourages greater and greater levels of adaptation.   It 

also suggests the way modernism remains in dialogue not just with the past, but also with 

itself.  These investigations into the composition of the self, into its exchangeable and 

abstractable nature logically build upon one another, forcing ever-more-exotic journeys 

and more extreme experimentation.  To be a modernist seafarer is to embark upon a 

voyage without an end. 

 

Earlier, I promised above to discuss the second element that links these characters and 

their enviroments.  Here, I too will make a move from the less abstract nature of the port 
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to he rather more abstract role of the narrative in these tales.   It’s handy to have just spent 

some time talking about the narrator of Justine and his explicit attempts to create both 

meaning and a solid sense of himself through the process of writing his memoir.  This is 

also a continual undercurrent to the works shared here.  When the self comes into 

question, when the less abstract gets exchanged for the more, the mechanism often 

depends on the telling of a story, generally in written form.  

 Narrative ties these works together with a prominence that needs some comment.  

In that we have looked again and again at the slippage in the identification of the self that 

operates at foundation of these tales, we have seen again and again, though never 

addressed outright, that these slippages generally have their beginnings in the tales the 

characters tell about themselves. The relationship between the self and its presentation is 

particularly strong in these texts, expressed most straightforwardly by the narrator of 

Moby-Dick’s imperative to “call me Ishmael” but running through to Darley’s carefully 

composed and even more carefully revised manuscript (12).  These are tales of tales told. 

 In Oneself as Another, Paul Ricoeur writes that “the narrative constructs the 

identity of the character, what can be called his or her narrative identity, in constructing 

that of the story told.  It is the identity of the story that makes the identity of the 

character” (147-8).  I have mentioned that these characters go to significant lengths to 

control their identities, both for themselves and for others.  The dominant method by 

which they exert this control, outside of fleeing their landlocked life for the port city or 

the open sea, however, is through their attempt to control their own narrative. 
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 The seafarer’s monologue, for example establishes not just the firm boundaries of 

his identity, but of the world in which he lives.  He constructs his narrative tightly enough 

to unify his identity with his self, and also to lay out tropes that would influence the 

modernist authors seeking to explore narrative’s usefulness in securing some sort of 

identity in the face of modernity’s maelstrom.  Ricoeur’s explanation that “literature 

proves to consist in a vast laboratory for thought experiments in which the resources of 

variation encompassed by narrative identity are put to the test of narration” (148).  The 

modernists who produced the novels considered here worked hard to test the connection 

between narration and the exchangeability of the self. 

 Ishmael, essentially, pulls it off, but perhaps only because he has the firmest hand 

on his narrative, shaping his story from first to last.  And, within his story, he exists 

within the closed bubble of the Pequod.  For Conrad’s Jim, though, things get tougher.  

The experiment Conrad conducts there doesn’t end well for Jim.  Try as he might to tell 

his own story, the larger narrative of the novel has him constantly intersecting with 

people who know of his past, who know “the real story” of his identity.  What’s more, his 

narrative is ultimately delivered by Marlow, and that narrative comes to the reader 

through an unnamed third party.  Conrad’s narrative laboratory is one in which Jim 

cannot escape the observation and evaluation of others—such that for all of his attempts 

to shuck his identity, to replace his original self with a variety of others up to and 

including his stint as Tuan Jim, he remains in the end cited by Marlow for his “eternal 

constancy” (246).  In Conrad’s evaluation, something hard at the core remains.    
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 In the case of Joyce, things are perhaps a little different.  It is the most oblique fit 

of all the pieces here, as the characters do not tell their own stories and a more traditional 

third-person narrator relates the proceedings.  But there’s no question that the space of 

Ulysses is the space of a narrative laboratory, nor that the nature of identity rests under 

the microscope.  Ultimately, the novel is an important stop on this journey not just 

because of its port city setting, but because Joyce’s movement of the identification game 

to the level of author and reader.  Among other things, this makes Durrell’s narrative 

possible.  But like Conrad’s Lord Jim, this laboratory, too, reveals something essentially 

constant about identity.  For all the blending leakage between Bloom and Odysseus and 

Stephen and Telemachus and Hamlet and his Ghostly Father, we speak of these 

characters as attaching to Bloom and Stephen, or finding themselves overlain, or echoing 

within them.  Bloom and Stephen remain the continual element throughout all of the 

variations. 

 Durrell’s Quartet explores the outcome of another protagonist narrating his own 

story.  Darley is the character who moves most dynamically in the direction of the 

abstract—a man with no name and an extremely poor understanding of his own life and 

environment (at least at the outset of the Quartet).  Nevertheless, it is his voice that runs 

most consistently throughout the Quartet, narrating three of the four books.  Or rather, 

not his voice, but his pen—he writes to “heal,” which we can read as writing to give a 

firmer shape to his reality.  And, indeed, by the end of the series we have learned his 

name (Darley) and he has recovered enough to move forward from his work of morosely 

collating memories.  This is the point at which Durrell sets the novel sequence free from 
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the three dimensions and allows it to work once more with time.  Darley, though a true 

seafarer in the Vorticist sense of the word, is in some real way recovered from the 

maelstrom.   

From all of these examples, I am tempted to see a wishful variation on Descartes’ 

cogito ergo sum at work here, a sort of “I write, therefore I am” undertaken by these 

characters.  But Ricoeur’s larger point about narrative giving shape to character gives the 

lie to this fantasy—whatever narrative a character might write for themselves, they write 

that narrative within a larger sequence of events and a wider network of characters.  

Nobody can pen their own self-contained story.  And yet, nobody can escape themselves 

entirely—those larger networks always provide a means of triangulating an individual, no 

matter how many skins they shed.   

 

None of this, of course, is a refutation of the port’s ability to shift elements of the self 

around or to state that the move towards greater abstraction is illusory. It is instead, I 

think, a powerful rebuke on the part of the modernists to the idea that the maelstrom of 

fracture, dissolution, and uncertainty that is modernity would—or even could—annihilate 

the individual.   Berman defines a modern as one who experiences “personal and social 

life as a maelstrom,” who finds “one’s world and oneself in perpetual disintegration and 

renewal, trouble and anguish, ambiguity and contradiction: to be a part of a universe in 

which all that is solid melts into air” (345).  But he has another definition for the 

modernist, a different state of being which he emphasizes by italicizing the ist.  For 

Berman, “to be a modernist is to make oneself somehow at home in the maelstrom, to 
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make its rhythms one’s own, to move within its currents in search of the forms of reality, 

of beauty, of freedom, of justice, that its fervid and perilous flow allows” (346).  The 

characters of the novels I’ve written about are, like their creators, modernists.    

 The results of these experiments with identity largely suggest an undeniably solid 

and unchanging element to each of them.  And yet, much or even most of their selves 

were also shown to be exchangeable, provisional, or expendable.  The public image of 

modernism (when the public can be said to even think about modernism) is often that of 

the desperate individual frantically shoring fragments against ruin or fatalistically 

prophesying that the center cannot hold.  But the modernist novels of the port city 

demonstrate that this need not be the case.  Many modernists found another way to 

approach the challenges of modernity, a way far more productive and encouraging than 

heaping broken garbage up against an intangible foe.  Like naval ships facing a hurricane, 

they simply pointed their bows out to sea and motored into the storm.   

 “BLESS these MACHINES that work the little boats across clean liquid space, in 

beelines” urge the Vorticists, and it becomes possible to think of the modernists of these 

novels, both authorial and fictional as little boats, using narrative as their engines (23).  

The sea space of modernity, churning and violent though it may be, consists of navigable 

waters.  In the pages of these novels there is not so much a resistance to the chaos and 

fracture of the modern world as an acceptance of it as a norm.  Most of these characters 

and all of these authors attempt to turn that chaos and fracture to their advantage, to 

employ it towards achieving new ends.  This decision to work with change, with 

uncertainty and with disruption makes them not post-modernists, as the common parlance 
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would have it, but simply modernists.  Figures capable of making themselves at home in 

the environment of the modern.   

Their example of acceptance over resistance, of acclimation over escape deserves 

to be called noble.  It is a reminder to approach the world with a generous spirit, to 

attempt and to strive, to welcome a little more weirdness and unpredictability into the 

world.  It is an invitation to set sail into the unknown made entirely by example.   
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